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Abstract
The principal part of this thesis starts with Chapter 2, Chapter 1 containing pre­
liminary material.
In Chapter 2, we give an exposition of the classical Alexander ideals of a group 
presentation whose set of generators is finite. These Alexander ideals are a group 
invariant; the chain of ideals calculated from presentations for isomorphic groups 
being equivalent. We also consider some classes of presentations whose groups cannot 
be distinguished by their Alexander ideals.
In Chapter 3, we define a chain of ideals, the B~ideals, which are calculated from 
a 3-presentation with finite set of generators and relators. We show that these too 
are a group invariant and, moreover, that they can distinguish groups which the 
Alexander ideals cannot.
In Chapter 4, we define for the class of groups of type FPn another new group 
invariant, the i^-ideals. These are calculated from a free resolution of type FPn 
for the group. We show that these generalise the Alexander and S-ideals. The 
^ -id ea ls  of a group are actually a special case of an invariant for group modules 
of type FPn. In the remainder of Chapter 4, we derive some properties of these 
module invariants and their equivalents for groups, including the connexion of these 
new invariants with the integral homology of a group.
In Chapter 5, we consider the classes of modules and of groups whose En-ideals 
are simple in a certain sense, the ^-trivial modules and groups. In particular, we 
show that projective modules are ^-trivial and, consequently, that groups of type 
F P  are ^-trivial. We consider how this relates to a question of Serre’s concerning 
groups of type F P  and of type F L . We then consider a larger class of groups, the E- 
linked groups, whose E^-ideals are linked in adjacent dimensions in a certain sense.
Abstract iii
For a subclass of these groups we define an Euler characteristic, which extends the 
definition of Euler characteristics of Serre, Chiswell and Brown. We then study the 
closure properties of these classes of groups and the behaviour of the new Euler 
characteristic when graphs of these groups are constructed. Extensions of certain 
E-trivial groups are considered next, and we then demonstrate that, for every n > 1, 
the F^-ideals can distinguish groups which have the same ^-ideals for i < n  and 
the same integral homology.
In Chapter 6, we extend the definition of these new invariants to monoids and 
their modules, distinguishing a right- and a left-hand version. We consider some of 
the properties of the monoid invariant, in particular, showing how the E^-ideals of 
certain groups can be obtained from those of a submonoid. Finally, the i?n-ideals 
of monoids with a zero element are studied and we consider further the question of 
Serre.
Statement
Chapter 1 covers some basic material, such as presentations of groups and monoids, 
pictures over a group presentation, Tietze transformations of presentations, the Fox 
and picture derivatives, elementary ideals of matrices, resolutions of modules, ranks 
of projective modules, Euler characteristics of groups, graphs, Coxeter groups and 
graphs of groups. With the exception of §1.3.2, which covers the picture derivative, 
this material can be found elsewhere, such as in [16], [22], [23], [25], [33], [36], [41], 
[47], [52], [58], [66], [71], [85],
Chapter 2 includes material on Alexander ideals which can be found, for example, 
in [33] or [41]. Theorem 2.6 is an unpublished result of S. J. Pride. In Chapter 3, 
the definition of the 5-ideals of a 3-presentation and Theorem 3.1 is unpublished 
work of S. J. Pride. The remainder of these chapters is the author’s own work.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are the original work of the author, with the exception of 
instances indicated in the text as well as §5.1, §5.4 and Theorem 5.32, which are 
joint work with S. J. Pride.
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Introduction
Given two groups, a natural question to ask is whether or not they are isomorphic. 
This problem was raised as early as 1908 by Tietze [83] and was famously formulated 
by Dehn as the isomorphism problem:
Two groups are given. To decide whether they are isomorphic or not (and 
also whether a given correspondence is an isomorphism). [34] (Translated 
in [28].)
A group could be given by a set of matrices or permutations, or by a presenta­
tion. We will consider groups given by presentations. Thus, we want to be able to 
determine whether two presentations define isomorphic groups. Now, while solutions 
to this problem have been found for some classes of groups (see, for example, [61], 
[63] and [75]), it is known to be unsolvable in general; for finitely presented groups, 
this was shown by Adyan [1] and, independently, Rabin [72].
In the absence of a single method for distinguishing groups, we must instead 
rely on a variety of invariants. Suppose that an object or quantity f(V )  can be 
calculated from a presentation V  for a group G. For f{V )  to be a group invariant, if 
Vq is a presentation for a group Go which is isomorphic to G, then the object f (V o) 
calculated from V q must be equal to / ( “P), or equivalent in some sense.
The integral homology H*(G) of a group G is such an invariant. This takes 
the form of an infinite sequence of abelian groups and can be calculated from any 
projective resolution for G.
Various Euler characteristics have been defined for certain classes of groups. 
These can be calculated in a variety of ways, and usually take values in Z or Q. See, 
for example, [22], [29], [76] and [79].
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Another example is the chain of Alexander ideals, defined by Fox [41]. These are 
calculated from a matrix which can be readily obtained from a presentation V, and 
take the form of an ascending chain, A (V ), of ideals Ax(V) (A E S) in a commutative 
ring.
In this thesis, we define a family of new group invariants which are calculated in 
a similar way to the Alexander ideals.
Firstly, in Chapter 2, we review the definition of the Alexander ideals and we give 
the usual proof, using Tietze transformations of presentations, that they are a group 
invariant (Theorem 2.1). We show how these invariants can be used to distinguish 
non-isomorphic groups and also consider groups which cannot be distinguished in 
this way (Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.6).
In Chapter 3, we define a new group invariant, the 5-ideals; if T  is a 3-pre­
sentation with finite sets of generators and relators, we can readily obtain a matrix 
from which an ascending chain, 5 (7 ”), of ideals B \(T )  (A E E) in EG (T)ab can 
be calculated. We prove, using Tietze transformations on 3-presentations, that, 
if T  and % are 3-presentations for isomorphic groups, then the chains 5 (T ) and 
5(7o) are equivalent (Theorem 3.1). The 5-ideals are thus a group invariant. We 
also show that the 5-ideals are sometimes able to distinguish groups which the 
Alexander ideals cannot.
In Chapter 4, we define, for a group G of type FPn, an ascending chain, E n (G), of 
ideals EUi\(G) (A E E) in EGab. These are calculated from a matrix associated with 
the (n-t- l)-st boundary map of a free resolution of type FPn for G. These generalise 
the Alexander and 5-ideals, since A(V) =  Ei(G(V)) and 5 (T )  =  E 2 (G(T)). We 
also define E LI(G ) and E ^ lv{G) to be the images of the chain En(G) in the rings 
EG*? and E respectively, where G ^  is the largest torsion-free quotient of Gab.
In order to prove that the 5 n-ideals of a group are well-defined and a group 
invariant, we define, for a SG-module M  of type FPn, a chain, En(M), of ideals 
En>x(M) (A E E) in EGab, which is calculated from a free resolution of M. When M  
is the trivial module E , En(E) =  En(G). By using an analogue of Tietze transforma­
tions, we show that the choice of free resolution is immaterial, and so the 5 n-ideals 
of a module are well-defined (Theorem 4.7). We then consider some properties of
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the En-ideals of a group module, such as their behaviour when the co-efficient ring, 
ZG, changes. As a consequence, we prove that, if G and G0 are isomorphic groups of 
type FPn, then En(G) and En(Go) are equivalent, and so the Era-ideals are, indeed, 
a group invariant (Theorem 4.1).
We also define associated invariants,
vn{M) = min{A E Z : En,x{M) =  ZGab},
5n(M) = min{A E Z : EniX(M) /  0}
and, similarly, we define i/n(G) 1 5n(G), i/jf, v1™, etc. We then consider how the 
invariants of modules in a short exact sequence are related and how the integral 
homology, H*(G), is related to E%W(G) and 5%lv{G) (Theorem 4.24).
In Chapter 5, we first consider E[m, n]-trivial groups and modules; a module 
M  of type FPn is E[m, rc]-trivial if Pi(M) =  5*(M) for i = m , . . . ,  n  and if 5i(M) +  
di+i(M ) = 0 for m  <  i < n. A group G is E[m, n]-trivial when the trivial ZG-module 
Z  is. We show that finitely generated projective ZG-modules are E[0, oo]-trivial 
(Theorem 5.5) and, consequently, that groups of type F P  are ^[cdG , oo]-trivial 
(Theorem 5.10). However, we also show that, if we consider ((^-coefficients rather
than ^-coefficients, as we may, then this need not be the case. In particular, we
show that, although finitely presented CA groups are of type F P  over Q (Lemma 
5.12), a large family of them are not of type F L  over Q (Proposition 5.13). We then 
consider how this relates to a question of Serre’s [76].
We next consider those groups and modules whose A'^-ideals are linked in ad­
jacent dimensions; if, for m < i < n, +  S j^ M )  = 0, M  is said to be
E^[m , n]-linked. A group is said to be E lf  [m, n]-linked if the module Z  is. We 
consider how the invariant behaves for short exact sequences of such modules 
(Proposition 5.14).
If a group G is E ^ [/, oo]-linked for some I, we define a new Euler characteristic, 
St^(G) =  (—l) i5^(G?). This extends Euler characteristics of Serre [76] and Brown 
[21]. We then consider how E-linked and .E-trivial groups behave when a graph of 
groups is constructed from them. We also look at the behaviour of 0  under this 
construction and extend a result of ChiswelPs [29].
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Finally, in order to show that these new invariants are useful, we look at the 
.E'n-ideals of extensions of E'fO, n]-trivial groups. For every n > 1, we are then 
able to construct an infinite family of pairwise non-isomorphic groups which can be 
distinguished neither by their integral homology, nor by their i^-ideals for i < n, 
but which have distinct EnAdeals (Theorem 5.33).
In the final chapter, the definition of the i£n-ideals is extended to monoids. We 
must, however, distinguish a left- and a right-hand case. If S  is a monoid of type 
F P il\  we define a chain, E n \S ) ,  of ideals in h S ah and, if S  is a monoid of type 
F P n \  we define a chain, E n \S ) ,  of ideals in IiSab. We consider to what extent the 
properties of the JS^-ideals for groups extend to monoids and are able to show how 
the E n-ideals of certain groups can be obtained from the E$p--ideals of a submonoid 
(Proposition 6.8) .
The invariants of a monoid which contains a zero element are considered next, 
in particular, the E and E ^-ideals of a monoid to which a zero has been added 
(Proposition 6.9 and Theorem 6.12). Finally, we return briefly to the question of 
Serre.
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 General
All rings are assumed to have an identity element, 1, which all ring homomorphisms 
respect.
Although we will treat both left and right modules, we predominantly consider 
left modules. Thus, except where otherwise stated, we assume that all modules are 
left modules.
If {ci, C2 , . . .  } is a set of elements of a ring (7, then we write (ci, ca,. . . )  for the 
(two-sided) ideal of C  generated by this set, C.(ci, c2, . . . )  for the left ideal and 
(ci, C2 , . . .  ).C  for the right ideal. We will make frequent use of the fact that if, for 
some c E <7, 1 — c is a generator of a two-sided ideal of (7, then we may substitute 
1 for any further instances of c in the other generators. For instance, if 1 — c and
1 +  c-l h cp_1 are both generators of an ideal, we may replace them with the pair
1  - c , p .
Let (7 be a ring with the invariance of rank property, that is, the rank of a free 
(7-module is well-defined. If F  is a finitely generated free (7-module, we denote its 
rank by rkc {F). If r  =  rkc(F), then F  =  (7r , where
<7r =  <7®<7®.. .©<7.------ V--------- '
r  tim es
If (7 is a principal ideal domain (pid) and if M  is any finitely generated (7-module,
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then it can be written uniquely in the form
JW =  C9 © (©?=1C/(cj)) (1.1)
for some integers p, q > 0 and some non-zero, non-unit Cj G C (well-defined up to 
multiplication by a unit) such that Cj\cj+i. We define rkc(M ) to be the rank, q, of 
the free part of M .
The igroup algebra, KG , of a group G with coefficients in a commutative ring 
K  consists of all formal sums J2geG where kg G K  and kg is non-zero for only 
finitely many g G G. If a : G —»■ U(C) is a group homomorphism from a group G 
to the group of units, U(C), of a iT-algebra C, then it extends uniquely to a ring 
homomorphism
a : K G  -»■ C; E ks9 ^  E ksa (s)
g e G  g e G
(the use of a  to denote the induced map is a convenient abuse of notation). In 
this way, any group homomorphism a  : G —¥ Gq extends to a ring homomorphism 
a : K G  —> K G q. For instance, the trivial group homomorphism G —»■ l\g  i->- I 
induces a ring homomorphism
aug : K G  -* K ; ^ 2 k gg y ~]kg,
g e G  g e G
the augmentation map. When K  = It, we call the kernel of this map the augmenta­
tion ideal of G and denote it IG. We then have a short exact sequence
0  IG  -+ IG  ^  Z 0 . (1.2)
As a Z-module, IG  is freely generated by the set {1 — g : g G G}.
The preceding paragraph applies also to monoids and monoid algebras and we 
have a monoid version of the short exact sequence (1.2).
If H  is a subgroup of a group G, then K G  is a free ITJT-module of rank [(7 : H], 
the index of H  in G. If M is any K H -module, we have the induced KG -module
Af tn =  K G  ®kh  Af.
For any group G, the abelianisation of G, Gab, is the quotient G/G' of G by its 
derived subgroup Gr = [G, G].
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If G is a finitely generated group, then we denote by d(G) the minimum number 
of generators of G.
If £ € {1, —1}, then we define
1.2 Presentations and pictures
A word on a set x  consists of a finite sequence of symbols from the set x.
If x  is a non-empty set, then the free monoid [x] on x  is the set of words on x, 
with multiplication given by concatenation. The identity of [x] is the empty word, 
denoted 1 .
If x  is a non-empty set, we define x " 1 to be a set {a; - 1  : x  £ x} in one-one 
correspondence with x. The free group (x) on the set x  consists of words on x U x -1 , 
subject to the relations xEx~E = 1 (x £ x, e =  ± 1 ). Although (x) is thus the set of 
equivalence classes of words modulo these relations, we identify an element of the 
free group with any word which represents it.
Two words on x  U x _ 1  will be said to be freely equal if they represent the same 
element of (x). A word on x  U x _ 1  will be said to be reduced if it does not contain 
a subword of the form x£x~£. Every word on x  U x - 1  is freely equal to a unique 
reduced word [58]. A word on x  U x - 1  will be said to be cyclically reduced if it is 
reduced and if its last symbol is distinct from the inverse of its first.
1.2.1 P resen ta tion s o f groups
A group presentation
consists of a set of generating symbols, x, the generating set, together with a set r  
of non-empty, cyclically reduced words on x U x 4 , the defining relators. The group
7> =  (x;r) (1.3)
G(V) defined by V  is then the quotient of the free group (x) on x  by the normal 
closure r  of r  in (x). We have the natural quotient map
7 r  : (x) G(V)', W  ^  r  » .
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Notation. When the context is clear, we will often write yp(W)  as W  or simply as 
W . We will also denote the image of any £ G Z(x) in hG (V) as £ or simply as £.
If G =  tr('P), then we say that V  is a presentation for G. Note, however, that G 
and G(V) are distinct groups.
Instead of defining relators, we sometimes use defining relations of the form 
U — V  for some distinct words U, V  o n x U x 4  which start and end with distinct 
symbols. This relation is equivalent to the (non-empty, cyclically reduced) relator 
U V ~ \
We will say that a word W  on x U x - 1  is a consequence of r  if W G r  ^  =  
ker 7 -p.
A presentation is said to be finite if the sets x  and r  are both finite.
When x  is a finite set, we define
Xii'P) =  M -  1
and, when V  is finite, we define
X2 (V)  =  |r| -  |x| +  1.
If it is clear which presentation we are referring to, we abbreviate these to Xu %2 , 
respectively.
Associated with a presentation V  is a ZG^T^-module, M (V ), the relation module 
of V, defined to be the abelianisation, <C r  $^>ab, of <C r  ^>, written additively. The 
action of G(V) is given by
W . U C  r  » ' = W U W ^ C  r
for W  G (x), 1 /6  < r  ^>. If U G <C r  ^>, then it may be written as
u=Y[w,B?wri
i
for some G (x), R4  G r  and e* = ±1. Thus
£ /<  r  > '  =  W ^ 'W i  A  « r » ' - J 2  slW i.R i<. r
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so M (V) is generated as a Z G ^ -m o d u le  by the set
{ # <  r » '  : R  G r}.
The module M{fP) embeds in a free ZG-module of rank [x|, with cokernel JG, 
giving an exact sequence [25]
0 —y JM((P) —y —y IG  —y 0 (1*4)
(we define the maps of this sequence in §1.6.3, below).
1.2.2 P resen ta tion s o f m onoids
A monoid presentation (or rewriting system)
V  ~  [x; r]
consists of a set x  of generating symbols, together with a set r of ordered pairs 
(R +, R~) of words on x, the relations. We often write R + — R~ instead of (i?+, R ~).
The monoid S(V) defined by V  is then the set of equivalence classes {W  : W  G 
[x]} of the congruence on [x] induced by r. More explicitly, if W  is a word on x  
which is of the form UR+V  for some £/, V  G [x] and some (R+,R~) G r, then an 
elementary transformation on W  replaces R + by R~, giving the word UR~V. The 
inverse of an elementary transformation replaces a word of the form UR~V  with the 
word UR+V. Two words on x  will be said to be equivalent (relative to r) if one can 
be obtained from the other by a finite number of elementary transformations and 
their inverses. Multiplication is given by W .W ' = W W ' and is well-defined, so we 
have a surjective monoid homomorphism
7p : [x] -»  S(V)] W ^-yW .
N otation . If it is clear that we are considering elements of S(V) rather than [x], 
we will write W  rather than W .
Associated with any monoid S  we have the opposite monoid, 5 opp, which has the 
same underlying set as S  and where the product s.sf for s, s’ G S opp is defined to be 
the product s’s G S. There is a set map
opp : S  -» S opp; s s,
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such that opp(ss') = s's (s ,s l € S). If V  = [x;r] is a presentation for 5, then 
V opp = [x; r opp] is a presentation for S opp, where vopp is obtained from r  by reversing 
the words in each (R+, R~) € r. For example, if
V  =  [a, b; (a5, 1), (ba, a2b)],
then
V opp =  [a, 6 ; (a5 , 1 ), (ab, ba2)\ 
is a presentation for S (V )opp.
1.2.3 P ictu res, t t2 and 3-presentations o f groups
A picture P over a presentation V  = (x; r) consists of the following:
1) An ambient disc D, with a basepoint Op on its boundary.
2 ) Discs Al5. . . ,  Am in the interior of D , each of which has a basepoint 0a< on 
its boundary. To avoid confusion, when we refer to the discs of P we mean the 
discs A i , . . . ,  Am, not the ambient disc D.
3) A finite number of disjoint arcs in the closure of D \  (J* A*, each of which is 
either a simple closed curve or a simple curve joining two distinct points on 
BD (Ji dA *, neither of which is a basepoint. Each of the arcs has an orientation, 
indicated by a transverse arrow, and is labelled by a symbol from x. A closed 
arc which encircles no discs or arcs is a floating circle.
4) For a disc A of P, if we travel around dA  in a clockwise direction, then we can 
read off a word from the successive labels of the arcs we cross; if we cross an 
arc labelled x  in the direction of its orientation, we read the symbol x  and, if 
we cross in the direction opposite to its orientation, we read a;-1. The word 
thus produced must be R E£  for some R& 6  r  and £a =  ±1. We call 1?a the 
label of A and we say that A has positive orientation if e& — + 1  and that A 
has negative orientation if ea  =  — 1 .
We define <9P to be dD. If we read clockwise around c?P from Op, then we obtain 
a word Wp on x  U x -1 , which is termed the (boundary) label of P.
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Figure 1.1: Some pictures over (a,b;a3,bab 1a 2)
A picture is said to be spherical if no arc intersects dF. If a picture is spherical, 
we often omit dP and Op.
Some examples of pictures over the presentation V  = (a, b\ a3, bab~1a~2) are 
given in Figure 1.1. Note that, in places, a number of arrows have been amal­
gamated into one, whose label is the word consisting of the labels of the indi­
vidual arrows. This will be common practice. The picture P2 is spherical and 
connected, that is, it contains only one connected component, while Pi contains 
a number of components, one of which is a spherical subpicture. Notice that 
Wpj =  ab~laa~lbb~labb~laa~lbb~lb G ker7 p.
Theorem 1.1 (Van K am pen’s Lemma [66]). Let V  = (x;r) and let W  be a
word on x  U x -1. Then W  — 1 G G(V) if, and only if, there is a picture P over V  
with Wp =  W .
We now consider spherical pictures. Consider the following operations on a 
spherical picture:
(51) Make a bridge move on two adjacent arcs with the same label, but opposing 
orientations, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
(52) Insert or delete a cancelling pair, that is, a spherical subpicture with exactly 
two discs, each of which has the same label, but which have opposite orien-
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Figure 1.2: A bridge move
Figure 1.3: A cancelling pair
tations, and whose basepoints are in the same region, as illustrated in Figure 
1.3.
(S3) Insert or delete a floating circle.
We will say that two spherical pictures over a presentation V  are equivalent if 
we can transform one to the other by a finite number of the above three operations. 
We denote the equivalence class of a spherical picture P under this equivalence by 
[P]. If Pi and P2 are two spherical pictures over V, then Pi + P 2 is defined to be the 
picture consisting of Pi and P2 side by side. We then obtain a well-defined addition 
on the set of equivalence classes given by [Pi] +  [P2] =  [Pi + P 2]. If we let —P denote 
the mirror image of P, then [Pi] +  [—Pi] =  [Pi +  (—Pi)] =  [0], the equivalence class 
of the empty picture. We write [—P] as — [P] and Pi +  (—P2) as Pi — P2. The set 
of equivalence classes of pictures over V  with this addition thus forms an abelian 
group.
There is an action of (x) on this group; for W  E (x), W.[P] =  [Pw], where Fw 
is obtained from P by surrounding it by a number of simple closed arcs whose total 
label, read from the outside in, is W. See Figure 1.4, where the spherical picture P 
is contained within the dotted line. This action is well-defined, since xex~B (x  E x, 
e =  ± 1 ) acts trivially modulo (SI) and (S3). Indeed, the elements of r  act trivially 
modulo (Si), (S2 ), (S3) [6 6 ], and so we obtain a ZGfT^-module, tt2 ('P), the second
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Figure 1.4: The action of the word W  on the spherical picture P
c^ o
a 3
Figure 1.5: A generating set of pictures for (a,b;a3,bab la 2)
homotopy module of V.
We will say that a set d of spherical pictures over a presentation V  is a generating 
set of pictures for V  if the set {[D] : D G d} generates 7r2(V) as a ZG(7?)-module. 
Alternatively [6 6 ], d is a generating set if every picture over V  can be transformed 
to the trivial picture by operations (SI), (S2 ) and (S3) along with the operation:
(S4) Insert or delete a subpicture eD for e — ±1, D G d.
For example, it can be shown that the spherical pictures in Figure 1.5 constitute 
a generating set for (a, 5; a3, bab~la~2) [9].
If d is a generating set of pictures for a presentation V  =  (x; r), then we call the 
triple
T =(7> ; d> =  (x;r;d) (1.5)
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a 3-presentation for G(V). We will also write G(T) — G(V) and set 7 7 - =  7 7 3 , 
Xi(T) =  Xi(V) and %2(T) =  X2 {P) (when defined). We call V  = (x;r) the under­
lying presentation of T. When x, r and d are finite, we will say that T  is finite.
The Z(j~module ^ ( V )  embeds in a free ZG-module of rank |r[, the cokernel of 
the embedding being isomorphic to the relation module M (V). We therefore have 
a short exact sequence [6 6 ]
0 -> TTaCP) ->■ B r & Z G  M (V) -> 0 (1.6)
(we return to describe the maps of this sequence in §1.6.3, below).
Much work has been devoted to calculating generating sets of pictures for pre­
sentations. For example, in [9] the authors show how a 3-presentation for a group 
extension can be obtained from 3-presentations for the normal subgroup and the 
quotient group. In a similar vein, (generalised) graphs of groups (see §1.8.3, be­
low) are considered in [10] and [20], where it is shown how a 3-presentation can be 
obtained from 3-presentations for the constituent groups.
The second homotopy module of a presentation in which each relator involves at 
most two generators is considered in [64], [67], [65] and [70].
When an extra generator and an extra relator are added to a presentation, giv­
ing a so-called relative presentation, the additional generating pictures required are 
determined for certain cases in [8 ], [19], [38] and [49].
See also [48] and [6 6 ] for interesting alternative definitions of 7r2 ('P). We remark 
that there is also a concept of a picture over a monoid presentation and that the 
definition of ^ { V )  can be extended to monoid presentations [6 8 ], [69].
1.2.4 A sp heric ity  and com binatorial asphericity
Certain presentations have particularly simple generating sets of pictures.
A presentation V  for which — 0 is said to be aspherical For example, a
one relator presentation (x; R) is aspherical if the word R  is not a proper power.
In general, each relator R  £ r of a presentation V  — (x; r) can be written as 
R  = Rqr  for some integer Pr > 0 and some word Rq which is not a proper power. 
We call R 0 the root of R  and Pr the period. If pR > 1 , then there are associated
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Figure 1.6: The dipole D(0 &)3
spherical pictures, called dipoles, which have two discs labelled R, with opposite 
orientations, whose basepoints are in different regions. There are then Pr{pr — 1) 
dipoles for each relator R , corresponding to the different choices of basepoints. We 
define B r  to be the dipole in which the basepoint of the positively oriented disc is 
in the outer region and the path from that basepoint to the basepoint of the other 
disc has label Rq. Such a dipole for the relator (ab) 3 is shown in Figure 1.6. Modulo 
the operations (Si), (S2 ), (S3) and inserting or deleting B r , all other dipoles are 
trivial.
For any presentation V  — (x ;r), we set
r ' =  {R  G r  : pR > 1}.
The presentation 'P is said to be combinatorially aspherical (CA) if the set of dipoles 
{ B r  : R  € r'} is a generating set of pictures. A group will be said to be CA if it 
has a CA presentation. For example, a finite cyclic group is CA by virtue of the 
CA presentation V  = (xw, xp), as are all groups with a one relator presentation. CA 
presentations have been extensively studied [25], [31], [51], [57], [6 6 ]. See [20] for 
some tests to determine whether a presentation is CA.
The following result describes fully the torsion elements of a CA group.
T heorem  1.2 ([SI]). Let V  — (x ;r) be a CA presentation and let G -- G(V). An 
element g £ G is of finite order if, and only if,
g = URq0 U -i
for some R  G r, some word U on x  U x - 1  and some integer q such that 0 < q < p r .
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1.2.5 T ietze  transform ations
Let V  ~  (x ;r) be a group presentation as in (1.3). We define the following Tietze 
transformations on V:
If the set y or the set s is finite, then the corresponding transformation is termed 
finitary.
In each case the group Go = G(Vq) is isomorphic to G = G(V). Indeed, in 
the case of the transformation (T2 ) the groups G and Go are identical, since Go =  
(x)/<C r, s and < r , s >  =  < r > .  If is obtained from V  by a transformation 
(Tl), then there is an induced isomorphism ot-p : G —Y Gq given by x x (for x £ x), 
which has inverse given by x x (x E x), y i->- Wy (y £ y).
We will say that two presentations are Tietze equivalent if one can be obtained 
from the other by a finite number of Tietze transformations and their inverses. This 
is an equivalence relation. If two presentations are Tietze equivalent, then they 
define isomorphic groups. Conversely:
Lemma 1.3 ([58]). Let V  — (x;r) and Q =  (y;s) be two group presentations. I f  
there is an isomorphism a  : G(V) —»■ G(Q), then V  and Q are Tietze equivalent and 
a is the isomorphism induced by the Tietze transformations. I f  both V  and Q are 
finite presentations, then they are Tietze equivalent by finitary Tietze transforma­
tions. Ifjc  and y are finite, then any transformation (T l)  in the equivalence o fV  
and Q can be taken to be finitary.
Proof. Initially, we assume that x and y are distinct sets. For each x £ x, let Wx 
be a word on y  U y -1 such that a(a;) =  Wx and, for each y £ y, let Uy be a word 
on x  U x -1 such that a(Uy) = y. We can then apply Tietze transformations of type 
(Tl) to V  and Q to give presentations
(Tl) V  Vo =  (x, y; r, y = Wy{y £ y))
( T 2 ) P » - > n  =  (x;r ,s)
for some set y  with y  D x =  0  and 
some Wy £ (x).
for some set s of cyclically reduced 
consequences of r.
Vo = ( x , y ; r ,y  = Uy(y £ y)), Q0 = ( x ,y ; s tx -  Wx{x e  x)).
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The isomorphism ao : G(Vo) -* G(Qq) induced by a  is then given by x  i-» x (x E x), 
V (y € y) and so it is clear that
<  r, y U y ' i y  G y ) »  =  « s ,  x W ~ x{x G x ) » <  (x, y).
Thus, we may apply a Tietze transformations of type (T2) to each of Vo and Qo to 
give the presentation
71=  (x, y;r, y =  Uy{y E y ) , s , £  =  Wx(x E x)).
Hence, the presentations V  and Q are Tietze equivalent.
The isomorphism induced by these Tietze transformations is the composition
G(V) ^  G(P0) G(K)  ^  G(Q0) G(Q).
Now, for x  E x,
a Ql l d &;Id Poa:7’ ( 3:) =  a Q 1M !a’ Jdp0 (a;)
=  “ e W
=
=  WX
= a(x),
so a  — a ^ M ^ I d ^ a ^ ,  as required.
If x  n  y  ^  0, then let y ' be a set, distinct from x  U y , in one-one correspondence 
with y. This correspondence induces an isomorphism /? : (y) —> (y;). Let Q' = 
( y ' S  E s}). The groups G(Q) and G(Q') are clearly isomorphic. We 
then apply the first part of the proof twice; first to show that Q and Q! are Tietze 
equivalent and then to show that V  and Q  are.
If the sets x, y  are finite, then each of the transformations (Tl) above are finitary 
and, if the sets r, s are also finite, then all of the Tietze transformations undertaken 
above are finitary. □
We wish to extend the definition of Tietze transformations to 3-presentations. 
In order to do this, we must first consider the effect on a generating set of pictures 
of a Tietze transformation on a presentation.
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Figure 1.7: The picture Qs
If Vo is obtained from V by a transformation (Tl) as above, then any spherical 
picture over Vo is equivalent to a spherical picture P over V ; if the picture includes 
a disc A with label yW ~l for some y G y, then, since yW ~x is the only relator of 
Vo which includes the symbol y, P must include a second disc labelled y W ^1, with 
opposite orientation, joined to A by an arc labelled y. It is then an easy matter to 
use bridge moves to create a cancelling pair with these two discs and remove them. 
Thus, any generating set of pictures for V is also a generating set of pictures for Vo- 
Now suppose that Vo is obtained from V by a transformation (T2 ) as above. 
Since each S  G s is a consequence of r, by Theorem 1.1 there is a picture P# over V 
with boundary label S'. We can therefore construct a spherical picture Qs over Vo 
by joining the arcs meeting the boundary of —P5  to a disc labelled S, as in Figure 
1.7. Any picture over Vo is equivalent modulo the set {(Q& : S  G s} to a picture over 
V; if a picture includes a disc A with label S, insert a picture —£aQs in the same 
region as the basepoint of A, use bridge moves to make a cancelling pair of the discs 
labelled S and then delete them. Thus, if d is a generating set of pictures for V , 
then d U {Qs : S  G s} is a generating set of pictures for Vo-
Let T  =  (x;r;d) be a 3-presentation as in (1.5). We define Tietze transforma­
tions of T  as follows:
(Tl) T  7o =  (x, y; r, y =  Wy(y G y); d) for some set y  with y fl x =  0 and
some Wy G (x).
(T2 ) T  % =  (x; r, s; d, Qs{S  £ s)) for some set s of cyclically reduced
consequences of r.
(T3) T  7o =  (x; r; d, e) for some set e of spherical pictures
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over (x;r).
Each of these induces an isomorphism dj* : G(T) —> G(%), which is the identity 
in the case of (T2) and (T3). We will say that a Tietze transformation on a 3- 
presentation is finitary if, in the case of (Tl) and (T2), the underlying transformation 
of presentations is finitary or, in the case of (T3), if e is finite.
We will say that two 3-presentations are Tietze equivalent if one can be obtained 
from the other by a finite number of Tietze transformations and their inverses. Tietze 
equivalent 3-presentations define isomorphic groups and, conversely:
Lem m a 1.4. Let T  ~  (x ;r ;d )  and S  — (y ;s;e) be two 3-presentations. I f  there is 
an isomorphism a  : G(T) —► G(S), then T  and S  are Tietze equivalent and a  is the 
isomorphism induced by the Tietze transformations. I f  x  and y  are finite, then any
transformation (T l)  in this equivalence can be taken to be finitary. If, in addition,
r  and s are finite, any transformation (T2) may also be taken to be finitary. I f  T  
and S  are finite, then all the Tietze transformations in the equivalence can be taken 
to be finitary.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, (x;r) and (y;s) are Tietze equivalent and the equivalence 
induces a. We therefore need only show that, if d, do are two generating sets of 
pictures for a presentation (x; r), then the 3-presentations (x; r; d) and (x; r; d 0) are 
Tietze equivalent. But these are both equivalent by a single transformation (T3) to 
{x; r; d, d 0), and the result follows. □
1.3 Derivatives
1.3.1 D erivations and th e  Fox derivative
If G is a group and M  a iCG-module, then a derivation from KG  to M  is a K-  
module homomorphism d : K G  -> M  satisfying the additional property that, for 
9 , go £ G ,
d(ggo) = d(g) +  g.d(gQ). (1.7)
The following properties of derivations are immediate from the definition.
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Lem m a 1.5 ([40]). I f  d : K G  -» M  is a derivation, then
i) for k G K , d(k) =  0;
ii) for g G G, d{g~x) ~  —g~1 d(g); and, more generally,
Hi) for g G G, n  G 7L,
d(gn) =  <
( 1  +  g + -----1-gn ^ ( g )  n >  0
0  n =  0  ■
~ { g n + gn+1 H 1- g~l )d(g) n  < 0
Lemma 1.6 ([40]). A derivation d : K G  M  is uniquely determined by its values 
on any generating subset of G.
Example 1.1. Take M  to be the SG-module IG  and d : *LG —^ IG  to be the 
Z-linear map induced by d(g) = g — 1. Since, for g,gQ G G,
d{ggo) = 9 9 o - l
= g — 1  +  g(go — 1 )
=  d(g) +  gd(g0)}
this defines a derivation, which extends to d(£) =  £ — aug(£), for f  G ZG. 0
We now consider derivations from the group ring Z(x) of the free group on a set 
x  to the Z{x)-module Z(x). By Lemma 1.6, to define a derivation d : Z(x) -> Z(x) 
we need only specify d(x) for each x  € x  and ensure that (1.7) holds. Indeed, the 
following result shows that any choice of d(x) determines a derivation.
Lemma 1.7 ([40]). For any set {£# : x  G x} C 2{x) there is a unique derivation 
d : Z{x) —> Z{x) with d(x) = for s G x ,
We now define a family of derivations, the Fox derivatives, with a certain uni-
d_ 
dxversal property. For x  G x, let ^  : Z{x) —> Z(x) be the unique derivation with
dx0 J 1 =  x
dx ■
0  otherwise
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This definition extends to (x); Lemma 1.5(ii) gives
dx - i
dx
- X q
dx  o 
dx
■X 1 X q  —  X
otherwise
If W  is a word on x  U x  , we can write this word as
W  = H ^ eoWia;eiW2...  Wnx£«Wn+1 ,
where each Wi, 0 < i < n - f - l ,  i s a  (possibly trivial) word on x  U x _ 1  \  {x, a;-1} and 
Si =  ±1. Then, using (1.7), the Fox derivative o fW  with respect to x  is
diVF dx£° dx£i- dxSn
—  =  WB~  +  Wox^Wi.—  +  ■ • • +  (W h*"W i. ■ ■ Wn) ^ ~  dx dx dx dx
=  e0 W 0 x £° +  s^ox^W rx**  +  • * • +  en(WQa f°W i . . .  Wn)x£»
This defines for words o n x U x -1. To demonstrate that this is well-defined on 
(x), we show that the derivatives of freely equal words are equal. Let U, V  be words 
on x U x " 1 and let x, x Q e  x, e G {1, —1}. Then, since
d
dx x £0 x0£
d x e
dx +  =  t?- -  x‘x =  0  * 0  =  2:
we have
d dU dx£0 xQ£ _EdV
d f x»x° v = d x + u ^ r + U x °x°
dU TrdV— — _j_ j j —  
dx dx
= ^ u v .dx
For example, if x  =  {re, y} and W  = x 2 yx~2 y~1, then
dW = 1  +  x — x 2yx 1 — x zyx
dx
dW
dy = x 2 — x 2yx 2y 1.
These Fox derivatives are the universal derivations from Z(x) to S(x) in the 
following sense.
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P ro p o sitio n  1.8 ([40]). I f  d : S(x) Z(x) is a derivation, then, for £ G Z(x);
eGx
We can apply this to the derivation d : S{x) —» /(x ) <  Z(x) given in Example
1.1:
C orollary  1.9. For £ G ^(x),
- mt.n(£'\ = \  ^
5a;
®Gx
For a word W on xU x ^ 1 and for x  G x, the exponent sum of a; in  W, exp£C(Wr), is 
defined to be the number of occurrences of x in W  minus the number of occurrences 
of a;- 1 . From the definition of the Fox derivative we then have
au9 ( 7 ^ )  =  exP»(w0- (!-8)
In due course, we will have cause to consider the Fox derivatives of the relators 
of a presentation V  =  (x; r) and their image in G — G(V), that is, the composition
^  : Z(x)  A  Z{x)  4  ZG.
If V  is given by defining relations rather that relators, then these can still be used 
to find the derivative of the corresponding relator:
Lem m a 1 .1 0 . I f U ~ V  is a defining relation o fV , then
dU V - 1 __ dU dV
dx dx d x '
Proof By (1.7) and Lemma 1.5,
duv-1 _ m  ay-1
dx dx dx
=  dJ L - UV- i K
dx d x ’
and U V - 1 =  1 . □
When 5  is a consequence of r, then, applying Corollary 1.9, we have
W
dx
Also, I f  is a ZG -linear combination of the elements | f  (R £ r), that is:
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Lem m a 1.11. I f  S  ~  n iL i W i ^ W t  1 G < r > ,  for some Wi € (x), some Ri E r  
and some e* G {1 , —1 }; then
Proof. By (1.7)
as;
dx
where Si — n j= i  WjJR^Wj 1. Since Si = Ri = 1, the result follows. □
We consider one final property of the Fox derivative.
P ro p o sitio n  1 . 1 2  (C hain  ru le . [40]). I f  a  : (y) (x) is a homomorphism, then,
1.3.2 T he p icture derivative
Let V  =  (x; r) and G — G(V). For each R  £ r, we define a map ^  from the set of 
pictures over V  to 'LG. While this is certainly not a derivation, it shares many of 
the properties of the Fox derivatives, so we will call it the picture derivative.
Let P be a picture over V , with ambient disc D and discs A i , . . . ,  Am. For each 
disc A of P, choose a simple path /?a in the closure of D \  U* A, from Op to Oa which 
intersects the arcs of P only finitely many times and does so by crossing the arc, not 
just touching it. By reading along this path, we obtain a word W(/3a)  on x U x -1. 
We define
Proof. If we choose a different path j3'A from Op to Oaj then we obtain a possibly 
different word W(/3'A) . However, W (/?a) and W(/3’A) represent the same element of 
G , as we now show.
for W  € (y),
the sum over those discs of P whose label is R.
Lem m a 1.13. The map ^  is well-defined.
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If Pa and pA intersect only in their endpoints, then the region of P enclosed by 
P a  and P A  is a picture over V  whose boundary label is
for some e E {—1,1}. Thus, by Theorem 1.1,
W (pA) = W(P'A).
If Pa, Pa intersect, then, assuming (as we may) that they do not intersect on an 
arc, the regions of P enclosed by Pa and P'A are a number of pictures Pi ,P 2 , • ■ ■,P« 
over V, with boundary labels UiVp1, V2 U2 1, U^Vf1, . . . ,  respectively, where
W (pA) = U1 U2 . . .U ni 
W{P'A) = VxV2 . . .V n
(or vice versa). Thus each Z7* =  Vi, and so W(Pa ) = W (pA). □
For example, consider the pictures over (a, 6 ; a3 , bab~xa~2} of Figure 1.1. Denot­
ing the relators a3 and bab~xa ~ 2 by R  and S  respectively, we have
dPi  L  x  2  l r - i— a -t-a — a — a bdR
— 2 a2 — a — a2b \
^Pl  i r - 1  -T - 1=  —a b — ab
■2T-1 -T- 1
dS
= —azb " — ab
=  2 — 6,
^  =  1  +  S2 +  o4oS
—  1  -f- CL T  Q,2 .
Now suppose that P is a spherical picture. If we make a bridge move on P, or 
insert or delete a cancelling pair or a floating circle, giving an equivalent picture P', 
then it is easy to see that
<9P' _  d¥
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Also, if W  E (x), then
dFw  _ 0 P
— —  — w —
dR OR 
and, if Q is another spherical picture,
<9(P +  Q) _  <9P dQ 
dR  _  dR + dR'
Thus, we have a well-defined ZG-homomorphism, also denoted
We consider some properties of the maps g^, the first of which could be thought 
of as an analogue of Corollary 1.9.
P ro p o sitio n  1.14. For a picture F over V  = (x; r) and for i G x ,
dWr _  dF~dR
dx dR d x 'Re r
Proof. We use induction on the number of discs in P. If P has no discs, then
for each R  and, since Wp is freely equal to 1,
dWF
dx
for each x. The proposition then holds in this case.
Now suppose that the proposition holds for pictures with m  discs (for some 
integer m > 0 ) and that P is a picture with m  + 1  discs. Choose a disc A of P. The 
picture P is then of the form illustrated in Figure 1.8, where we have divided P into 
two subpictures, one including A, a small area around A and a small region around 
a path from Op to 0a and the other, Q, including the remaining m  discs (note that 
the dotted line indicates the boundary between the two subpictures and that P and 
Q share a basepoint). Now, Wq =  W pt/5_eZ7“ 1, so
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Figure 1.8: A picture P with m  4-1 discs 
by Lemma 1.11 and since Wjp =  1. On the other hand, since
9P =  Jl
dR f i  + £U R  = S
we have
s r d P d R _ s r d Q d R  = OS
dR dx dR dx £ dxRe r  Rer
dW{q - d S
which gives the required result. □
In particular, if P is a spherical picture, then
<9P dR
£ m ^ = 0- <u o >Re r
For a picture P over V  and for R  G r, the exponent sum of R  in P, expi2(P), is 
defined to be the number of discs of P labelled R  with positive orientation minus 
the number of discs of P labelled R  with negative orientation. It is then easy to see 
that
aug (Is)= exp*^
(cf. (1 .8 )).
As with Lemma 1.11, we will find the following useful.
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Lemma 1.15. I f  d is a generating set of pictures for V  — (x;r) and if P is a 
spherical picture over V, then, for R  E  r, is a LG-linear combination of the
elements ( D e d J ,  that is, if
Bed
for some §u G 'LG, then
d ¥ _ s r  3 3
m  a f t 'Bed
Proof The map ^  : ^ ( P )  —► %>G is a ZG-homomorphism, and ® . □
Proposition 1.12, the so-called chain rule, has a picture analogue. Let Q =  (y; s) 
and V  =  (x ;r). If a  : G(Q) —> G(V) is a group homomorphism, then it lifts to a 
homomorphism a: : [y, y _1] —> [x, x -1] of free monoids such that, for W  E  [y ,y -1], 
a(W) — a:(Ty). There is also an induced map from the set of pictures over Q to 
the set of pictures over V , also denoted ck, defined as follows: since, for every S  E s, 
a(S) = 1 , by Theorem 1 .1 , there is a picture Ps over V  with boundary label a(S). 
Let Q be a picture over Q. For each arc of Q, if it is labelled by y E  y, then replace 
it by a number of arcs with total label a(y) and for each disc A 0 of Q, if it is labelled 
by S  G s, then replace it with putting 0ps where 0ao was, and matching up
the arcs on the boundaries, as we may.
Proposition 1.16 (Chain R ule). Let Q, V, a  and a  be as above. Then, for R E r  
and a picture Q over Q,
&a (Q) ( d Q \  dPs
Proof. Suppose that A 0 is a disc of Q with label S  and that f} & 0 is a path from Oq 
to 0 Ao. Let /?a0 be the path in o:(Q) which takes the same course as /?a0 from 0 q(q) 
to 0j»s. Thus the label on this path is
W W Z )  =  3 (^ 0 8 ^ ) ) .
For each disc A of ^Ao^S) let be a path from Ojps to Oa- By composing /?£o with 
/?A> we obtain a path /3^0 Pa from Oa(qj) to Oa with label
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Since the orientation of A in a(Q) is ^Ao^ a? if we apply this to each disc A of a(Q), 
we obtain the result. □
Remark. Note that the map a  of pictures depends on the choice of pictures F 3  
(S E s). Note also that if Q is spherical, then so is a(Q) and so a  induces a map of 
second homotopy modules a : ^ (Q )  —» ^ ( V ) .
1.4 Matrices, chains of ideals and elementary ide­
als of matrices
1.4.1 M atrices
If X  is a matrix over a ring C } whose rows are indexed by an ordered set u  and 
whose columns are indexed by an ordered set v, then we write
Cuv u £ u
vE v
or X  =  [cm>]UjV3 where CuV E C is the («, w)-th entry of X .  We say that X  is a 
|u| x |v| matrix. If |u| =  |v|, then we say that X  is square.
If u  =  {1 , . . . ,  m}, v =  {1 , . . . ,  n}, then we write
X  = Cij l<i<m 
1 <j<n
or, simply, X  =  .. Here, we allow m  or n to be infinite.
A choice of subsets Uq C u, v 0 C v  defines a |u01 x |vq| submatrix
CUV U£Uq
vevo
of X .  If X  — [cij^ ., then we write
Ci1131 t2j2
for the square submatrix of X  with rows ii, . . .  and columns j i ,  j'2 , ■ ■ • of X .
A diagonal matrix [<%]^ . is a square matrix for which dij =  0 when i 7  ^j .  The 
entries da, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  are the diagonal entries. If {di , . . . ,  dn} is a set of elements 
of C, then we write Diagn(d i, . . . ,  dn) for the n  x n  diagonal matrix with diagonal
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entries d i , . . . , d n. If di — d2 =  • • • =  dn =  d, then we will write Diag„(d) for 
Diagn(d,...,cO .
The n x n identity matrix over C is the diagonal matrix
In = Diagw(l).
If {du : u G u} is a set of elements of C indexed by an ordered set u, we write 
Diagueu(du) for the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries du (u E u). If, for « 6 u, 
X u is an m u x nu over C, then DiaguGu(Xu) is the diagonal matrix of matrices, 
thought of as a (J2ueu m n) x nv) matrix over C.
If X  = [ c j  , then the transpose of X  is the |v| x |u| matrix
X i = \ d ■u£v
uG u
where dvu ~  cuv.
If a  : C  —^ Co is a ring homomorphism and if X  =  [ c j u v is a matrix over C,
then
r  =
u ,v
is the matrix over Co obtained by applying a  to each entry of X .
1.4.2 C hains o f ideals
Let i f b e a  commutative ring.
An ascending chain of ideals in AT is a set of ideals I  = {7k}k€s, indexed by Z, 
such that, for k G Z,
I k Q Ik+1'
A descending chain of ideals in AT is a set of ideals I  = such that, for k € Z,
Ik — Ik+1'
We will say that a chain of ideals I  is trivial if IK — 0 or AT for every k G Z.
If I  = {IK}KGs, J  — {J/c}kgs are two chains of ideals in AT (either both ascending 
or both descending) for which IK C JK for each k, e  Z, then we will write I  C J.
If I  = {lie}*ez is a chain of ideals in AT and if a : K  —y AT0 is a ring homomorphism 
to another commutative ring AT0, then we will write (a l ) for the chain {(aIK)}Ke%
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of ideals in K q generated by the sets a IK. If a  is onto, then (uIK) — a IK, so we will 
denote the chain (a l ) simply by a l.
If I  is a chain of ideals in K  and J  a chain of ideals in K q, we will write I  = J
if there is an isomorphism a  : K  —> K q such that J  =  a l.
N o ta tio n . In the special case where K  =  K'G, K q — K 'G q for some commutative 
ring K f and abelian groups G, G0, we will write I  J  if, in addition, the ring 
isomorphism a  : K ’G —> K 'G q is induced by a group isomorphism a  : G —> G q. The 
same notation will also apply for monoid algebras.
If I  — J  =  {Jk\ k&  are two chains of ideals in K  (either both ascending
or both descending), then, for A e Z ,  the convolution of I  and J, suspended by A, is 
the collection of ideals
^  +jJn~j (ft Z). 
jez
This collection is a chain, since, if J, J  are both ascending, JK^ j C JK+i- j  for each 
j  £ Z, so
The case when / ,  J  are both descending chains is similar. We denote this chain by 
I  J . If A =  0, then we omit the superscript
If, for k £ Z, IK is generated by the set {ku : u £ u K} C K  and JK by the set 
{&(, : v £ v K}  C K , then ( /  *<A) j )  is generated by the set
{ K K  : j £ Z , u £  ux+j, v £ v K_j} .
We can, in fact, form the convolution of more than two chains of ideal. If, for 
u £ u, Iu is a chain of ideals in K ,  all of which are ascending or all of which are 
descending, then, for A £ Z, *^ =.UIU is the chain of ideals in K  whose /c-th ideal is
£  I K -
ju&(ueu) «eu 
Xju
Again, when A =  0, we omit it. We could even have |u| =  1 , in which case 
t \ — T
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1.4.3 E lem entary ideals o f m atrices
Let X  be an m  x n  matrix over a commutative ring K. We permit one of m, n to 
be infinite, but not both. For / t e Z ,  the K~th elementary ideal of X  is
0  k > min{m, n}
the ideal of K  generated
Jk(X) —  ^ by the determinants of all 0  < k <  min{m, n} •
k x k submatrices of X
K  k <  0
If Xo is a k x k, submatrix of X ,  then its determinant, det(X0), is a K - linear 
combination of (« — 1) x (rc — 1) submatrices of X0. Thus JK(X) C JK- i ( X ), and so 
J(X )  = {t/«(X)}fies is a descending chain of ideals.
We consider some properties of the elementary ideals. Throughout, X  is an m X n 
matrix over K .
Lemma 1.17. I f  a  : K  -> Kq is a ring homomorphism, then
J { X a) = (a J (X ) ) .
I f  a  is surjective, then
J ( X a) = aJ(X ).
Proof. Every k  x  k submatrix X 0 of X  defines a k x  k  submatrix Xq of X “, so 
a JK(X)  C JK(X a). On the other hand, if Xo is a k, x  k submatrix of X “ , then 
X 0 =  X^ for some k  x  k  submatrix X 0 of X  and det(X0) =  CK(det(X0)), so JK(X a) C 
M « (X )). □
Lemma 1.18. J ( X f) = J (X ).
Proof If X Q is a k  x  k, submatrix of X , then Xj is a k  x  k  submatrix of X* and 
det(Xo) =  det(Xo), so J(X )  C /(X*). Also, (X * ) 4 =  X, giving the result. □
We now consider matrices of the form
X  0 
Z Y
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where X  is an m x n matrix, Y  and m! x n' matrix and Z  an m! x n  matrix over 
K  and 0 represents an m  x n' matrix of zeroes. For 0 < k < min{m +  m!, n 4 - n'}, 
every k x k  submatrix of this matrix must be of the form
X 0 0
. Zo \
where Xo is a Ki x k 2 submatrix of X, Y$ a submatrix of Y  and Z0 a /c3 x k 2
submatrix of Z , with Ki, k2, « 4  >  0 and +  tt3 ~  k 2 +  =  n. The following
observations prove useful when dealing with the determinants of such matrices:
i) If = k2, then
/ r X 0 0  
_^o Y0
Note that Ki = k 2 if, and only if, k3 =  k4.
det =  det(X0) det(T0)-
det
ii) If >  k2, then
Xo 0
_X0 Xo
Note that «i > k 2 if, and only if, /s4 > ft3.
These follow from the elementary properties of the determinant [2]. 
P ro p o sitio n  1.19. For X , Y ,Z  as above,
J D J ( X )  * J( Y) .
with equality when Z  = 0.
Proof. Let G Z, When j  <  0, J j ( X )  — K  and k — j  > rc, so
J j { X ) J K- j { Y )  =  Jk^ ( Y )  C Jk(Y)  C Jk
X  0 
X Y
since every submatrix of Y  is certainly a submatrix of [ ^ y]- Similarly, for j  > n, 
Jn- j ( Y)  =  X, so
*/?‘(X )J«-j(T ) =  J j ( X )  C JK{ X)  C JK
X  0 
X Y
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For j  < k — min{mV}, JK^ j ( Y)  = 0  and for j  > min{m, n}, J j ( X )  — 0 , so, in 
either of these cases,
X  0 
Z  Y
This leaves m ax{l,« — mf, k — n!} <  j  <  min{m, n, re — 1}. For such a j ,  if X 0 is 
any j  x  j  submatrix of X  and Yq any (re — j)  x  (re — j)  submatrix of Y,  then there 
is a (re — j)  x  jf submatrix Z0 of X  such that [ y0 ] is a re x  re submatrix of £ ] .  
Since
f x 0 0  
2 b Y0_
we must have J j(X )JK- j ( Y ) C JK ([ J  £]).
If Z  =  0, then any submatrix of [ § $- ] with non-zero determinant must be of the 
form [ * » £ ] ,  where Xq, Fq are square submatrices of X, Y  respectively. Thus
det =  det(X0) det (To) ?
J =  J(X ) * J{Y). 
C oro llary  1 .2 0 . For matrices Xi, X 2 , . . . ,  Xp ower X,
X  0 
0  Y
□
J  (Diagp{X1, . . . , X P)) =  *?=1 J (X 4).
P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 1 . Lei X  be an m  x n matrix over K .
i) I f Y  is a n m 'x n  matrix overK, each of whose rows is a K-linear combination 
of the rows of X ,  then
j (y ) c j(xy,
ii) I f  Z  is an m  x n' matrix over K , each of whose columns is a K-linear 
combination of the columns of X , then
J{Z) C J(X ).
Proof We prove (i), the other result following with an application of Lemma 1.18.
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For k  < 0 , Jk(Y) = JK(X) = K .  For n > 0, if Yq is a k x  k  snbmatrix of Y, then 
det(Yo) is a X-linear combination of determinants of k x k  submatrices of X, and so 
Jk(Y) C Jk(X)  (note, in particular, that if k  > min{m, n}, then det(Y0) =  0, since 
X  has no k, x k  submatrices). □
Corollary 1.22. I f  X  is an m  x  n matrix and Y an I x  m  matrix over K , then 
J (Y X )  C J(Y ) and J (Y X )  C J(X).
Proof. The rows of YX are a X-linear combination of the rows of X  and the columns 
a X-linear combination of the columns of Y. □
If Y is an m! x  m matrix, then a left inverse of Y is an m x  ml matrix Y such 
that YY =  Im. We define right inverses similarly.
Corollary 1.23. Let X  be an m x n  matrix over K . I f Y  is an m' x m  matrix with 
a left inverse and Z  an n x n' matrix with a right inverse, then
J (Y X Z )  = J(X ).
Proof. If Y is a left inverse for Y and Z  a right inverse for Z , then
J (Y X Z )  C J(X ) =  J { Y Y X Z Z )  C J (Y X Z ) .  □
We can also conclude that, if X  =  [cuj , then the orderings of the sets u, v 
do not affect the elementary ideals of X. More generally, consider the following 
elementary row operations on a matrix X  over K :
(EROl) swap two rows of X;
(ER02) add a X-multiple of one row of X  to another;
(ER03) multiply each entry in a row of X  by a unit of K, 
and the following elementary column operations:
(ECOl) swap two columns of X;
(ECO2) add a X-multiple of one column of X  to another;
(EC03) multiply each entry in a column of X  by a unit of K.
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Lemma 1.24. I f  X ’ is obtained from X  by a finite number of elementary row and 
column operations, then J ( X l) =  J(X ).
Proof. Each of the above operations may be accomplished by multiplying by an 
invertible matrix.
For 1 < i :j  < m, let i f ^  be the m  x m  matrix over K , all of whose entries are
0 with the exception of the (i, j)-th  entry, which is 1. To swap rows i and j  of X ,  
multiply X  on the left by the matrix Im — if™) — if™) +  i f f^  +  For k £ K ,  to 
add k times row i to row j ,  multiply X  on the left by Im 4 - k l ^ . To multiply row
1 of X  by a unit k E K , multiply X  on the left by Im 4 - (k — 1 )lf™^ - Since each of 
these matrices is invertible, the elementary ideals of X  are unchanged.
Similarly, the elementary column operations can be equated with multiplication 
on the right by invertible matrices such as these. □
Corollary 1.25. I f  X  is an m  x n matrix and Z  an I x n matrix over K , then, for
K £
/ r X  0
Jk
Z  Ij
=  Jk~i(X) .
Proof By elementary column operations, we can obtain the matrix ( J { )  from 
( z  /j )• Now, applying Proposition 1.19, since
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1.5 Abelianising functors
We will be interested in certain (covariant) functors from the category of groups to 
the category of abelian groups.
We define an abelianising functor, T, on groups to be a natural transformation 
from groups to abelian groups which assigns to each group G an abelian group GT 
together with a surjective group homomorphism Tq : G —» GT and which has the 
property that, if a : G —> Gq is a group homomorphism, then there is an induced 
homomorphism aT : GT —> Gq such that the diagram
G Gq
TGq
GT Gq
commutes. Note that a , aT, Tq and Tq will each induce homomorphisms of group 
rings such that rffQa = qF tq still holds.
We now give some examples of abelianising functors on groups.
Example 1.2 (Trivialisation, For any group G, let GtTlv be the trivial
group 1  and let Tqiv be the trivial map. For any homomorphism a  : G -> G0, let 
atnv . Qtnv Qtrtv ^ g  (necessarily) trivial map. Note that Tq w : K G  —¥ K G trw 
is the augmentation map, aug. Q
Example 1.3 (Abelianisation, ab). For any group G, we have the abelianisa- 
tion Gab = G / G Let Tq be the natural surjection. If a  : G —> Gq is a group 
homomorphism, then a  carries Gr to G'0, so we have an induced homomorphism
a a t : Gab Go6 ; gG> ^  a(g)G'0. 0
Example 1.4 (n-abelianisation, n~a6). For any group G, let Gn~ab be the quotient 
G/GnGf and let rfCab be the natural surjection. For any map a  : G —> Gq,
a n-ah . G/QUQf# G q/ G ^G >q
is the induced homomorphism.
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Example 1.5 (Torsion-free abelianisation, ^ ) .  For any group G, let be 
the quotient of Gab by its torsion subgroup. Thus, if Gab is finitely generated, Gt} 
is (isomorphic to) the free part of Gab. We let T q  be the composition of T q  with 
the quotient map Gab —>■ GlP If a : G —> Go is a group homomorphism, then 
a ab will carry torsion elements to torsion elements, and so we have an induced 
homomorphism
atf : Gtf ->■ Glf . 0
Example 1.6 (Factoring out 7r-torsion, 7r“^ ) . Let tt be a set of primes. If, in 
the preceding example, we take the quotient of Gab only by those torsion elements 
whose orders are 7r-numbers, then we obtain a functor 0
Of all possible abelianising functors, ab is universal in that Gab is the largest 
abelian quotient of G. Thus, for any functor T, T q factors through Gab, that is, 
Tq =  J3tq for some j3 : Gab — GT.
N otation. The abelianising functor ab, being universal in this way, will be the most 
frequently used. To avoid clutter, we will often omit ab from the terminology where 
the abelianising functor in use is usually specified. Therefore, when it is clear 
that we are using an abelianising functor, but no functor is specified, then  
we assume that it is ab.
The functor is universal in the same way amongst functors T where GT is 
torsion-free. At the other end of the spectrum, Tq w factors through GT for every T
a n H  ^ tr iv  _  tr iv  Tand T q  —  T q t  T q  .
If A  is a matrix over KG, we will write X T for the matrix X tg obtained by 
applying Tq : K G  —^ K G T to each entry.
N otation. Let V  = (x;r) and W  G (x). If we wish to distinguish the image of W  
in G(V) from the image of W  in G(V)T, we write W  for the former and W  for the 
latter. Thus W  = 7 p(W) and W  = Tq(W) = TaJpfW). For simplicity, where 
the context perm its no confusion, we will write W  to  represent its own 
image in whichever group we are considering.
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We can also define abelianising functors on monoids in an analogous manner 
to abelianising functors over groups. Then, any abelianising functor over monoids 
always restrict to give an abelianising functor over groups. The most useful such 
functors are ah, where S ab is the largest abelian quotient of a monoid S, and tTW, 
where S tTVU is the trivial monoid.
N otation. An analogous convention to the one above will apply to mon­
oids.
1.6 Resolutions and homology
1.6.1 R eso lu tion s
Let C  be a ring and let M  be a (left) (7-module. A resolution of M  is an exact 
sequence of (7-modules
• • • Fi %  F1 %  F0 M  -> 0.
We call F  =  (Fi, df) a resolution of M. A partial resolution of M  is a sequence
F, %  F,-! ^=k- ■ ■ ■ %  F, %  F0 %  M  -> 0,
which is exact at M, F0, . . . ,  i.
If each Fi is projective, then T  is called a projective resolution. If, in addition, 
each Fi is free, F  is called a free resolution. Every module has a free (and thus 
projective) resolution [2 2 ],
A projective resolution F  =  (Fi, di) of M  is said to be of type FPn if Fi is finitely 
generated for i < n .  It is said to be of type if Fi is finitely generated for all i. 
If M  has a resolution of type FPn, then M  is said to be of type FPn.
Lemma 1.26. I f  M  is of type FPn, then M  has a free resolution of type FPn.
Proof. Let V  =  (Pi, ef) be a resolution of M  of type FPn. Since each Pi is projective, 
there is a projective module Qi such that Pi = Pi © Qi is free. The composition 
of the projection map ai : Pi Pi with the inclusion map ^ : Pi —> Pi gives
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an idempotent endomorphism 7Tj =  ii o a* : Pi —» Pi. Similarly, the projection 
aj : Pi —J- Qi and the inclusion 1^ :  Q i—¥ Pi give rise to an idempotent endomorphism 
7rJ =  4  °  : P i  p i-
We turn V  into a free resolution as follows. Set Po =  Po- The chain complex 
p(°) — where
P (o) _ ,(o)
F0 i — 0
-Pi © Qo i — 1  > ^
Pi i > 1
°  i =  0
(^ o ° £i) © to t =  1  »
i > 1
remains a projective resolution of M. Setting Pi =  P x © P 0 =  (Pi ©Qo) © (Qi ©Po) 3 
we obtain a new resolution V W =  (JF ^ef^ ), where
P (1) =  <
Fi i = 0 , 1
P2 © (Po © Ql) i = 2  5
Pi i > 2
(i) _
s0 o a 0 i =  0
(i0 ° £ l °  CKi) © TTq * =  1
(ti o e2) © t[ © lq i = 2
£i i > 2
Continuing in this way, we obtain a free resolution T  — (F^di) of M, where
Fi — ©j=oPj}
do =  0  Qfo, and
di =  ( i i - 1  OE j O Qff ) ©  7T-_1 ©  7Ti_2 ©  7fJ_
If Pi can be finitely generated for i — 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n, then the P i can be chosen to be of 
finite rank, and so P  is of type FPn. □
N otation. Throughout this thesis we will assume, w ithout further com­
m ent, that any resolution of type FPn is a free resolution.
This is an abuse of the notation in that we should more correctly refer to reso­
lutions of type F L n or to free resolutions of type FPn.
We also require the following result, which is an extension of Schanuel’s Lemma.
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Lemma 1.27 ([22]). I f  M  is of type FPn and F  = (Fi, df) is a resolution of type 
FPm of M, m < n ,  then kerdm is of type i7Pn_m_i.
A resolution F  =  (F^di) of M  is said to be of finite length if, for some I > 0 , 
F{ = 0 for i > L If jP] ^  0, we call I — 1(F) the length of F.
A module M  is of type F P  if it has a resolution F  — (Fi, df) of finite length such 
that each Fi is a finitely generated projective module. Such a resolution is said to 
be of type FP. If, in addition, each Fi is free, then M  and the resolution are said 
to be of type FL. In contrast with Lemma 1.26, not every module of type F P  is of 
type F L  (see, for instance, [55] or Proposition 5.13, below).
Suppose now that C  has the invariance of rank property. If F  =  (F^di) is a 
free resolution of M  of type FPn, then we define the n-th directed partial Euler 
characteristic of F  to be
abbreviating it to Xn when the context allows.
For a free resolution F  — (Fi^df), choose ordered bases z and e for the free 
modules Fn and Fn+i respectively, so Fn =  ©2ezCz  and Fn+1 =  ®e6 e(7e. For each 
e € e,
z  Gz
for some ce>z e  C. We can then associate with the map dn+i a rkc (Fn+i) x rkc (Fn) 
matrix
over C. Notice that Dn+i(F)D n(F) =  0 .
There are analogous definitions of resolutions, projective/free resolution, types 
FPn, FP qo, FP , F L  and for right C-modules. Lemma 1.26 also holds for right 
(7-modules.
N o ta tion . We adopt the convention that, if F  =  (i^, df) is a free resolution of a 
right (7-module M, then Dn(F) is the rkc (Fn) x rkc(Fn+i) matrix over C  associated 
with dn+i.
Xn(T) = rkc(Fn) -  r k c ^ . f )  +  . * • +  ( - l ) " rk o (F0)
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Thus, in the right-hand case, Dn(F)Dn+i(F) = 0.
An anti-isomorphism of rings C and Co is a map * : C —> Co; c h* c* which is an 
isomorphism of the underlying additive groups such that (cc')* =  c'*c* for c, c' G C. 
There is then an induced (covariant) functor, also denoted *, from the category of 
left Co-modules, c0 M ,  to the category of right C-modules, M e]  if M  G c0 M ,  then 
M* is the right C-module with the same underlying abelian group as M  and with 
right C-action given by
m.c =  c*m (m £ M ,c  £ C)
and, if a : M  —»■ M0 is a left Co-homomorphism (that is, a morphism of e0 M ) , then 
* gives the right C-homomorphism
a* : M* -> Mq\ m  ^  a{m) (m G M).
This is a right C-homomorphism, since, for m G M, c G C,
a* (m.c) — a(c*m) =  c*a(m) =  a*(m).c.
Similarly, there is a functor * : M c 0 -> c M .
The inverse mapping, also denoted *, is also an anti-isomorphism and induces 
functors * : M e  c0M  and * : c M  —> M c 0• For any Co-module M  and any Co 
homomorphism a, we have M** =  M  and a:** =  a.
Lemma 1.28. I f  M  is of type FPn or FL, then so is M*. Indeed, if  F  — (Fi, df) is 
a free resolution of M  of type FPn, then F* = (F*,df) is a free resolution of type 
FPn of M* and Dn(F*) = (Dn(F)*Y (for appropriate bases).
Proof. The first part of the lemma is due to Ff  being free of finite rank when Fi is 
and F* remaining exact.
We prove the last part in the case when M  is a left C-module. If z and e are 
ordered bases for the free left C-modules Fn and Fn + 1  respectively, then they are 
also bases for the free right Co-modules F* and F*+1. If
(fi) = ^  ^
z
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for some c ^ z G C, then
^ + i(e )  =  ^ c v z -  Y i zc**<
zE z  zE z
and so
=  (£>„(^*)t . □
We now consider the case when C = KG, the group ring of a group G with 
coefficients in the commutative ring K. The ring K G  has the invariance of rank 
property. If M  is a iGmodule, then we obtain a ATGr-module, qM , upon which G 
acts trivially. More precisely, is obtained from M  by restriction of scalars via 
the map aug : K G  —> K.  In particular, the lif-module K  induces a ifG-module, 
qK. If it is clear that we are considering K  as a ifG-module, then we omit the 
subscript G.
More generally, if S  is a monoid, then any K~module M  induces a left K S-  
module SM  and a right I f  5-module Ms. In particular, we have the left K S -module 
s K  and the right KS-modnle Ks-
We will say that a monoid S  is of type FPfP over K  if the module is of type 
FPn and that S  is of type FPn  ^ over K  if K s  is of type FPn. We define monoids 
of types F P S , F P i l \  FP®, FP(r\  FL® and F L o v e r  K  in a similar fashion. 
A resolution of type FP®  of s K  is called a resolution of type FP® over K  for S, 
and similarly for F P n \  FP®, etc. When K  =  Z, we often omit mention of it.
The opposite map opp : S  —>• S opp; s s extends to an anti-isomorphism opp : 
K S  —> K S opp. Lemma 1.28 then tells us, for example, that a right AS-module M  is 
of type FPn if, and only if, the left K S opp-module M opp is. Thus, since K 0<?p = s°ppK, 
S is of type FPn^ if, and only if, S opp is of type FP®.
Results of Cohen [32] and of Guba and Pride [45] show that monoids can have 
very different properties on the left and right. For example, Cohen [32] gives an 
example of a monoid which is of type FPoo, but not of type FP[r\
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However, when the monoid is a group G, there ceases to be a distinction between 
left and right: the map g H- g~l (g e  G) extends linearly to an anti-automorphism 
inv : K G  —> K G , and so, since (K G)mv = gK,  a group is of type FPn  ^ over K  if, 
and only if, it is of type F P $  over K.  We therefore say that a group G is of type 
FPn, FP 0o, F P  or F L  over K  if the left KG-module q K  is.
For some rings K , a group of type F P  over K  need not be of type FL  over K. 
Lee and Park in [55] give a family of groups which are of type F P  over Q but not of 
type F L  over Q, and we will give a larger such family below. However, it remains 
an open question, Serre’s question [76], whether a group of type F P  (over %) must 
also be of type FL.
1.6.2 H om ology and th e  partial d irected  Euler characteris­
tic  o f  a group
If M  is a right C-module and M ' a left C-module, then, for i > 0,
Tor?(M, M') = Hi{M  ®c F') =  Ht(F  ®c M'),
where T  is any projective resolution of M  and F' is any projective resolution of M'. 
The homology of a group G with coefficients in a right iLG-module M  is
Hi{G, M) -  Torf g (M, gK).
If M  = K g , we write H f(G )  for Hi(G,Ka). If K  — Z, we omit it, writing Hi(G) 
for the integral homology of C. We write H ^ G )  for the totality of the homology 
groups H ^ G )  (i > 0). It is sufficient, in the following sense, to consider only the 
integral homology of C:
Theorem 1.29 (Universal Coefficients Theorem, [47]). For any coefficient 
ring K  and for n > 0,
H?(G)  “  ( K  ®z Hn(G)) © T o ^ ( K , Hn^(G)) .
For every group G,
Ho{G) = %
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and
Hi(G) “  Gab.
The cohomological dimension, cd G , of a group (7 is defined to be the length of 
the shortest projective resolution for G.
Lemma 1.30 ([22]). A group G is of type F P  i f  and only i f  it is of type F P ^  
and cdG is finite.
Let G be a group of type FPn (over Z). In [82], Swan defines the n-th directed 
partial Euler characteristic of G to be
Xn{G) =  minlxnG?7) : T  is a resolution of type FPn for (3}
and shows that it has a finite lower bound, since
d(Hn(G)) -  rkz (Hn^ (G ))  +  rk2 (.ff„-2 (G))
• • ■ +  ( - l ) nrks (iJ0 (G)) < Xn(G). (1.11)
1.6.3 Efficiency and a partial resolu tion  for groups
Let V  =  (x;r) and G — G(V). If d  is a generating set of pictures for P, let 
T= CP ;d >.
If we compose
©BedZGep 7 T 2 ( P )  —t  0
with the short exact sequences (1.2), (1.4) and (1.6), then we obtain a partial reso­
lution T r  °f [25], [6 6 ]
©D£dZGeB %  ©H6rZGeR %  ZG aZ -)■ 0, (1.12)
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The formulse (1.9) and (1.10) then just say that did2 =  0 and ^2 ^ 3  =  0.
Notice that X i(^r) =  Xi (T)  — Xii'P) for i — 1,2.
Every group is thus of type FPq. If a group can be finitely generated, then it is of 
type FP\. In fact, a group is of type FP± if, and only if, it can be finitely generated 
(see [22], for example). If a group can be finitely presented, then it is of type FP 2 . 
The converse of this last statement is, however, false; Bestvina and Brady [15] have 
found a group of type FP 2 which cannot be finitely presented.
There is an analogue of (1.12) for monoids [69].
By (1.11), if V  is finite,
X 2 { V )  > d(H2 {G)) -  rkz (Ui(G)) +  rkz(JT0 (G))
=  d(fl‘2 ( G ) ) - r k z (Ga6) +  l.
If V  achieves this lower bound, then V  is called an efficient presentation and G is 
said to be efficient [39].
If V  is a finite presentation for G such that x^ifP) <  X^{Q) for all other finite 
presentations Q for G, then V  is said to be a minimal presentation for G.
1.6.4 R eso lu tion s for short exact sequences o f  m odules
Let
0 -+ M* A  M  ^  M" 0
be a short exact sequence of C-modules. In this section we show how, given free 
resolutions for any two of M', M, M", we obtain a resolution for the third. In doing 
so, we prove the following result.
Lemma 1.31 ([16]). Let 0 —> M ! —> M  —> M"  —»■ 0 be a short exact sequence of 
C-modules.
i) I f  M f and M" are of type FPn, then so is M.
ii) I f  M  is of type FPn (n >  0J and M ’ is of type FPn_i, then M ” is of type 
FPn. I f  M  is of type FPo, then so is M ".
Hi) I f  M  is of type FPn and M" is of type FPn+1# then M ' is of type FPn.
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In what follows, we will make use of the so-called Snake Lemma.
L em m a 1.32 (Snake Lem m a, [73]). If
0  ------ > Af' ------► M -> M" -¥ 0
0 ■¥ N'
is a commuting diagram with exact rows, then there is an exact sequence
0  —> ker# —> ker0  —y kerip -y- coker9 —y coker<j) —> coker'ip —»■ 0 .
T he horseshoe con stru c tio n
Let IF1 — (F/,0J), F"  =  be free resolutions of M l, M ” respectively. We
construct a free resolution of M  (see [73, pl87], for example, for fuller details). 
First consider the “horseshoe”
0 + M'
771//.Tg
j5
+ M  M"
Since F(f is free and a  is onto, there is a C-homomorphism <j)Q : F(f —» M, such that 
a<j)o =  9q. Set Fq = Fq® Fq and
d0 : Fq —> M; (/g, f(j) »-> k?o(/o) +  <M/o )■
This map is onto. Now, by the Snake Lemma, the bottom row of
F{ F"
c>' &>
0  y ker d'Q  y kerdg ■------^ ker 3q  y 0
is exact. Proceeding as above, if we set F± = F[ 0  F", we obtain a surjection 
di : F i -¥ ker o^- Carrying on in this way, we construct a resolution F  =  (Fi, df) of 
M, where, for n > 0, Fn = F' 0  F" and
Dn(F) =
Dn(F') 0
Dn(F")
for some matrix X r) over C.
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T he m apping cylinder co nstruc tion
Let F' =  (F/, d-), T  =  (Fi,di) be free resolutions of M \  M  respectively. We 
construct a free resolution of M"  (see [76] for fuller details).
The map l : M ' —> M  lifts to a chain map i : T 1 —\ T .  The mapping cylinder of 
this chain map is the complex F"  =  (F", <9f), where
F/' =
F0
F e F ^ i  z > 0
and, for fi e  Fit / /  E F f
W * X i )  =
i =  1
(3»(/i) +  “ C l C / i - l ) )  * >  1
The complex F "  is exact at F f  for i > 0 and coker d'{ =  M n, so F n becomes a free 
resolution of M"  via the map
3q : F " =  F0 —> M f o  —> ado(fo).
If, for n >  0, is the matrix of the map in \ F^ Fn, then
F 0 (F") =
and, for n  > 0 ,
F 0(F )
X q
Dn{F") =
Dn{F) 0  
_ - F n_!(F)_
Proof of Lemma 1.31. (i) and (ii) follow from the above constructions.
(iii) If d0 : F0 —* M  is a surjection, with F0 a free module of finite rank, then we 
have the commuting diagram
0
0
Id-> Fq — — > Fo 0
with exact rows. The Snake Lemma then gives the exact sequence
0  —> ker d0 ker ad 0 4  0 . (1.13)
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Now, by Lemma 1.27, if M  is of type FPn (n > 0), then ker do is of type FP n - 1  and 
if M" is of type F P n+1, then ker ado is of type FPn. Thus, by (ii), M' is of type 
FPn. If M  is of type FPq and M"  is of type FP i, then ker ad 0 is of type FPq, and 
so M f is of type FP 0 too. □
Remark. Part (iii) above is actually a slightly stronger result than that stated in 
[16].
1.6.5 R eso lu tion s for exten sion s o f groups
Let G be an extension of the normal subgroup H  by its quotient Go, so there is an 
exact sequence
1 —y 11 —y G —y Go —y l.
In his paper [85], Wall shows how, given a free resolution Q  =  (Qi, di) for H  and 
a free resolution V  =  (Pi, ei) for Go, a free resolution T  =  (Fi, di) for G can be 
constructed.
Since H  is a subgroup of G, ZG is a free ZH-module, and so ZG ®zn Q is a free 
resolution of the ZG-module ZG — SG0.
Let ri = rksGo(Pi)- We define Ci to be the direct sum of copies of ZG <S>zh Q, 
so Ci is a free resolution of copies of ZG0, which we identify with P . If we let 
be the sum of copies of Z G ^ziiQ j,  then Ci =  (Ciyj, d ^ ) ,  where df^j : C^j —»■ C ij- i
is the map induced by n  copies of Sj : Qj -> Q j- 1 .
For j  > 0, we let Fj =
By defining ZG-homomorphisms d ^  : Cij —>■ Ci-kjj+k-i for each k > 1 and for
each i > k, j  > 0 , we obtain maps dj+l =  Ynto  E i= i : Fs+i FP
For k = 1, let Q- 'q be a ZG-homomorphism such that
9 0 )
i,0
Cifl C i - 1)Q
fl(°)
i,0
»(°)
ai - l , 0
Pi P i- l
commutes (such a map exists, since G; )0 is free and is surjective). For j  > 0, 
dQ  is defined by induction on j; if we know d ^ _ lt choose d ^  to satisfy
a M *  +  a M ?  =  °- a -w )
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For k > 1, suppose that each d-j is defined for I < k. The maps are defined by 
induction on j; for j  — 0 , choose such that
For j  > 0, if is defined, choose such that
k
(1.16)
The existence of such maps is proved in [85].
Theorem 1.33 ([85]). T  — (Fi,di) is a free resolution for G .
Corollary 1.34. I f  both H  and Gq are of type FPn, then so is G.
If we choose bases for each free module Qi, then we can induce bases for the free 
modules C^j and thus for each Fj. With respect to the bases for C^j, {k >
0 ) we can write the map : Citj -» Ci-kj+k- 1  as an nrkzn(Qj)  x ri-krkZH(Qj+k-i) 
matrix D \ kj  over ZG. With respect to the induced bases for Fj, Fj~i,  the matrix 
D j { F )  for dj + i is of the form
In these terms, the requirement that (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16) hold is equivalent to
We note that, if D j ( Q )  is the matrix for 5j : Qj  —» Q j - i  with respect to the choice
0
0
D j+1( F ) D j ( F )  = 0.
of bases, then the matrix for —¥ C y - i  is the rivk%H(Qj) x rirksn(Q j-i)
matrix D f] = D iag ^Z ^Q )).
We now work through an example which will prove useful later.
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Example 1.7. Let H  = (t) be an infinite cyclic normal subgroup of G, generated 
by t, and suppose that G is a central extension of (t) by Go (so Go acts trivially on 
t). We choose the resolution Q for (t ) to be
0 -> Z(f) ^ 4 -  Z (t) (t)Z ->• 0.
If V  =  (Pi,£i) is a resolution for G0, with Ti =  rksGo(.Fi), Wall’s method gives a 
resolution T  — (Fj} dj) for G with rk^G(F0) =  ro and rk%g{Pj) — rj  +  f'j-i  (j  > 0). 
We find the maps (in that order) in terms of their matrices, all
other maps being trivial.
As in the general case, =  ( 1  — t)ITi ( i>  0 ).
We now choose (i > 0) such that Let (3 : G0 —> G be a
section (that is, /? is a set map such that a (3 =  IdGo) and extend it linearly to a map 
(3 : ZGo —► ZG. Since the map
: (ZG ®2<t> Qo)r< S  (ZG)r< -> Pt “  (ZG„)r‘ 
is induced by (r< copies of) a,  we can choose such that =  A _i(P )^-
For ffiy, we require
A ?  A o1+ m D? \ i = °-(!) n(°) _
But = (1 — t)In and t  is central, so (1 -  t)D\^ = —(1 — i ) ^ „ 1 (F)/?, and thus 
d <$ = - D i - tp y * .
Finally, we require matrices D $  such that
A o  A ^ i .0 +  =  o.
Since A - i ( ^ ’) A - 2 (P) =  0, each entry of £)[10,£>|i,1 0  =  D,:-1 (P )f)Di_2 ('P)fl must be 
in ker a  =  ZG.(1 — i ) .  There is then an r,- x  fj_ 2 matrix Xi  over ZG such that 
A - iC P ^ D i ^ V f  =  X i(l - 1) =  X i D ^ \ u  and we set D $  =  - X t. Thus, for i > 1 ,
( 1  - * ) /„
- X i+i D t ( v y
(i)
D t f )
and
D 0(P)  =
(1 - t ) I n
D0{ v y
0
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1.6.6 R eso lu tion s for m onoids w ith  com p lete  presentations
Let V  = [x; r] be a monoid presentation. For U, V  E  [x], we will write U —► V  if V  
can be obtained from U by a single elementary transformation (relative to r), U A V  
if V  can be obtained from U by a finite number of elementary transformations and 
U O  V  if U and V  are equivalent relative to r.
The presentation V  is said to be terminating (or Noetherian) if there is no infinite 
sequence
TFi —\ W2 —^ IF3 —¥ • • • .
The presentation V  is said to be confluent if, for any U, V\ , V2 E [x] such that 
U A  Vi and U A  V2 , there exists a word W  such that V\ A- W  and V2 A  W. The 
presentation V  is said to be complete if it is both terminating and confluent.
A word U on x is said to be irreducible (with respect to V)  if there is no word 
V  such that U V. Otherwise, U is said to be reducible.
If V  is complete, then for each word W  on x there exists a unique irreducible 
word W  such that IF A W  (we can then identify the elements of S(V)  with the 
subset of [x] consisting of the irreducible words).
If a monoid presentation V  =  [x;r] is terminating, then it is confluent if, 
and only if, the following two conditions are satisfied [35], [44], [60], [78]: for all
(Cl) if (UiV, R i) ,  (VUz, R 2 ) £ r, then there is a word W  on x  such that 12jf E/jj A W  
and A  IF;
(C2 ) if (U1VU 2 , R i) , (V ,R ^ )  € r, then there is a word IF on x  such that A IF 
and Z7ii2 f^72 W.
Monoids which can be presented by a finite complete presentation are of types 
FPoS and F P ^  [6 ], [23], [43], [54], [78]. We show how a resolution =  (f [1\  d ^ )  
of type FP^o and a resolution F ^  =  (F[r\  d ^ )  of type F P $  for S  = S(P) can be 
obtained from a finite complete presentation V.
Let F ^  be the free left S5-module with basis consisting of all ordered n-tuples 
(IF i,. . . ,  lFn) of irreducible words on x  such that:
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(LI) Wn G x;
(L2) WiWi+i is reducible for 1  < i < n\
(L3) any proper terminal subword of WiWi+i is irreducible (i.e., there are no words
U, V, with U ^  1 , Wi = UV  and VW i+ 1  reducible).
The second and third conditions imply that, for 1 < i < n, Wi is an initial subword
of R + for some (i?+, R~) £ r. Since r  is finite, the set of all such n-tuples is finite, 
and so is of finite rank. The boundary map d$  : —> Fn-i given by
d®(Wu ..., wn) = WT(W2 ,..., Wn) - (To, W3, ..., Wn) + • ■ ■
• • • + w2..., w„_2, wn-i).
Now, it could be that one of the (n — l)-tuples in the above formula do not satisfy 
(L1)-(L3), and so is not a basis element of i^ - i-  These, however, can be rewritten 
as a combination of basis elements, as described in [23]. Since we avoid this in the 
examples we encounter, we do not give details.
Similarly, the module Fn'* is free on all ordered n-tuples (W i,. . . ,  Wn) of irre­
ducible words on x  such that:
(Rl) Wi G x;
(R2) WiWi+i is reducible for 1 <  i < n\
(R3) any proper initial subword of WiWi+ 1  is irreducible.
The boundary map : Fn^ —> F „ \  is given by
d%\wu ...,wn) = {w2,...,wn)-{WW2,w3,...,wn) + --- 
■■■ + ( - l f t W l ,  w2, . .  . . . ,  wn) + ■ ■ ■
■ • ■ +  ( - l ) n(Wi, w 2 . . . ,  Wn- 2 , w n^ )W ^ .
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E xam ple 1.8. The presentation
V  = [x,0; (Ox, 0), (00,0)]
is terminating, since the right-hand side of each relation is shorter than the left. To 
verify confluence, we note that there are two instances of (Cl) (and none of (C2 )), 
namely, the overlap of 6 x and 09 and the overlap of 00 with itself. Since
9 (Ox) -> 00 —y 0, (00)x —» Ox —>■ 9
and
(00)0 00, 0(00) -> 00,
the presentation is confluent. The monoid S  =  S(V) is thus of type F P $  and of 
type FP&.
The left resolution J7® as above has F® free on the 0 -tuple e0 =  () and F® 
(n > 0 ) free on the n-tuples
e® =  (0 , . . . , 0 ,x), 
een = (0 ,9 ,.. . ,0 ).
The boundary maps are
^ °(eD  =  (® — l ) eo> 
d f \ e { )  =  { S -  l)eo
and, for n > 1 ,
n—2
€(el)  =  eel-, +  +  (“ i r M - i  +  (~Vn4-i
i = 1
(
( 0  — l)e“_x n odd 
9e®_i n even
n
i = l
( ( 0  — l)e®_j n odd
n even
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The right resolution has free on the same basis as F $  and, for n > 0,
»=o
e®_i(l — x) n  odd
et - i +  ^ - 1 ( ^ - 1 ) n  even
0
^ r ) ( 0  =  E ( - i ) <ei - 1 +  (“ i ) ,lcJ - 1fl
i=0
e^_i(l — 0 ) n odd
en-i® n even
1.7 Ranks and Euler characteristics
1.7.1 R anks o f p rojective m odules
Throughout this section, P  and Q are finitely generated projective modules.
There are a number of ways in which the rank of a finitely generated projective 
module can be defined in order to generalise the rank of a free module. They all 
have the following properties: for an arbitrary ring C, a rank is a function p on 
finitely generated projective C-modules which takes values in an additive abelian 
group with a distinguished element 1 , such that
a) p(P ® Q) =  p(P) +  p(Q);
b) p(C) = 1.
When C  =  ZG for some group C, Z <g>SG P  is a finitely generated projective 
Z-module. Since all projective Z-modules are Z-free [47], we define
Pg {P) = rks (Z ®%q P).
If G is finite, then P  is finitely generated and projective as a Z-module, and [81]
M P )  =
For an arbitrary ring C, P  is a direct summand of a free C-module F  of finite 
rank. There is then the projection 7rp : F  F, with im7rp =  P. If we choose a basis
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for F, let D(ttp) be the matrix of it p. The Hattori-Stallings rank of P, pc{P), is 
defined to be the image of the trace of -D(ttp) in the abelian group C/[C, C] (where 
[C,C] is the additive subgroup of C  generated by {cd — dc : c,d  G C}). So, if 
-D(ttp) =  [cfily, then
M P )  = T , e u  + [C,C\.
i
The rank pc{P) depends neither on the choice of F, nor on the choice of basis for 
F  [79].
A useful property of the Hattori-Stallings rank is:
Lem m a 1.35 ([29]). I f  a  : C  —>• Cq is a ring homomorphism, then there is an 
induced homomorphism a  : C/[C,C\ —» Co/[C0, C0]. I f  P  is a finitely generated 
projective C-module, then Cq <S>c P  a finitely generated projective Co-module and
a{pc(P)) = PcQ{CQ P).
When C =  KG, a group ring, [KG, KG] is the A-submodule generated by
gg' ~ g’g =  g(g'g)g~l -  g'g 
=  gd'g” 1 -  g",
where g,g' G G and g" =  g'g. Thus, KG/[KG, KG] is AT-free on the conjugacy 
classes of G. We can therefore think of pkq(P) as a AT-valued function on G, with 
finite support, which is constant on each conjugacy class. For g G G, we denote the 
coefficient of the conjugacy class [#] of g by pKG{P){g)-
In [1 2 ], Bass conjectured that, if K  is a subring of C, the complex numbers, 
intersecting Q only in Z, then
pKG(P){g) =  0 if <7 ^  1.
This conjecture has been found to be true for a large class of infinite torsion-free 
groups [12], [56], [74], [80]. It is also true for abelian groups [2 2 , Chapter IX] and 
finite groups [81]. In fact, if G is a finite group, then [1 1 ]
Pzg(P) =  pG(P) + [ZG', ZG].
More generally, we can apply Lemma 1.35 to the augmentation map aug : ZG —> Z 
for any group G.
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Lem m a 1.36. I f  P  is a finitely generated projective hG-module, then
aug(pZG(P))  =  Pg { P )•
Here, aug will be the map from %Gj\LG, ZG] to 2/[Z ,Z ] =  h, which sends 
E b ] n M[ff]t 0  Efo]»*fo]-
of a projective ZC-module P  from the entries of the matrix _D(7Tp), it is shown in [2 2 , 
§IX.3] (see also [5]) that, if a* is the coefficient of t% in the polynomial det(/+£D (7Tp)),
Whenever we have a well-defined rank function p for finitely generated projective 
C-modules, we can extend it to a rank function for C-modules of type F P  as follows: 
if M  is a C-module of type F P , let V  =  (Pj,e;) be a resolution of M  of type FP, 
We define
although we must ensure that this does not depend on the choice of V. This is the 
case for pc and for pa, so we duly extend their definition. These ranks have the 
following property.
Lem m a 1.37 ([12]). I f  0 —»■ M ! — M  —> M il —> 0 is a short exact sequence of 
G-modules of type FP , then
When G is abelian, in giving a formula for determining the Hattori-Stallings rank
then
0  otherwise
(1.17)
Note that, if D(irP) =  [fyjy, then [2 ]
Jl <32<'”<ji
p(M) = £ ( - l  )V(PS)
i>0
Pc(M) — pc (Mf) +  pc(M,f).
I f  C — IiG, then
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1.7.2 Euler characteristics o f groups
An Euler characteristic is a function on a class C of groups, usually taking values 
in Q or Z. For example, is defined for all groups G of type FPn (see §1.6.2)
and takes values in Z.
For a class of groups C, we will say that a group is virtually in C, vCt if it has a 
subgroup of finite index in C. For instance, we will say that a group is of type vFL  
if it has a subgroup of finite index of type FL.
Let C be a class of groups for which H  E C whenever H  is a subgroup of finite 
index of a group G € C. Suppose that xc is an Euler characteristic on C with the 
property that
whenever G € C and H  is a subgroup of finite index [(? : H] in G. Then xc can be 
extended to the class vC by
when G is virtually in C and H  is a subgroup of G of finite index which is in C. This
Xc{H) = [G : H]Xc(G) (1.18)
is well-defined [84], since, if H' is another subgroup of G of finite index which is in
C, then, setting HQ =  H  fl H \
Xc(H) =  Xc m / [ H  : Hq]
[G : H] [G: H]
Xc{Ha)
[G : H 0]
and, similarly,
Xc(H') Xc(Hq)
[G:H'\ [G-.HoY
Note that Xn cannot be extended in this way.
For groups G of type F L , Serre [76] defines
£>0
where (Fi, di) is a resolution of type FL  for G. For large enough n,
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Since (1.18) holds here, this can be extended to an Euler characteristic XvFL for 
groups of type vFL, taking values in Q. Brown showed in [2 1 ] that, if G is torsion- 
free and of type vFL, then X v F l { G )  €  W.
Stallings [79] defines for a group G of type F P  over K
X f p ( k )  (G) =  P k g ( g K )  e KG/[KG,KG].
When K  — W, we omit it.
If G is torsion-free and of type vFL  (and so of type FP), then
X f p ( G )  =  X v f l { G) .
In [29], Chiswell defines, for a group G of type F P  over K , X f p ( k ) ( G )  G K  to be 
the sum of the coefficients in X f p ( k ) ( G ) .  That is, if X f p ( k ) ( G )  = f^en
X F P ( K ) ( G )  =  X)[g] k\g].
The property (1.18) does not hold for X f p { k )■ For example, finite groups are 
of type F P  over Q and, for any finite group G, X f p ( q )  (G) — py S sGg[0]> anci so 
Xf p( <$) ( G)  =  1.
When K  — Wi, Lemma 1.36 gives
Xi?p(G) =  Pg{g%)
for a group G of type FP. When K  is a pid, there is an alternative definition of 
X f p ( i < )> viz.:
Lem m a 1.38 ([29]). I f  G is of type F P  over a pid K , then
X f p ( k )  (G) =  y ^ ( - l  )lrkK{ H f  (G)).
i> 0
If G is torsion-free and of type vFL, then
X f p ( G )  =  X f p ( G )  — X vF l ( G ) .
We will say that a group G is of type F R  if its rational homology, H^(G), is of 
finite rank, that is, if each H®(G) is of finite rank and is trivial for large i. Brown 
[21] defines, for a group G of type FR,
Xf r{G) =  £ ( - l ) * r k o ( f l « ( G ) ) .
;>o
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If G is of type FP,  then it is of type F R  and, by Lemma 1.38,
X f r ( G )  — x f p ( G ) ,
Thus, if G is torsion-free and of type vFL, then
X f r ( G )  =  X f p ( G )  =  X f p ( G )  =  X v f l ( G ) .
This Euler characteristic satisfies (1.18) only under certain conditions (see, for in­
stance, [2 2 , §IX.5]).
1.8 Graphs and some associated groups
1.8.1 G raphs
A graph V = v U e consists of two disjoint sets, the vertices, v, and the edges, e, 
along with three functions
l : e —>■ v, 
r  : e —» v,
-1 : e —»■ e,
called, respectively, the initial, terminal and inverse functions, which satisfy the 
conditions
=  r(e), 
r ( e - 1) =  t(e), 
e 1 /  e,
for eG e.
We will say that T is finite if both the sets v and e are.
An orientation e+ of T is a choice of one edge from each of the pairs {e, e”1} for 
e € e.
N o ta tio n . Since e- 1  6  e whenever e G e, we often omit mention of the edges of 
e \  e+ when describing or drawing a graph.
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An edge e of T is called a loop if r(e) =  i(e). We will say that V has multiple 
edges if there are distinct edges e, e' G e such that i(e) =  i(e') and r(e) = r(e'). 
When T has no multiple edges, if b(e) =  u, r(e) =  v, then we identify the edge e 
with the ordered pair (u , v).
A non-empty path j3 in T is a finite sequence of edges
elj ®2j • ■ ■ j enj
where, for 1 < i < n, t(ei+1) =  r(e^). We write *,(/?) =  i(ei) and r(/3) =  r(en). If, 
for 1 < i < 7i, e^+ 1  7  ^ e^1, then we will say that fi is reduced. For every v G v, there 
is also the empty path, 1 „, which has no edges and has l(1 v) = r ( l v) — v.
A non-empty path fi is called a cycle if r(fi) =  i(fi). If fi is reduced and if, in 
addition, e± ^  e“x, then fi is said to be a reduced cycle.
A subgraph T0 of T consists of a subset v 0 of the vertices of T together with a 
subset e 0 of the edges of F such that, if e G e0, then i(e), r(e) G Vo and e_ 1  G e0.
The graph V is said to be connected if, for every two vertices u , u G v ,  there is a 
path fi with u{fi) — u and r(fi) = v. The connected components of V are the largest 
connected subgraphs of T.
A graph is called a forest if it has no non-empty, reduced cycles. A tree is a 
connected forest. A sub forest of T is a subgraph which is a forest. A connected 
subforest is a subtree. A spanning subtree of T is a subtree which includes every 
vertex of T. If T =  v  U e is a finite tree, then |e+ | =  |v| — 1.
An extremal edge of T is an edge e G e such that either there is no other edge 
e' of T with t(e') =  t(e), or there is no other edge e1 with r(e /) =  r(e). Thus, if e 
is extremal, then so is e"1. A finite forest with non-empty edge set must have an 
extremal edge.
1.8.2 C oxeter groups
Let T ~  v U e be a finite, connected graph, without loops or multiple edges and let 
ijj : e —>■ Z+ be a map assigning to each edge e G e an integer ip(e) > 1, such that 
^ (e -1) =  ^(e). We call ij;(e) the weight of e. Associated with the pair T, if and
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with a choice of orientation e+ is a finite group presentation.
Vr,i) =  (v; v2(v G v), (uv)^u,v\ (%  v) G e+)). (1.19)
The group Cp^ =  GifPr,^) defined by this presentation is called a Coxeter group and 
the pair r ,  if) a Coxeter system. Notice that the choice of orientation does not affect 
the resulting group, the two presentations arising from two choices of orientation 
differing only by two Tietze transformations (T2 ).
Consider the graph obtained from T by removing all the edges with an even 
weight. Let 3?i,. . .  , Tnr be the connected components of this graph. The abelian- 
isation of Cp^ is then the direct product of nr cyclic groups of order two, that is, 
^ t% =  (#i) x ■ ■ • x (fw>) — ^ 2 Fj where v\ is the image of each generator of Cp^ 
corresponding to a vertex of IV
If, for each e G e, ^(e) is odd, then we will say that T, ij) is an odd Coxeter 
system and that is an odd Coxeter group. The abelianisation of an odd Coxeter 
group is then a cyclic group of order 2 .
A Coxeter system r ,  ij) is said to be aspherical if the subgroup generated by the 
images in Cp^ of any three distinct vertices is infinite [3], [71]. This is equivalent to 
the condition that, for any three edges ei, e2, e3 of T which form a triangle,
1 1 1  
^ (ei) +  ^ 2 ) +  ^(e3) "
The group Cp^ is called an aspherical Coxeter group. For such groups, a generating 
set, dp;^ , of pictures for V r ^  is given in [71]. It consists of a dipole Dw2 for each 
v G v and for each e =  (u, v) G e+ a dipole B(uu)^ (b) together with a picture Be, as 
illustrated in Figure 1.9, with two positively orientated discs with label (u v and 
ip(e) negatively oriented discs for each label u2 and v2.
More generally, we could also consider Coxeter systems T, V  where F is not 
a connected graph. However, Cp^ is then the free product of the Coxeter groups 
corresponding to the connected components of T. For simplicity, we will treat free 
products separately, and consider only the connected case.
1.8.3 G raphs o f groups
A graph of groups consists of:
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Figure 1.9: The picture Be for e = (u,v) £ e+
1. a connected graph T =  v U e, together with an orientation e+;
2. a group Hv for each v £ v;
3. for each e £ e, a subgroup He of fft(e); and
4. for each e £ e+, an isomorphism (f)e : ffe —>• ife-i.
The fundamental group Gr of this graph of groups is the quotient of the free product
Hv) * (*eee+(*e»
by the normal closure of the set
{t~lhte(f)e(h)~l : e £ e+, h £ He} U {te : e £ T  fl e+},
where T  is a choice of spanning subtree of T. A different choice of orientation or 
spanning subtree gives an isomorphic group. There are natural embeddings : 
H1  —► Gr- See, for example, [36], [77]. There is also a more general concept of a
graph of groups (see [1 0 ], [2 0 ]), which we do not consider here, but which admits
the same treatment.
Two special cases of a graph of groups are free products with amalgamation 
and HNN extensions. If i f  is a subgroup of Hi and if there is a monomorphism 
(f> : H  —► H2, then G = Hi *H i f2, the free product of Hi and H2 amalgamating 
if , arises as the graph of groups of the graph with two vertices 1 , 2  joined by an 
edge, with associated group H. An HNN extension G =  ifi*//,^ arises as a graph 
of groups with one vertex, with associated group ffi, and a loop, with associated 
group H < H i and monomorphism (f): H —> Hi.
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Associated with a graph of groups Gp is a short exact sequence of ZGr-modules 
[30], [36]
0  —>■ ©eee+Z ©vgv^ t£ -> - ^  0 . (1 .2 0 )
If we write — ® 7  — for — 0 zjh-7 then the maps are
t(l 0 e I) — 1  ®t(e) I I'e ®r(e) I
and
Qf(l ®y 1 ) =  1 .
Applying Lemma 1.31(ii) to (1.20) gives:
Lem m a 1.39 ([30]). I f  T is a finite graph of groups and if  each edge group is of 
type FPn_i and each vertex group is of type FPn, then Gp is of type FPn. I f  each 
edge group and each vertex group is of type FL, then so is Gp.
If G =  Hi H 2 is a free product, as above, then this sequence becomes
0 -> Z t f  ^  Z tff, ©^ Z -► 0, (1.21)
where t(l 0  1 ) =  ( 1  0 i 1 , — 1 <g>2 1 ) and ck( 1  0 L1 , 0 ) =  1  =  a ( 0 , 1  0 2 1 )- 
If G =  is an HNN extension, as above, then 1.20 becomes
0 -V Z z  z  0, (1.22)
where t(l 0  1 ) =  ( 1  — t) 0 i 1  and o:(l 0 i 1 ) =  1 .
Derived from (1.20) is a long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence in homology [30],
[47]
Hn+i(Gp) —¥ @e+Hn(He) —> ^ vHn(Hv) —>■ Hn(Gp) —>■■■•
 ► H 2(Gt ) -> 0 e+U i(i7e) -> ®v H i ( H v) -> H ^ G p ) ->
0 e+ S —^ ©VS —^  ^0. (1.23)
Chapter 2 
Alexander ideals: Group 
invariants from a presentation
Alexander [4] defined for knots an invariant which takes the form of a polynomial 
and is calculated from a matrix. This is known as the Alexander polynomial of a 
knot. Later, Fox [41] defined invariants for finitely generated groups, which are also 
calculated from a matrix obtained from a presentation. These take the form of an 
ascending chain of ideals in SGa6, which are known as the Alexander ideals, and a 
sequence of Laurent polynomials, the Alexander polynomials. For a knot group, the 
Alexander polynomial of the knot occurs as the generator of one of these ideals and 
in the sequence of polynomials.
In this chapter, we review the definition of the Alexander ideals and polynomials. 
Note, however, that the chain of ideals and the sequence of polynomials defined here 
are indexed slightly differently to those of [41].
2.1 Definition of the A-ideals
Let V  = (x ;r) be a group presentation, as in (1.3), with a finite set of generators, 
x, and let G =  G(V). Giving some order to the sets x  and r, let
D(7>) = ORdx RE r  ’xEx
64
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an |r| x |x| matrix over ZG. This matrix is called the Jacobian matrix of V. When 
no confusion can arise, we abbreviate D(V) to D.
Now choose an abelianising functor T. For A G Z, we define the A-th A?-ideal of 
V  to be
A l i r )  =  Jx im -a  [D{V)T) .
The chain AT(V) of ideals AJ(P)  (A G Z) is then an ascending chain of ideals in 
the ring ZGT.
Throughout, if no T is specified, assume that it is a6. Thus, we denote Aab(V) 
simply by A(V). We will write ~  for the composition of the maps
Z(x) ^  Z(x) Z Z Gt ,
so
The ideal A\(V)  is the (A +  l)-st Alexander ideal of V  (see [4], [33], [41], [42], for 
example). The reason for our shift of indices should become apparent in Chapter 4 .
By Lemma 1.24, the ideals are independent of the choice of order given to x and 
r. In addition, they have the following invariance property.
Theorem  2.1 ([4], [33]). Let V,  P 0 be two group presentations with finite gen­
erating sets. I f  there is an isomorphism a  : G(V) -¥ G(Vo), then the induced 
isomorphism aT : ZG(V)T —► ZG(Vq)t  carries A^(V) onto A r^ (V0) for each A G Z. 
So, if G{V) ^  G{V„), then AT(V) *<°> AT(V0).
Proof By Lemma 1.3, the presentations V  and Vq are Tietze equivalent and a 
is induced by this equivalence. Indeed, we may transform V  to P 0 by a finite 
number of transformations (T2) and finitary transformations (Tl). Thus, to prove 
the theorem, we need only consider the case when P 0 is obtained from V  by a single 
Tietze transformation and a  is the induced isomorphism.
Suppose that P 0 =  (x ,y ;r , y =  Wy(y G y)) is obtained from V  = (x ;r) by a 
finitary Tietze transformation of type (Tl), so y  is a finite set. Here a = a-p, so, for
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x E x, a ryv{^) — Giving orderings to x, y  and r, we obtain
M i ) ]
■7,0 (^ )]
D(V») =
RE r  ffiGx
yey
x £ x
0
'|y|
D (V)a 0
X  /|y|
where X  = -ay-p . So
y.xc - t ) J  ]“
J .(D(V0f )  =  JK
d ( v y °»“ o 
* T Jw.
= J(Hy|(JD(7TIVS)
=  a TJre_|y|(JD(7’)T),
since r ^ a  =  c r rg  and or is onto. Thus, since Xi(^o) =  Xii'P) +  |y|»
ATx (Vo) =  JXl('p0)-\(D{'Po)T)
=  a TJx m ^ ( D ( V ) T)
=  o?Al{V).
Now suppose that Vq =  {x; r, s) is obtained from V  =  (x; r) by a Tietze trans­
formation of type (T2). Since each S  E s is a consequence of r, by Lemma 1.X1 the 
last Is! rows of
D(V0) =
d R
dx R e v
x e x
dS_
dx  _ se s
_ a?Gx_
are a linear combination of the first |r|. Hence, by Proposition 1.21 (i) and since 
Xi(Pa) = Xi (P),
A l{T )
= JXlir)-x(D(V)T)
= ATX(V),
and the result follows, oF being the identity map here. □
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Remarks. 1. In proving this theorem, we only require the property that r^oa = 
oF tq when a  is an isomorphism. It is when we come to compare the AT-ideals 
of non-isomorphic groups that we require that this holds for all homomor- 
phisms.
2. The second part of the above proof actually shows that, if V  — (x; r) and if s 
is an alternative set of normal generators for < r >  =  ker 7 7 ?, then AT(V) =  
AT(V0), where Vo =  (x; s). Thus, for a given finite generating set x, any choice 
of defining relators gives exactly the same chain of ^-ideals.
We give an example of how the A-ideals may be used to distinguish groups. 
E xam ple 2.1. For I — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  let
Vi =  (a, b, i; a3 , 6 3, (ab)7, t lat~la~l ) 
and let Gi — G(Vi). Then, for each I, 
G f  -  (a) x (t)
where b =  a2. The Jacobian matrix of Vi is
1  +  a +  a2 0  0
0  1  +  6  +  6 2 0
D =
E l o  W  E l o  (obYa 0
so
Dab =
tl - 1
1 +  a +  a2 
0  
7
tl -  1
0
0 0
1  -f a2 +  a 0
7a 0
0  E t S ^ l - a )
From this we obtain 
0
((1 +  a -T a2)2, 7(1 +  a +  a2), (1 +  a +  a2)(^ — 1),
« =  2 >
^ 1  +  a +  a2, 7, t ‘ — 1 , t' ( 1  — a)) re = 1
Z«a> x <i» re < 0
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which gives (after some simplification)
m ° )  x (t))
A x(n )  =  <
A > 2 
A =  1^1 +  a +  a2 , 7, Ei=o 
( l  +  a +  a2, 7(tl -  1), 7 ? ( !  ~  «)) A =  0
0
It proves more convenient to consider
A < 0
Z{t) A > 1
(3, tl — l)  A =  0
0 A < 0
Suppose I ^  V. If Gi =  GV, then there is an automorphism of ZG1/  = ZG 1/  =  Z(t), 
induced by an automorphism of (t), which carries A 1/(P i)  to A/{Vi>) for each A. 
However, neither of the possible automorphisms
Z(t) Z{t); t t±:L 
carries A g  (Vi) =  (3. t ! -  1) to Atf{Pr) = (3,t'' -  1 ), so G , g  Gv. 0
When T = H 5 the ring Z G ^  is a ring of Laurent polynomials which, in particular, 
is a greatest common divisor (gcd) domain (that is, any set of elements of Z G has 
a gcd [33]). Thus, every ideal of Z G ^  is contained in a smallest principal ideal. 
For A £ Z, we define the A-th a-polynomial of P, a,\(P) 7 to be a generator of 
the smallest principal ideal containing A?/(P). Such a generator is unique up to 
multiplication by an element of the unit group dzG** of Z G ^  and, since A*/ (P) C 
^A+iC^)? aA+i(^)|oA(^)- If t i , . . . ,  tn is a set of free generators for G t ^ 1 then the a- 
polynomials are Laurent polynomials a \(P )(ti , . . . ,  tn) on t i , . . . ,  tn. The polynomial 
a\(P) is the (A 4 - l)-st Alexander polynomial of V  ([4], [33], [42]).
That these polynomials are well-defined is a consequence of Theorem 2.1.
C orollary  2 .2 . Let V, Pq, q: be as in Theorem 2.1. For each A £ Z, ax(Po) may 
be chosen such that
a t f (ax(P)) = ax(VQ).
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A common use of Alexander ideals and polynomials has been to distinguish
group of its complement in R3. There are a number of ways of obtaining a pre­
sentation of the group of a knot, one of which, using a projection onto M2, gives a 
Wirtinger presentation [33] which has the same (finite) number of relators as gen­
erators. In fact, each of the relators of such a presentation is a consequence of the 
others, and so we can assume that a knot group is given by a presentation
with |s| =  |y| — 1. We call such a presentation a deleted Wirtinger presentation.
a generator t  which is the image of each of the generators y.
The following result applies not only to knot groups.
Lem m a 2.3. I f V  = {x] r), T are such that G(V)T =  (t) =  % and t  is the image of 
each i G x ,  then
So, if Q is a presentation of a knot group as above, D(Q)ab is a (|y| — 1) x |y| 
matrix over Z(t) whose columns sum to zero. Thus A-i(Q ) = 0 and A q(Q) is a 
principal ideal, generated by the determinant of any (|y| — 1 ) x (|y| — 1 ) submatrix 
of D(Q)ab. This determinant can then be taken to be no(Q). This polynomial,
Alexander [4] and is often called the Alexander polynomial of the knot.
The Alexander polynomial of a knot has some interesting properties:
P ro p o sitio n  2.4 ([33]). Ifao(Q)(t) is the Alexander polynomial of a knot as above, 
then
(tame) knots. The group of a knot in 3-dimensional space R3 is the fundamental
Q = (y; s) (2 .1)
These presentations have the additional property that G(Q)ab is infinite cyclic with
for each R e t . The columns of D(fP)T thus sum to zero, 
Proof By Corollary 1.9, R  -  1 =  I f  (x ~  !)> so
xEx
But Z(t) is an integral domain, and the result follows. □
which is relatively easy to obtain, was the original invariant polynomial defined by
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Figure 2.1: The clover-leaf knot
i) it is of even degree;
ii) it is reciprocal, that is, ao(Q)(£-1) =  tna0 (V){t) for some n E Z;
Hi) a0 (Q)(l) =  ±1-
We show how (iii) can be proved in §4.4. Properties (ii) and (iii) actually char­
acterise the Alexander polynomials of knots [33].
E xam ple 2 .2 . a) The clover-leaf knot, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, has Wirtinger 
presentation
(x, y , z \x  = yzy~x, y =  zxz~x, z =  xyx~l ).
Using Tietze transformations, this simplifies to
V  =  (x,y;xyx = yxy).
The matrix
Dab= [ l - i  +  t 2 - 1  + t - t *
then gives ao(V) = 1 — t  + 12.
b) The figure-eight knot, as illustrated in Figure 2 .2 , has Wirtinger presentation
{x, y, z, w] x =  z~lwz, y = wxw~x, z  =  x~xyx, w =  yzy~x),
which simplifies to
This gives
V  =  (x, y; yx lyxy 1 x xyxy *x). 
D ab = t - 3  + t~L - t  + 3~t ~
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Figure 2.2: The figure-eight knot
and ao(V) = t 2 — 3t +  1.
Since no automorphism of Z(t) induced by an automorphism of (t) takes the 
Alexander polynomial of the clover-leaf knot to that of the figure-eight knot, their 
respective knot groups are non-isomorphic. Hence, the two knots are distinct. 0
We now consider some circumstances where the A-ideals are unable to distinguish 
groups.
Lem m a 2.5. I f  G is a finitely generated perfect group, so Gab =  1, then
M ? )  =
Z A> - 1
0 A < -1
for every presentation V  for G.
Proof Every finitely generated perfect group G has a presentation of the form
' P  ~  ( ^ 1 )  ■ • • : f i n j . . . , X j i R n ,  R f t + l i  • • ■ )?
where expXi(Rj)  =  0  for each i , j ,  called a preabelian presentation [58]. Since Gab =
Qtriv _
D (T )ab =
Thus
Z A > -1  
0 A < - 1
If Vo is another presentation for G, then, since the only automorphism of Z induced 
by an isomorphism G{V)trw —>• G(Vo)trw is the identity, A(Vq) = A(V). □
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The A-ideals, therefore, cannot distinguish perfect groups. Also, consider the 
following example.
E xam ple 2.3. For I =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  let
Vi ~  (a, &, t ; a3, b2, (a&)7, tfa t^aT1)
and let Gi =  G(V{). Notice that these presentations differ from those in Example 
2 . 1  only by the power of b and that the subgroup generated by a and b is perfect. 
For each I,
G f  = (t) £  Z,
where b = a = 1 . Now,
D =
0  0  
2 0
and so
A\(Vi) =
Z(t> A > 0
for each /. 0
This example is illustrative of the following situation: let Q — (y; s) be a pre­
sentation for a perfect group H  — G(Q),  let x  be a set disjoint from H  and choose 
a set r  of cyclically reduced elements of H  * (x) \  H.  We set
G ~  (H * < x ))/<  r  > .
A presentation for G is then given by
'P — (x , y; r, s), (2 .2 )
where r  =  {R  : R  E r} C (x, y) is obtained by replacing each term from H  of each 
R E  r  by a word on y  U y - 1  representing it.
Also, for each R  e  r, let R q be the word o n x U x " 1 obtained from R  by deleting 
each occurrence of a term from H  and cyclically reducing. We set
Vo — (x; Ro(R E r)}
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and Go ~  G(Vq). Thus G0 =  G/<<  t,H ^>, where i : H  G is the natural map
y y (y £  y).
If a  : G —> Gq is the natural surjection, then
, gG: ^  a (g)G'0
is an isomorphism, since
siab  _ s~i / s i !Lr0 — Lro/tj0
S  (G /<  iH » ) /(< ? /<  iH > ) '  
=  ( (? /<  iH  > ) / ( ( ? '/<  > )
=  G/G'
=  G“6.
T heorem  2 .6 . For V , Vo, & as above, with x, y  finite,
Proof. Note that y = 1 for each y £ y, that a(x) — x  for each x £ x  and that, if 
^  — IT® UiViy where each Ui £ (x) and each Vi 6  (y), then
Now, by elementary row and column operations and by discarding any resulting
A{V0) =  a “*A(P).
a^Ro
dx 5
rows of zeros, the matrix [expy(5')] can be transformed to the identity matrix I\y\.
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Applying these operations to the first |s| rows and first |y| columns of the above 
matrix, we obtain the matrix
group invariants which are (sometimes) able to do this. Before doing so, we look at 
some further computations of A-ideals.
2.2 Some examples
2.2.1 T h e A -ideals o f  th e  braid groups
For n > 3, the braid group on n strings, B n, is given by the presentation
$n  —  ( ® l j  • • • 3 13 ^  r i  —  1) ,
aiOj = ajai( 1  < i < n  — 2 , i +  1 < j  < n  — 1 )).
A full exposition of the properties of braid groups is given in [17]. In particular, the 
abelianisation of each braid group is infinite cyclic, with generator t the image of 
each ai.
We calculate the A-ideals of the braid groups and show that:
l | y |  0
X  D(Po)ab
for some matrix X  over . Thus, by Corollary 1.25,
aabAx(P) = Jx im _x( ( D ( v r br ab)
=  Jxlin)- X(D(Vo)ab) 
= A\(Po),
as required. □
So, if we have two presentations V, V  arising from perfect groups 17, H  respec­
tively in the above manner, then, if the A-ideals cannot distinguish G(Vo) from 
G(Po), they cannot distinguish G(V)  from G(V). In the next chapter we define new
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Theorem 2.7. For n =  3,4,
Z(i> A >  1
( 1 - t  +  t2) A =  0 i
0  A < 0
and /or  n > 5
Z<*) A > 0  
0 A < 0
Proof. If, for 1 < i < j  < n — 1, we set
%+i 3 — i 1
=
aiCLjdi 1aj 1 j - i >  1
then
dai.
1  — t  + t2 j  = i - \ - l , k  = i
- 1 -pt — t 2 j  — i +  1 , & =  j
— '  1 — t  j  — i > l , k  = i -
— 1 +  t j  — % > 1 , A: =  j
0  otherwise
Ordering the relators so that Ritj precedes R kfi if j  <1 or if j  =  I and i < k, we find 
that
D{Bn^ ) ab 0
l ~ t  0  . . .  0  t - 1
0  i i
: 1  — t  0  t  — 1
0  . . .  0  t2 - t  + 1  - l + t - t 2
for n > 3, and
^ ( 6 3 )'“ =  [ l - t  +  t 2 - 1  +  t - t 2 
By Lemma 2.3, the columns of D(Bn)ab sum to zero.
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Manual calculation gives
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A x(Bn) =
Z(t) A > 1
( 1  — t  + 12) A =  0
0 A < 0
for n = 3,4, and
A x(B5) =
Z(t)  A >  0
0 A < 0
We now show inductively that, for n > 5,
U D ( B ny b) =
0 ft >  Xl {Bn) 
%(t) f t < X l  (Bn)
Suppose that this holds for n — 1 . Since the columns of D(Bn)ah sum to zero, 
JK(D(Bn)ab) = 0 for ft > n — 2. For k < n  — 2, by Proposition 1.19,
U D ( B ny b) d ab>
= Z(t),
from our assumption, which gives the required result.
iH1
i
\
t  — 1
- l + t - t 2 /
□
2.2.2 T he A -ideals o f  odd  C oxeter groups
Let T =  v U e , ^ b e a n  odd Coxeter system. We use the presentation Vr,$ (1.19) to 
calculate the A-ideals of an odd Coxeter group, showing that:
T heorem  2 .8 . I fT ,  ip is an odd Coxeter system, then
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where
{ 1~r is a subforest of \II W  :
ee$ne+ r  & edges
Proof. For v G v,
and, for e =  (w, v) G e + ,
c?(m>)^e)
dvf =
^ 2  | 1 +  U Vf =  V
' 0  otherwise
1  +  wu + -----1- v' = u
u +  mm +  • • * +  ( vl — v 
0  otherwise
Before giving the Jacobian matrix of Vr$  we must choose an ordering on v  and on 
e + (which will also induce an ordering on the set of relators). It proves convenient 
to show that:
Claim. For any G v  we can chose an ordering <  on v  and an orientation e + such 
that u < v whenever (u,v) G e + and such that, for each v G v  \  {^i}, Vi < v and 
there is an edge e G e + with r(e) — v.
Proof of Claim. We proceed by induction on the number of vertices in T. This is 
trivial when |v | =  1 . Suppose that |v | =  n and that the claim holds when there 
are fewer than n  vertices. Let v\ G v . The graph obtained from T by removing 
Vi along with all the edges incident at v\ will be a graph each of whose connected 
components has fewer than n  vertices. Each component will have a vertex 
connected to v± by an edge of V. Applying the inductive hypothesis, we obtain 
orderings on the vertices of with the first, and an orientation of the edges 
of rW such that for every vertex v of other than there is an edge e with 
r(e) =  v. Giving an ordering to the components induces an ordering on v  \  {u i}  
and we then set Vi < v for each v G v  \  {vi}. We next replace the edges incident at 
ui, orienting then appropriately and note that these include edges e with r(e) =  
for each i. This establishes the claim. □
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Given such an ordering, we have
D ab =  Diag|v|(l + i^)
X
where X  is the |e+ | x |v| matrix with a row
. . .  0  if){e) 0  . . .  0  ip(e)v[ 0
for each e E e+. We will call this the e-th row. If we call the column corresponding
to the vertex v the v-th column, then the non-zero entries ^>(e) and ij)(e)vi in the 
e-th row occur in the t(e)-th and r(e)-th  column respectively.
We now show that
For a vertex u, let ev be the first edge e £ e+ with r(e) =  v. Let LK be the 
(/€ — l) x (k — 1) submatrix of X  consisting of columns 2 , . . . ,  k, corresponding to 
vertices v2, . . . ,  vK, and the e^-th, . . . ,  eyfs-th rows. This is then a lower triangular 
matrix with diagonal entries ip(eV2 )vi, . . . ,  ij)(eVK)vi. The k x k  submatrix consisting 
of Lk together with the first row and first column of D ab is then a lower triangular 
matrix with determinant
0
JK(Dab) — < ( i +  o < n < |v
Z(^i) k < 0
Clearly, for 0 < k <  |v|,
det(DiagK(l +  $ ) )  =  (1 +  #i)K =  2K X(1 +  vj) £ JK{Dab).
Since each e) is odd, we then have
1 +  ui £ JK(Dab)
for 0  < k < |v|.
As the determinant of any submatrix which includes rows from Diag|v|(l +  #l) 
will be divisible by 1 +  #!, we need only now consider submatrices of X .
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Let Y  be a k x  k  submatrix of X .  The k, rows of Y  give a set eo of edges, so, 
if we set v0 =  {t(e),r(e) : e E eo}, then F0 =  Vo U (e0 U e^1) is a subgraph of T. 
Let Yo be the k  x |v| submatrix of X  consisting of the e-th row for each e E e0. We 
distinguish two cases:
Case 1. To has a non-empty, reduced cycle eie2 . . .  en- By rearranging the rows 
and columns of To and multiplying rows by v[ where appropriate, we can obtain a 
matrix of the form
r 0V'o
\rn \rm 0 0
where
0
i/j(en~ i) ^ (en-i)u l 
0 ip(en)vi
ip(e i) ^(e J v l  0 
0 if){e2) 'ip(e2)vi
: 0
0 :
j)(en) 0
Y"  is some (k — n) x n matrix and YjJ" some (k, ~~ n) x (k — n) matrix. So, by an 
observation in §1.4.3, if Y  doesn’t  include the v-th column of Yo for each vertex v of 
the cycle, det(F) =  0. On the other hand, if Y  does include each of these columns, 
then det(Y^)| det(y). But, by adding columns 2 , .. .  ,n  of YJ to column 1, we see 
that 1 +  Ui| det(YJf). Thus, if det(Yr) is non-zero, it is a multiple of 1 +  w}, and so 
adds nothing more to the generation of JK(Dab).
Case 2. r 0 has no non-empty, reduced cycles, that is, Tq is a forest. Since ip(e) 
is a common factor of each entry of the e-th row, we have
J J ^ (e ) |d e t(T ) .
eGeo
We now show, by induction, that there is a k  x k submatrix of Yq with determi­
nant FUeoV'(e) or (lU eo Once we have shown this, we have proven the
theorem.
Clearly, when k  =  1, there is such a submatrix. Now let k  > 1 and suppose 
that, for every (k, — 1) x |v| submatrix of X  defining a subforest $  of T, there is a 
submatrix with determinant n ee$ V>(e) or (ILeeo ^ ( e)) ^i- Since F0 is a forest, it has 
an extremal edge e0 E e0. Suppose vQ is the end point of e0 incident with no other
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edge, then the only non-zero entry in the column is the entry V^o) or ^(eo)^ 
in the eo-th row. Now, removing eo from T0 leaves a re — 1 edged subforest, so, by the 
inductive hypothesis, there is a (re—1) x (re—1) submatrix of Yb> which doesn’t include 
the eo-th row, with determinant rieee„\{e„} V’(e) 0 1  (rL=e„\{eo} V’(e)) vi- Since the 
uo-th entry of the e-th row for each e 6 eo\{eo} is zero, this submatrix cannot include 
the vo-th column. The re x re submatrix consisting of this smaller submatrix along 
with the e0-th row and the i?o-th column will then have the required determinant.
This exhausts all possible submatrices of D ab, □
Chapter 3 
.EMdeals: Group invariants from a 
3-presentation
In the spirit of the Alexander ideals and polynomials, we now define new group 
invariants, a chain of ideals and a sequence of polynomials. Analogous to the way 
in which the A-ideals and a-polynomials are calculated from the Jacobian matrix 
obtained from a presentation, these new invariants are calculated from a matrix 
which is obtained from a 3-presentation.
3.1 Definition of the 5-ideals
Let T  =  (x;r;d) be a 3-presentation with x, r finite and let G = G(T). Giving 
some order to the sets r and d, let
Z>(T) =
a |d| x |r| matrix over 7LG. We abbreviate D(T)  to D  when the context is clear.
Now choose an abelianising functor T. For A G Z, we define the A-th B T-ideal of 
T  to be
Bl{T) = JxAT)-x (D {T f).
The chain B t (T) of ideals B%(T) (A £ I )  is then an ascending chain of ideals in 
the ring I G T. Again, if no functor T is specified, we assume that it is ab.
These £?-ideals have the same invariance property as the A-ideals, viz.;
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T heorem  3.1. L e tT , 7o be two 3-presentations with finite underlying presentations. 
I f  there is an isomorphism a  : G(T) G(%), then the induced isomorphism aT : 
Z G { T ) t  ->■ Z G (% )T carries Bj(T) onto Bj'(%) for each AeZ.  So, if G(T)  S 
G(%),  then B T(T) £ T(75).
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, we need only show that the Theorem holds when 7o is ob­
tained from T  by a single Tietze transformation (Tl), (T2), (T3), finitary in the 
cases (Tl) and (T2), and a  is the induced isomorphism.
If 7o =  (x, y; r, ?/ =  Wy(y 6 y);d) is obtained from V  =  (x;r;d) by a finitary 
Tietze transformation of type (Tl), then
D(%) = [[fg];
=  [ i? (T )“ 0 
since 7r0|{*) =  «77 - As X2 (T) = X2(7o), this gives
B l { % )  =  JM royx(D (% )T)
= aT J „ (t )- x{D {T ) t )
= a TB x(T),
as required.
Now suppose that 7o =  (x; r, s; d, Qs (S € s)} is obtained from T  = (x; r; d) by 
a finitary Tietze transformation of type (T2). Since, for *9, S' G s,
I B€d RE r
1 9 '=  9  
0 otherwise
and since a  is the identity here, we have
£>(75)
SR Ded
-Rer
D(T)  0 
x  JMx  *1-1
for some |s| x  |r| matrix X .  Noting that X2(7o) =  X2 (T) +  |s|, we obtain
Bj(%) =
= 7x2(To)-|s|- \{D {T)t )
=  B x ( T ) ,
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as required.
Finally, suppose that 7q =  (x; r; d, e) is obtained from T  ~  (x; r; d) by a Tietze 
transformation of type (T3). Then, since {[ID] : D G d} generates 7r2({x;r}), by 
Lemma 1.15 the last lei rows of
D{%) =
[ go
I OR PEd 
r e  R
e®
OR E £eRet
are a linear combination of the first |d |, which constitute D (T ) . Noting that X2 (%) = 
X2 (T ), the result follows. □
Remarks. 1. As in Theorem 2.1, in proving this theorem we only require that 
TQQa — oF tq when a  is an isomorphism.
2. The last part of the above proof shows that, given a finite group presentation, 
any choice of generating set of pictures for that presentation will give exactly 
the same ideals. Thus, for a finite presentation V, we define B T(V) to be 
B T({V] d}) for any generating set of pictures d for V. In fact, the proof shows 
that, for a fixed generating set x, any choice of normal generators for the kernel 
of the map (x) —> G and any generating set of pictures for the corresponding 
presentation give exactly the same ideals.
For a 3-presentation T  with finite underlying presentation we define, for X E Z, 
the A-th b-polynomial of T, b\{T ), to be a generator of the smallest principal ideal 
containing B** (T). As with the a-polynomials, these are unique up to multiplication 
by a unit. We thus obtain a sequence of Laurent polynomials with b\+i(T )\b \(T ) .
Corollary 3.2. Let T ,  7o, o: be as Theorem 3.1. For each A 6 Z, b\(%) may be 
chosen such that
a t f (h (T ))  =  h(% ).
Returning to Example 2.3, where the A-ideals failed to distinguish a family of 
groups, we find that these new 5-ideals can be useful.
Example 3.1 (Exam ple 2.3 continued). Recall that, for / =  1, 2 , . . . ,
Vi =  (a, b, t; a3, b2, (ab)7, t lat~la~x),
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Figure 3.1: The picture D4 over V\
Gi = G(Vi) and G“b = (t ) = Z. A  generating set d / of pictures for Vi, obtained 
using the methods of [10], consists of a dipole for each of the first three relators, 
together with an extra picture D/, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 for I = 4. (For general 
I, D)j differs from the illustrated picture by having I arcs labelled by t where D4 has 
4.) Setting 71 =  (Vi;di) gives
whence
D(Tt)
— a 0 0
0 1 — 6 0
0 0 1 - ab
- t l 0 1 -|- CL T G?
0
1oo
ib _ 0 0 0
0 0 0
5
1 - t l 0 3
and
Z(t) X > 2
=  < ( l - t * , 3) A =  1 •
0 A < 1
Thus, if I ^  /', then G/ ^  G^, so, while the ^4-ideals cannot distinguish these groups, 
the 5-ideals can. 0
When we can find a generating set of pictures for a presentation, which is the case
for an ever increasing number of groups, as discussed in §1.2.3, these 5-ideals are just
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as readily calculated as the A-ideals. For example, we know that a CA presentation 
has a generating set of pictures consisting of dipoles. Recall from §1.2.4 that for a 
presentation V  = (x; r), for R  G r we write R  =  R qr and set r' =  {R  £ r : pR > 1}.
Proposition 3.3. I f V ~  (x;r) is a finite CA presentation, then
%G(V)T X > Xi{V )
Bxi'P) =  ( n Res(l -  Ho) : s C r', |s| =  X2 -  A) X2 -  |r'| <  A < X2 •
0 A < X2(P) -  |r'|
Proof. Taking the set of dipoles {B# : R  £ r'} as a generating set of pictures for V ,
we have
OBR
Thus
dR*
D
1 -  R q R' = r
0 otherwise
□
B l{V )
DiagRer'(l --Ro) 0
and the required result follows.
C orollary  3.4. I f V i s  a finite aspherical presentation, then
7LG{V)t  \ > X 2 {V)
o A < X2{V)
For example, the deleted Wirtinger presentation (2.1) for a knot group is known 
to be aspherical [62], and so the B-ideals can give only limited information.
This last result then gives a test for whether a group has an aspherical presen­
tation; if a presentation has a B-ideal distinct from 0 and the whole ring, then the 
group it defines can have no aspherical presentation. One form of Whitehead’s con­
jecture [86] states that if Q — (y; s) is a subpresentation of an aspherical presentation 
V  = (x ;r) (that is, y  C x and s C r), then Q itself is aspherical. If H  — G(Q), 
G = G(V), then the inclusion y C x  induces a homomorphism a : H  -» G;y i-> y.
P ro p o sitio n  3.5. I f  Q is a subpresentation of a finite aspherical presentation V  as 
above, then
‘ %Gr  A > X2(Q)
(ut BZ(Q)) =
0 A < X3.CO
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In particular, =  ZH T and -^x2(Q)-i(® ^  f or everV T■
Proof. Let d be a generating set of pictures for Q, then, since 712(5 ) =  0, d also 
constitutes a generating set of pictures for V. Now
D({V-,&))=  [ lA « Q ;d ))“ 0
and so
A > x2(S) 
0 A < x2(Q)
(aTB l ( Q ) ) = B l +MP)_X2im {V) =
By definition, B£2(e)(G) =  J0 (DT) =  Z H T. Also,
0 =  = (aT5 j ’2(Q)_1(Q)) ,
so B ^ y ^ Q )  C keraT C I H T C Z H T. □
In the next chapter, we will derive many more properties of these new group 
invariants in a much wider context. Before moving on, however, we consider the 
5-ideals of two families of groups.
3.2 Some examples
3.2.1 T he 5 -id e a ls  o f odd C oxeter groups
If r  =  v U e, ip is an odd Coxeter system, then, since ip(e) > 3 for each e, Gp^ 
is aspherical. We use the 3-presentation 7r,^ =  (5p,^; dr,ip) of §1-8.2 for Gp^ to 
calculate the 5-ideals of an odd Coxeter group, showing that:
T heorem  3.6. I f T , ^  is an odd Coxeter system, then
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when |e+ | > |v| and
Z(wi) A > 1
(1 -  til) A =  0
0 A < 0
when F is a tree.
Proof. For e — (u , ?/) € e+,
<9Be
dR
(1 +  uv +  • * * +  x) R  — u
=
~(u + uvu + • • • ( u v ) ^  x)u R  = v 2 
l + u R =  ( u v ) ^
0 otherwise
so, using the same orderings on v and e+ as in §2.2.2, we have
D ab =
f>iag|v|(l — vi) 0
0 0
- X  Diag|e+|(l +  v{)
where X  is as in §2.2.2. We now show that, if |e+| > |v|, then
f
0 k > |e+ |
(2k- |v|(i  +  ^ ) )  |v | < / c < |e+|
( l - v u l  + vi) ft — | v  |
Z({5i) ft < |v|
U D ab) =  <
and, if |e+ | — |v| — 1, then
r
0 ft > |v|
JK( D ab) =  < ( i _  K =  |v | .
%{vi) ft <  [vj
For ft > max{|v|, |e+ |}, any ft x ft submatrix of D ab without a column or a row of
zeros must have a row whose only non-zero entry is l  — v[ and a column whose only
non-zero entry is 1 +  Thus, since (1 — vi)(l  +  u!) =  0, JK( D ab) =  0.
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As for the A-ideals, using the submatrix —LK of —X  gives
1 - ^ , 1  +  tTiG JK(Dab)
for 0 < k  < min{|v|, |e+|}. So 2 =  (1 — vi) +  (1 +  ui) € JK(Dab). But, for 
0 < k < min{|v|, |e+ |}, we also have
K+1
det(LK+i) =  <E JK{Dab).
i = 2
Since this is an odd number, we have
JK(iy * )= Z {v i)
for k < min{|v|, |e+|}.
To determine JK(Dab) for min{|v|, |e+|} < k < max{|v|, |e+ |}, we distinguish 
two cases:
Case 1. |e+ | >  |v|. For |v| <  « < |e+ |, a k x k, submatrix has non-zero
determinant only when it either takes all its columns from the first |v| or all its rows 
from the last |e+|. When k  — |v|, we already know that 1 — 1 +  ui € J\v\(Dab), so
we need only consider submatrices of —X . But the columns of X  sum to a multiple 
of 1 +  Ui, whence
J|V|CDo6) = ( l - £ i , l  + «i).
For k >  |v| we need only consider submatrices of
- X  Diag(e+|(l +v[) •
Any such submatrix must include at least k — |v| columns from Diag|e+|(l +  #i), so 
(1 +  =  2K_IVI~1(1 +  divides each determinant. A k  x  k  submatrix which
includes exactly k — |v| non-zero columns from Diag|e+j(l +  must include all |v| 
columns from —X , so will have determinant
(1 +  det(Vo) =  2k-IvI-1(1 +  $ )  det(F0)
for some |v| x |v| submatrix F0 of —X .  But 1 +  ui divides det(Yb)) so
M D ab) C (2B-H (l+ W i)).
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Now consider the k  x k  lower triangular submatrix consisting of — L|v| along with 
re — |v| +  1 more rows and the corresponding columns of Diag|e+j(l +  This has 
determinant
f [ * (* » ))  2's_|v|(l +  v~i) e  JK{Dab).
i= 2
Since there is also a submatrix of Diagje+|(l +  vi) with determinant 2/c-1(l -Ful), we 
have shown that JK(Dab) = (2K“ ivl(l +  Fi)) for ]v| < re <  |e+ |.
Case 2, |e+ | =  |v| — 1, so F is a tree. For re — |e+ | =  |v| — 1 we have
M
(1 -  tTijH-1, (1 +  «i)le+U e t ( i H) =  6 J|v|- i (Dab).
i- 2
So, since det(L|v|) is odd and 2!v|_1 =  (1 — '^i)lv'“ 1 +  (1 +  G J[v\~i{Dab), we
have JK(Dab) = h{vi) for re < |v| — 1.
For re =  |v| we need only consider submatrices of
DiagH (l - % )
- X
Since these must include at least one row from Diag|v|(l — wi), we have J\v\{Dab) C 
(1 — v{). We also have
det(Diag|v|(l -  ui)) =  2lv|" 1(l -  v{), (1 -  v{) det(£M) G J|v|(-Dg6)5
so J|v|(I>a6) =  (1 -  vi). □
E xam ple 3.2. Consider the Coxeter systems given in Figure 3.2. Applying the 
results of this section and of §2.2.2, we have
r
Z{vi) A > 2
(1 +  Vi, 3) A =  1
,t/»2)  ^ (l T  9) A =  0 )
(1 +  vi) A =  —1
0 A < -1
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Figure 3.2: Three odd Coxeter systems
Z(wi> A >  1
(1 -F- iJi, 3) A —0
(1 +  ^i) A =  —1
0 A < -1
and
B x('Pruiin) =  <
Z(ui> A > 1
(1 -  ui) A =  0 >
0 A < 0
B\{Vr2^ )  — B \(V r 3^ 3) =  <
Z(vi) A > 2
(1 — Vi, 1 +  vi) A =  1 •
0 A < 1
Thus, the A-ideals are unable to distinguish the first and second of these, while the
JB-ideals can. On the other hand, the B-ideals cannot distinguish the second and
third, whereas the A-ideals can. Both the A- and the 2?-ideals can distinguish the 
first and the third. 0
3.2.2 T he 5 -id ea ls  o f triangle groups
Triangle groups Gk,i,m are groups given by a presentation of the form
n , i,m =  <a,6;afe,6i,(a6)ro)
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for some integers k , l ,m  > 2. Since Gy^v^n1 = Gyi,m whenever (k 'J^m ')  is a per­
mutation of (k , l>m), we may assume that 2 < k < I < m.
When
1 1 1 ^  ,— I----- 1 < i
k I m -  ’
Pk,i,m is CA (this can be shown, for example, by the star graph test of [20]). In this 
case, using Proposition 3.3, we have
A > 2
(1 -  a, 1 -  b) =  IG fhm A =  1
((1 — a)(l — b), (1 — a)(l — ab), (1 — b)( 1 — ab))
= { I G f i J 2 A =  0
((1 — a)(l — b)(l — ab)) A =  — 1
0 A < -1
('Pk&m) ~  <
The distinct triples (k, I, m) when |  +  j  +  ~  > 1 are:
1. (2, 2, m), 777, >  2;
2. (2,3,3);
3. (2,3,4);
4. (2,3,5).
In each of these cases, there is a tessellation of the sphere by k-, I- and 2m-gons. The 
dual of this tessellation gives a spherical picture over Vk,i,m3 which, together
with a dipole for each relator, gives a generating set of pictures [18], [20]. We use 
the associated 3-presentation Tyi.m to calculate the H-ideals.
1 . (2,2,7n). The group (£2 ,2,™ is an aspherical Coxeter group, whose graph has 
two vertices joined by an edge. The picture D2,2 ,m is then of the form of Figure 1.9, 
with u =  a, v — b, b) =  m.
When m  is odd, G2 ,2 ,m is an odd Coxeter group, so, by Theorem 3.6, G ^ m  = ia)
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and
B X(V2,2,m) =  <
Wi(a) X >  1 
1(a) X =  0 •
0 A < 0
When m  is even, =  (a) x {&) — ^ 2  x ^ 2  and
1 — a 0 0
0 1 - 6  0
0 0 1 -  ab
— y ( l  +  ab) — ™(tt +  6) 1 +  n
^(72,2,m)afi _
Thus, since
Ji(D a*>) =  ( l  -  a, 1 -  6, j (1 +  a6>, 1 +  a) 
=  ( l - o ,  1 - 6 ,2 ) ,
J2 (Dab) =  ((1 -  a )(l -  6), (1 -  a )(l -  ab),
m
—(1 -  a )(l +  ab), (1 -  6)(1 -  ab),
m
2 ( l - 6 ) ( l  +  a6 ) , ( l - 6 ) ( l  +  a)) 
(J((a) x (ft)))2,
J3 (Dab) =  0,
we have
Z«o) x (6)) A >  2
( l - o , 1 - 6 ,2 )  A =  1
(7((o>x(6»)2 A =  0
0 A <  0
2. (2,3,3). The picture ©2 ,3,3 is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Here (7^3,3 =  W — ^ 3 >
where a =  1, and
£>(7 2 ,3 ,3)ab
0
0
1 —  6
—2(1 +  6 +  62) —(2 +  6 +  62) 1 +  6 +  262
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Figure 3.3: The picture 0 2 ,3,3
(^ 2,3 ,3 ) — <
so
f Z(b) A > 2
(1 -  6,2 +  b +  b2, 2(1 +  b +  b2)) = (2,1 -  b) A — 1
((1 -  5)2, (1 -  6)(2 +  b +  fc2)) =  7(5) A =  0
0 A < 0
3. (2,3,4). The picture ©2 ,3,4 is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Here (?2?3,4 — {a) with 
b — 1 and
1 - a  0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1 - a
—12a —(4 + 4a) 3 + 3a
so
£ ( 7 5 ,3 ,4)“'’ =
Z(o> A >  2
(1 — a, 1 2 a, 4(1 +  a), 3(1 +  a)) =  (2 ,1 — a) A =  1
(2 ( 1  -  a), 12(1 -  a)) =  27(a) A -  0
0 A < 0
4. (2,3,5). The picture 0 2 ,3,5 is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Since s =  1, we only 
need to lmow exp^ (©2 ,3 ,5 ) for each relator, so we have omitted the labelling and
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Figure 3.4: The picture 0 2 ,3,4
orientations from the arcs and the basepoints of the discs. Note that the orientation 
of each disc labelled a2 and b3 is negative, while those labelled (ab) 5 is positive and 
there are, respectively, 30, 20 and 12 discs with these labels. Thus
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
-30 - 2 0 1 2
and so
z A >  2
B\(V 2 ,3,5) = < (2) A =  1
0 A <  1
For the sake of completeness, we calculate the ,4-ideals of the presentations Vk,i,m• 
For every such presentation,
0
D ( V k ,l ,m )  = 0
£ ab ^ a b a
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where
so
Figure 3.5: The picture ©2 ,3,5
S 5 =  1 +  6  +  • • • +  6* 1,
Sa& =  1 +  ab +  • • • +  (o5)m 1,
A > 1
(£ a, 6^5 a^ft) A =  0
( ^ a ^ 6 i  ^-'a^-'abj ^b^ab) A =  — 1
0 A < -1
For the four cases distinguished above, we have
2 ,2 ,m ) —  <
Z ((a) x (5)) A > 1
(1 +  a, 1 +  6 , m) A =  0
((1 +  a)(l +  b)) A =  —1
0 A < - 1
(m even),
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■^A (^ 2 ,2 ,771) ^
^ (^ 2 ,3 ,3 ) — i
A\{V2,3,4) -  <
Z(a) A > 1
(1 +  a, m) A =  0 
(l ~1~ ft) A — —1 
0 A < - 1
Z{b) A > 1
(2,1 +  b +  62) A =  0 
(1 +  6 +  62) A =  —1 
0 A < -1
S(ft) A > 1
(3,1 +  ft) A — 0
j
(1 +  0 ) A =  —1
0 A < _ i
A\(V2,3,5) ~
Z  A >  - 1
0 A <  - 1
96
(m  odd),
Chapter 4 
E - ideals: Invariants from a 
resolution
In this chapter, we define a family of new invariants for groups, which includes the
A- and 5-ideals. As for the A- and 5-ideals, these new invariants are calculated
from a matrix, which we obtain from a free resolution.
4.1 The i?-ideals of a group
For n > 0, suppose that G is a group of type FPn over K  and that P  ~  (Fi, df) 
is a KG-free resolution of type FPn for G. Recall that, if we choose free bases 
for the free modules Fn + Fn, then associated with the (n +  l)-st boundary map 
dn+i : Fn + 1 —> Fn of T  is a matrix Dn(P). If is the rank of Fi, then Dn(P) is an 
rn + 1  x rn matrix over KG. For an abelianising functor T, we define, for A e Z ,  the 
A-th EJ -ideal of G over K  to be
EZx(G,K) = Jx„m „x(Dn(F)T).
The chain E^(G, K)  of ideals E ^ X(G, K)  is then an ascending chain of ideals in the 
ring K G t . When K  = Z, we omit it, setting E^(G) =  E^(G ,Z)  and, as usual, we 
fail to specify the functor T when it is ab.
T heorem  4.1. The ideals E ^ (G ,K ) are well-defined and are invariants of the group 
G up to isomorphism, that is,
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i) the ideals depend neither on the choice of resolution T , nor on the choice of 
bases for Fn and Fn+1 ; and
ii) if G =  Go, then E%(G,K)  “ W B%(Ga,K ) .
We defer the proof of this theorem to the next section.
If K  is a gcd domain, then so is K G ^ , so, for a group G of type FPn, we define 
the X-th en-polynomial of G with coefficients in K , enj\(G, K),  to be a generator of 
the smallest principal ideal containing E ^ X(G,K). We write en>x(G}Z) as eni\(G). 
We then have an infinite sequence of Laurent polynomials with A-coefficients, each 
of which divides its predecessor. A consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that these are 
well-defined (up to multiplication by a unit) and are group invariants in the sense 
of the following corollary.
C orollary  4.2. I f  a  : G —)> Go is an isomorphism, then, for each A e S ,  ent\(Go, K ) 
can be chosen such that
a ^ (e nA G , K ) ) = e n^ G 0 ,K ).
Recall that, if G is of type FPn, then it is of type FPn over K  for any commutative 
ring K .  The following result shows that, if we know the chain E^(G), then we can 
easily obtain the chain E^(G, K ). For any group G, let lg : ZG —> K G  be the ring 
homomorphism induced by 1 i-  ^ 1 G K , g i-> g (g E G).
T heorem  4.3. I f  G is of type FPn, then
E l { G , K )  =  (lgtEZ{G))  ,
for any commutative ring K .
Proof If JF =  (Fi, di) is a ZG-free resolution of type FPn for G, then K  T  
(which G acts on diagonally) is a AG-free resolution of K  Z =  K  of type FPn 
(see, for example, [16]). A choice of bases for Fn+1 , Fn induces a choice of bases for 
K  Fn+i, K  Fn with respect to which
Dn( K ® z F )  = Dn(F y G.
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We then have
E l x(G, K) = Jx A m z^ x(Dn(K  ®z JF f)
=  JXnm- X((Dn(F)T)"aT)
=  (*or£& (G )) ,
s in c e  t % i g  =  lg t t g  a n d  X n ( K  ® z  T )  =  X n ( E ) .  □
For this reason, we tend to consider primarily the invariants with Z-coefficients, 
although a group could be of type FPn over some K  ^  Z, but not of type FPn.
We now relate these new .E-ideals to the A- and E-ideals of Chapters 2 and 3. 
Let T  =  (x;r;d) be a 3-presentation for G =  G(T) and let V  =  (x;r). Consider 
the associated partial resolution T r  for G as in (1.12). With respect to the bases 
{ex : x e  x} and {eR : R  e  r}, we have
Di(rT) =  % * = D ( ndx Rer a;£x
the Jacobian matrix of V, and, with respect to the bases {eR : R e  r} and {e© : E> e
d},
^ ( J V ) = te ] D E d = - D( n
R e  r
Moreover, if x  is finite, Xi(*^r) =  Xx{P) and, if P  is finite, %2{Ft)  =  X2 {T), and so 
we have proved:
P ro p o sitio n  4.4, Let V  = (x; r ) .
i) I f  x  is finite, then G(V) is of type FP\,
E l{ G { V ) )= A T{V) 
and, up to multiplication by a unit, e^A (G(V)) = a\(V) (X e h ) .
ii) I f V i s  finite, then G(V) is of type FP2,
E l{ G ( V ) ) = B T{V).
and, up to multiplication by a unit, e2 jx{G{P)) = b\(V) (X e h ) .
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Remark. Since a group is of type FP\ if, and only if, it can be finitely generated, 
the Ei- and A-ideals are defined for the same groups. On the other hand, not every 
group of type FP 2 can be finitely presented [15], so the ^ “ideals can sometimes be 
defined when the B-ideals cannot.
The matrix of dx with respect to the bases {1} and {e^ : x  £ x} is the |x| x 1 
matrix
£>o(^r) = 1 — X xex
Since every group is of type F P 0, the P 0-ideals are always defined and are of the 
following form.
P ro p o sitio n  4.5. For any group G,
Z GT A > 1
Eo,x(G) =  < IGT A =  0 ■
0 A < 0
For a group G of type FPn over K,  we also define associated invariants
i%(G, K )  =  min{A G Z : E ^ G ,  K )  =  K G ? } ,
%(G, K )  =  min{A G Z : E ^ G , K) ±  0}.
If F  — (Fi, dt) is a resolution of type FPn for G over K , then
iZ(G,K)<Xn(?)
and
$n(G,K) > Xn{F) -  min{rkJ<:G!(F;),rk/irG(Pn+i)}
Since, for each T, E^(G, K) — aEn(G, K)  for some a : Gab —> GT and E%lv(G, K)  =  
augE% (G, K),  we have
Sn(G, K) < 5'n(G, K ) < 5 ^ ( G ,  K) < i£*((? , K) < v*(G, K ) < vn(G, K ). (4.1)
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If G is of type FPn, we write v^(G) for p^(G,E) and S^(G) for S^(G, %). Thus, 
from the definition of Xn(G) ,
X n ( G ) > ^ ( G ) , - 5 l ±1 (G). (4.2)
When n — 0, we have v'q (G) =  1 for every T and every G, and
(G) =
1 if GT = 1
0 otherwise
In dimension 1, we will see in Proposition 4.26, below, that 5i(G) = —1 if, and 
only if, G has finite abelianisation.
By way of example, we now calculate the ^ -id ea ls  of some groups.
4.1.1 C A  groups
If V  =  (x; r) is CA, then there is the following free resolution T  for G =  G(V), the 
Lyndon resolution [51], [57]:
where d0) di and d2 are as in (1.12), F  = ®R&r>ZGeR and, for i >  3, R  £ r', 
di{eR) =  &-i(R)eR, where
 > F —y F  — (&R£r^LGeR — {BX£X%/Gex —^  %*Ge S  —y 0, (4.3)
i even
When V  — (x; r) is finite, G is of type F P ^  and
Dn(F) =  DiagBer, (£„(#)).
(the matrix D 2 {F) will actually have an extra |r| — |r'| columns of zeroes, but we 
can ignore these). So, for n  > 2,
%GT
< (EUes €n(R) '■ S c r', |s| — Xn ~  A) —Xn+1 <  A <  Xn
0 ^ < ~  Xra+1
V
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where
|r| — |x| +  l  n even
Xn =  Xn{3~) — <
I |r'| — |r| +  |x| — 1 n odd
In dimension 1, since
we have
D i (F)t = DiagHSr(£i(ii))T Rer.
Thus, by Corollary 1.22,
E itx(G) ^  fi(i2) : s C r ;,|s | =  |x | - 1  -  A
for — min{|x|, |r|} +  |x| — 1 < A < |x| — 1.
Notice that, if G has torsion, that is, Pr > 1 for some R e  r  (see Theorem 1.2), 
then there are non-trivial ideals in arbitrarily high dimension. For example, for odd 
n > 1,
This group was originally defined by R. Thompson and has been much studied 
subsequently (see [26] for a survey and also [46]). In [24], Brown and Geoghegan 
showed that G is of type F P ^  and gave a resolution of type which we will
use to give the following result.
T heorem  4.6. For n  >  0,
itriv
n,~Xn+i
4.1.2 T he R . T hom pson  group
Let G be the group given by the presentation
(xQ,x u x2, . ■ •; XiXj =  xj+iXi(i <  i))-
%Gah A > 0
En,x(G) =  i o ab A =  0 ■
0 A < 0\
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Proof. Let <j> be the endomorphism of G  induced by Xi i-* Xi+\ (i > 0). A map 
a  : M  —)■ M' of SG'-modules will be said to be semi-linear if a(g.m) =  .a(m),
for g £ G, m  £ M. We define </>2-semi~linearity similarly.
Let Fq be a free ZG-module of rank 1 with basis element 2 °^) and, for n  > 0,
let Fn be free of rank 2 with basis We now define ZG'-linear maps
dn : Fn —)• Fn„i (n > 0), Oq : Fq —> Z inductively, using (^-semi-linear maps
ipn : Fn -> and ^-semi-linear maps hn : —>■
/io(^(0)) =  4 1}> M 4 n)) =  °> frn(4 n)) =  4 ”+1)(n > °)>
^ o ( ^ (0)) =  ^ (0), A ( 4 n ) )  =  4 n ) (™ >  o ) ,
5o(^(0)) =  i, ^ i(4 1}) =  (! -  ^o)^(0),
flU i(4n+1)) =  i(z^u+1))(n >  0),
i>n(zin)) = hn- id n{zin)) + x 0 z[n)(n > 0), 
dn+l ( 4 n+1)) =  ^S (4n)) “  ®0^n(4n)) -  K - l  dn(z[n))(n > 0).
The complex T  =  (F^di) thus defined is a resolution of type F P ^  for G [24], 
The matrix associated with d± is
1 — Xo 
1 — Xi
D 0 ( F )  =
as would be expected. For n > 0, Dn(F) is a 2 x 2 matrix, so suppose that
Dn =  Dn{F) =
Then we can calculate that
a (n) p(n)
ry(n) fi(n)
eft) — _  a;0)(l -  x2) -  (1 -  a 3),
/3(1) =  (®i -  £0)£0 + 1  -  a;3,
7(1) =  ( (® 2  -  £i)#i +  1 -  a?4)(l -  x2)t
tft1) =  (x2 -  ®i)(l -  xs 4- a^zo) +  (1 -  -  1),
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and the definitions of the boundary maps show that 
OjfiH-l) _  ( X i  _  £0)<£2^(™)) _  (f)2 ( 5 ^ ) ,
f tn+l)  =  ^ ( n ) )  +  ^  __ Xq)x^
7(7l+1) =  (<£4(/?(n)) +  (x2 -  X ^ X i ^ i P ^ ) ,
<^(7l+1) =  (04(/3(n)) +  (x2 — x^x^X o  +  (x2 -  rci)</>3(^(n)) -  <j>3 (6 fn)).
Now let us apply the abelianising map r  — Tq : hG  —» hG ab. Note that Gab is free 
abelian of rank two, on generators x 0, xi, and the homomorphism r  sends Xi to xi 
for i  >  0 and #o to a;0. Note also that, for j  >  1, r f t  = r < j )  =  (f)abr , where (j>ab is the 
map Xi i—>■ a;i (i =  0,1). If we apply r  to each entry in Dn+i : we get the matrix
(a;i — xo)(j)abr(P (")) — (f>abr(5M) (f)abr ( p +  (xi — xq)xq 
</>a6r (/?(”))2 <f>abr(pW )xo -  4>abr(5 ^ )
By induction, starting with
n ab —■L'n+l ~
D f  =
(xi - x 0 -  1)(1 -  X i )  (ari -  x Q) x 0 +  (1 -  X i )  
(1 — x \ ) 2 - ( l - a ; i ) ( l - a ; o ) )
we obtain
D:ab (1 -  rc0)(1 -  xi) f a  -  rc0)^o +  (1 -  ®i)
(1 -  a;i)2 - ( z i  -  x 0 -  1)(1 -  xi) 
for even n  and D%b = D fb for odd n. Now, for n > 0, det(£)“6) =  0 and, for n > 0, 
the entries of generate the ideal (1 — £0, 1 — a?i), and so, for n > 0,
ZGab A > 0
K ,x (G) =  i  IG ab A = 0 • □
0 A < 0
4.2 The Z£-ideals of a module
Let M  be a i^G-module of type FPn and let E  — (Fi, dp be a resolution of type
FPn of M. Let T be an abelianising functor. For A G Z, we define the A-th E^-ideal
of M  to be
=  JXn( r y x ( D n( E ) T).
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The chain E^(M )  of ideals E ^ X(M) (A G Z) is then an ascending chain of ideals in 
K G T.
In defining E ^(M )  we made a choice of resolution, F,  and of free bases for Fn+i, 
Fn. However, the choices are immaterial.
T heorem  4.7. The chain of ideals E^(M ) is well-defined.
To proof this, we require some intermediary results.
For m  > 0, a Tietze transformation of rank m  on a free resolution T  — (Fi, df) 
of M  is an operation as follows: let P  be a KG-free module and let (j>: P  -> Fm be 
a AG-homomorphism. Let F l be the KG-complex obtained from F  by replacing 
the part
^ m + 2  T-i ^ m + 1  T7i dm. . .  — —)■ £<m + 1  > —* * * *
of F  by
• • • ^  Fm+1 © P
where, for fi E Fi (i =  m, m  +  1, m  +  2), p G P,
d'm(fm,p) = dm{fm +  <l>{p)),
^m+ 1  {fm+1 7 P) : (^m+l(/m+l) ~  $(p)iP)i 
®m+2{.fm-j-2) — (^m+2(/m+2)j 0).
Lem m a 4.8. I f  F ' is obtained from a free resolution F  of M  by a Tietze transfor­
mation of rank m, then F ’ is also a free resolution of M.
Proof We must show that F ' —>■ M  —y 0 is exact at Fm+2, Fm+i © P , Fm © P  and 
Fm-.i (if 77i =  0, take F_i =  M).
Since d,m+2 (fm+2 ) =  0 if, and only if, dm+2 (fm+2 ) =  0, F '  is exact at Fm+2. At 
Fm + 1 © P ,
t^e r^m+l =  {(fm+liP) ^ Fm+ 1  © P ■ (dm+l(fm+l) ~  <f{p),p) =  (0? 0)}
~  {{fm+1 , 0) G -Fm+1 © P  : dm+l(fm+l) — 0}
{(/m+lj 0) ^ -^ m+1 © P  '• fm+ 1  ^ hn^m+2 }
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whence exactness. At Fm © P ,
ker =  {(/mjP) £ Em © P  : f m +  <^ (p) G ker dm —
=  {{dm+l{fm+l) ~  <I>{p)iP) : fm+ 1  E Fm+Up G P}
=  im ^m+l>
giving exactness. Finally, im c^ — imc?m, so P  is a resolution of M. □
We will say that a Tietze transformation as above is finitary if P  is of finite rank. 
Thus, if P  is of type FPn and P  is obtained from it by a Tietze transformation of 
rank m, then P  is of type FPn if, and only if, either m  > n, or m < n and the 
transformation is finitary.
Lem m a 4.9. I f p  =  (P ,^ di), V  =  (Pi, ef) are two free resolutions o fM , then, for any 
finite m >  0 , we can obtain free resolutions — (F^m\  d ^ ) , p M  =  
from P , V  respectively, by a finite number of Tietze transformations of rank < m, 
such that p ( m\  V ^  are identical in dimensions 0 ,1 , . . . ,  m  (that is, P /m^ =  P ^  
and d f 1^  =  for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  m). Moreover, if P  and V  are both of type FPn, 
then so are p (m) and p (m).
Proof We use induction on m. Suppose that m  > 0 and that the result holds for 
m — 1. We can therefore obtain resolutions p (m_1) =  and pfo1'-1) =
( P ^ \  with F ^  = P ^ \  d t ~ 1] = ^ m_1) for i < m  - 1  (when m  = 0,
take P ^  =  P, p fo 1) =  P  and F[~l) =  M  = P ^ 1}, d ^  = 0 =  In
particular, we have
imd*™-1) =  k e ra ^ ry
=  kere^!Tl1)
=  irne*™-1*,
so we have maps
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Since are free, we can therefore find maps
Jy , p ( m - 1) . p(rn-l) I . ei(to- 1) _v p(JTi-l)
rm ■ r m ^  s f a  • ^  r m
such that
_ ( m —1) ( m - 1 )  / _  n ( m - l )u,m rm — j Y'm — Um
Applying a Tietze transformation of rank m  to using (f)m gives a resolution
J7(m) =  "•))_ Wit h
K<m> = ,
Fj™ ^ 0 < i < m , i > m  + l
0  j =  m, m +  1
djm) =  for i < m,  and
0im)(/ir1\p5r1) = d £ - 1)(,f£~1)+<urir1>))
=  9 t r 1H f ! i r 1)) + e S r ^ & M .
for ^ e f /,71 G Fi"*-1’. Similarly, using i/>m, we obtain a free resolution
p(m) _  jp^ m) _  ^(m) for j < m) £(m) _  g(m) for j < m and
= 4r1)(pfirl) +*»(/£r1)))
=  ^ - 1)(pST“1)) +  3 ^ - 1)(Aro- 1))-
Thus 4 ” > =  , as required.
If F , V  are of type FPn, then the required Tietze transformations which are of 
rank < n  are finitary, so are of type FPn, □
It seems worthwhile to remark that, if a 3-presentation 7o is obtained from a 
3-presentation T  by a Tietze transformation (Tm) (m — 1,2,3), then the asso­
ciated partial resolution Fp0 (as in (1.12)) can be obtained from T p  by a Tietze 
transformation of rank m. Compare Lemma 4.9 with Lemmata 1.3 and 1.4.
Proof of Theorem f . l .  By a comment in §1.4.3 and a remark below, the choice of 
bases for Fn-\-i, Fn does not affect the elementary ideals of Dn(fF)T.
Suppose that V  = (Pi, e«) is another resolution of type FPn of M. By a finite 
number of Tietze transformations of rank <  n  +  1 (which are finitary when of rank
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< n) we can obtain resolutions p (n+1), 'p(n+1) 0f type FPn which are identical in 
dimensions 0 , l , . . . , n  +  l. Thus Xn{F^n+1^ ) = Xn(P^n+1 )^ an(i
J(Dn(J*n+l’>)T) = Jp„(P(n+1))T).
To prove the theorem, we need only show that, if P 1 is obtained from T  by a Tietze 
transformation of rank m  (finitary if m < n), using some map 0 : P  —)■ Fm, then, 
for A G Z,
• W ' ) -  x ( D n ( F ' ) T ) = JXnm-x{Dn{r)T).
First note that, if r  = rkkg{P)>  then
X n ( F ' )  =
Xn{F) m ^ n
X n{F )+ r m  = n
If m  > Ti+l, or m < n - 1, then Dn(Pr) =  Dn{F), so the result follows. If m  =  n —1, 
then
Dn(J*) =  [Dn(T) o] , 
where we have added r columns of zeroes. The required result follows, since
J(D n{ F )T) =  J  ( [ A , P T  o]) =  J(Dn(? )T).
When m  = n, we have
A>(^') =  Dn^  °- x  ir
where X  is the r x rkkg (Fti) matrix of 0 : P  —>- Fn. Thus, by Corollary 1.25,
Jxnm ~ x  iD n {F ')T ) =  Jx„(jr/)_r_A(A*(P)T)
“  Jxn{F)-\{Dn{F)T).
Finally, when m  =  n +  1 (so P  need not be of finite rank),
Dn(F)
X D n{F)
Dn{F’) =
Since each row of X D n{P) is a linear combination of rows of Dn(P)>
J(Dn(F')) = J(Dn(P)),
by Proposition 1.21. □
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Remarks. 1. Notice that in the above proof we made no use of the fact that 
oFtq — 7 g0°> when a  : G —Y Go is a homomorphism. Thus, if r  : K G  —± C 
is any ring homomorphism, where C is commutative ring, we can define a 
chain of ideals E^(M)  in C. It is only when we come to compare the ideals of 
modules of distinct groups that we require the functorial properties of T.
2. In the current terminology, E^(G, K) = E ^ (GK),  so we have also proved that 
ET(G ,K)  is well-defined, the first part of Theorem 4.1. The second part is 
proved in the following section.
3. Different choices of bases for Fn or jFn+i will result in matrices Dn(F)T which 
differ by multiplication on the left and right by invertible matrices (these 
will be, respectively, the associated change of basis matrices for the K G T- 
free modules K G T ®kg Fn+i and K G T ®kg Fn). Thus, by Corollary 1.23, the 
choice of bases does not affect the chain of ideals. We will therefore frequently 
fail to specify bases, as, indeed, we did in the above proof.
We define
1%{M) =  min{A g 2  : < A(M) =  K G 1'},
5Z(M) =  min{A g Z : £ ^ (M )  + 0},
for a iifG-module M  of type FPn, abbreviating them to 5% respectively, when no
confusion can arise. It is a consequence of Theorem 4.7 that these derived invariants 
are well-defined.
If G is of type FPn over K , then i%(G,K) = iF{gK)  and 5^(GyK) = 5^(GK).
4.3 Some properties of the ^-ideals of modules 
and groups
While the first few results of this section do have wider applications, their first use 
is to provide a proof of the second part of Theorem 4.1.
Lem m a 4.10. I f  M , M f are isomorphic KG-modules of type FPn, then E^(M ') =
m m -
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Proof. If F  — (F^ di) is a free resolution of type FPn for M, then, by composing 
c?o : Fq —y M  with the isomorphism M  —> M', we obtain a resolution of M 1. Thus
=  JXnm- X(Dn( F f )  =  < a(M). □
Remark. We will make frequent use of this result, often without comment.
If a : G -+ Go is a group homomorphism, then any KG0-module becomes a KG-  
module with G acting via a. For example, the right KGo-module K G q becomes a 
right KG-module.
P ro p o sitio n  4.11. Let a  : G —» Go be a group homomorphism and let M  be a KG -  
module of type FPn. I f  TorfG(KGo, M) =  0 for i =  1 , . . . ,  n, then KGo ®Kg M  is 
a KGo-module of type FPn and
E l (K G a ®KG M) =  (aTE l(M ))  .
Proof Let F  — (Fi, df) be a resolution of type FPn of M. Since
Torf13(KG0, M ) =  Hi(KG0 ®kg F) =  0,
for i = 1 , . . .  ,n, the sequence KGo ®icg F  must be exact in dimensions 1 , . . . , n. 
Thus, since
Torf'3{KG0, M) =  Ho{KG0 ®icg E) =  K G 0 ®KG M,
KGo ®kg F  gives a partial resolution of K G 0 ®Kg M  of type FPn and of length 
7i +  l, with Dn(KGo ®kg F) — Dn(F)a. Therefore,
En{KGo ®KG M) = JXn(KGQ®KGF)-\(Dn(KGo ®KG F )T)
=
=  {aT Jx^ ) - x ( D n{?)T))
=  (a TE l x(M )) ,
since xJ K G q ®kg T )  = Xn{F)- □
Remark. Notice that this is the first occasion in this chapter on which we have 
required qlt Tq = Tq a  and the first occasion in the thesis when we have applied it 
when a  is not an isomorphism.
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Corollary 4.12. I f  a  : G —^ Go is an isomorphism, then, for any KG-module M  
of type FPn, K G o  ® k g  M  is of type FPn and
ETn (isTGo ® k g  M)  =  a TE l (M).
The second part of Theorem 4.1 then follows, since K G o  ® k g g K  — g 0K ,  s o ,  by 
Lemma 4.10 and the last corollary,
E l ( G , K )  =  l% (aoK )
~  ( K G o <8>k g  q K )
=  aTE Tn (GK)
= a TE*(G,K).
If H  is a subgroup of G , with embedding map i : H  —> G, then, for any K H -  
module Af, we have the induced KG-module
M  K G  ® K H  M.
Recall that KG is a free right KK-module.
Corollary 4.13. I f  i : H   ^ G* %S %TX/jectl/Ue a n d  f  AjT %S (X H, ^Tnodnie o f  ty p e  jF* 
then M  is of type FPn, and
E l ( M  f H) =  (< ? E l(M )) .
As well as helping to prove the invariance of the K-ideals of a group, another 
reason for studying the invariant ideals of modules other than gK  is that they can 
sometimes give information about the group invariants, as the following dimension 
shifting results show.
Proposition 4.14. I f  M  is a KG-module of type FPn and if T  — (Fi,di) is a 
resolution of type FPm of M, m < n, then
K-n>a C ^ O  m —1,A—(—l ) n~ mXro(-?\) ^W ) •
Proof. By Lemma 1.27, ker£?m is of type F P n_m_i. If V  = (P*,£i) is a resolution 
of type P P „ _ m _ 1  of ker <9m, then, by splicing this with T ,  we obtain a resolution
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r  =  {FI d[) of type FPn of M, with
F  i < m di i < m
Pi-m~i * > rn m
Thus, x „ ( ^ )  -  Xn~m-i(V )  +  and £>n(:T) =  2 W - i ( P ) ,  so
< a (M )  =  JXn{T>)_x{Dn{Fr)T)
m —1,A— (—l ) n -m Xm (^) ^m )- □
If T  is a 3-presentation, then we have the partial resolution T j  of (1.12). Ap­
plying the last proposition to this, we obtain the following corollary.
C orollary  4.15. Let V  =  (x; r) and G =  G(V).
i) For n > 0
E l x{ G ) = E ^ 1}X_ ^ 1)n(IG).
ii) For n > 1, if a. is finite,
E lx iG )  =  E l_ i M _irM V ){M(V)).
Hi) Forn  > 2 , i f V  is finite,
E n , \ ( G )  — ^ C - 3 , A - ( - l  )^X2{T){'K2 { P ) ) -
Remark. The first of these formulae is particularly useful, since it is independent of 
any particular presentation.
The following results show how the invariants of a module can depend on the 
structure of the module.
P ro p o sitio n  4.16. I f  M  = M l © M ", then M  is of type FPn if, and only if, both 
M 1 and M" are and, in that case,
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Proof. If F'  =  (Ff,dj) is a resolution of type FPn of M' and F n =  (Af, <9") a 
resolution of type FPn of M ", then F' © F ” = (F- © F ”, d[ © d") is a resolution of 
type FPn of M. Since
X n ( . F ' ® F " ) = X n ( F ' ) + X n ( . F " )
and
D n{ P )  0
0 D„(.F")J ’
applying Proposition 1.19 we obtain
— Jxn(J-' 'rar")->.(Dn(r © f " ) T )
= J X n (F ')~ j  (Dn (F')T) JXn(F»)-X+j (D n ( F " f )
3<E%
= J 2 K A M ')EF A M ")’
as required. That M' and M"  are of type FPn when M  is follows from repeated 
application of Lemma 1.27 (see [22]). □
Corollary 4.17. I f  M i , . . . ,  Mm are modules of type FPn, then is of type
FPn and
= *£1£g,(Afi)-
Note that, in general,
E l <+<(M' © M") D 
= KGt ,
where v'n =  v^ (M ') and u" =  i £ ( M " ) ,  so
(M' © M") < v l (M') +  (4.4)
Also
>(«* ® M") =
jGZ
= + E ^ - h W
j < o  j > 0
When M ' — M", this last ideal can never be the whole ring.
D n{ F ' ® F " )  =
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C oro llary  4.18. I f  M  is of type FPn, then for m  > 0, M m =  M  © M  © • • • © M  
is of type FPn and
vn (M m) =  mi£(M).
On the other hand,
En,5'n+6£-i(M' © M u) =  0
and
© M ") =  K v S M ')EZvAM ")’
where 6 'n =  and 5" = 5^ (M ”) . If the ring K G T has no zero-divisors, then
this last ideal cannot be zero, and so:
C orollary  4.19. I f  M*, M" are KG-modules of type FPn and if K G T is an integral 
domain, then
6 T ( M 'e M " )  = 6T(M')+5Z(M").
This applies, for example, when K  =  2  and T ~  or trw.
The next result contains a generalisation of Proposition 4.16.
P ro p o sitio n  4.20. Let 0 —> M ' A  M  M" —Y 0 be a short exact sequence of 
KG-modules.
i) I f  M ' and M n are of type FPn, then so is M  and
E l{M )  D El{M>) * El{M ")
(with equality when the sequence splits).
ii) I f  M ’ is of type FPn - 1  (n > 0) and M  is of type FPn, then M" is of type 
FPn and
E l{M ")  D BgL^AT)
I f  M  is of type FP0, then so is M" and E^{M") D Eq (M).
in) I f  M  is of type FPn and M" is of type FPn+i, then M 1 is of type FPn and, 
for n >  0 ,
E l ( M ' ) ^ E l { M ) * J % +l{M").
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When n = 0 ,
where tq is the minimum number of generators of M  as a KG-module.
Proof, (i) Using the horseshoe construction of §1.6.4, given free resolutions T '  of M' 
and T "  of M", we obtain a resolution T  of M  with
Xn(.F)=Xn(F')+Xn(F")
and
'd„(f ) o
Dn(F ')
for some matrix X n over KG. The result then follows as in Proposition 4.16, since
D n ( X )  =
J
Dn( F ) T 0 
X I  Dn(F ')T
2 J(Dn(F)T) * J{Dn{F' f)
(ii) By §1.6.4, given free resolutions F  of M ‘ and T  of M, we obtain a resolution 
F '  of M". For n > 0,
Xn(F")=Xn(F)+Xn-l{F')
and
rDn(X) 0 
_ X n - D n_ i(F )  
for some matrix X n over KG. When n  =  0,
Dn(F ')  =
Xo(X") — Xo(X)
and
D 0 (F ')  =
D 0 (X)
X0
The required results then follow.
(iii) As in the proof of Lemma 1.31, if n > 0, applying (ii) to the short exact
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sequence (1.13) and then Proposition 4.14 gives
2  X ^ £ ^ - w ( kerai!) Bn,A-j(kerQ9o)
=  E  ^ ,i+ f- l)nrn (^-ffira+l.A-T-f-lWn )
j'es
jez
When n — 0, we have
< a(M ') 2  B fA( h r o f t )  =  E l ^ ro{M"),
as required. □
Generalising (4.4) and Corollary 4.19 gives:
C orollary  4.21. Let 0 —>■ M ! M  A- M" —y 0 be a short exact sequence of
KG-modules.
i) I f  M, M ’ and M" are of type FPn} then
v n ( M )  < V n ( M ' )  +
I f  K G T is an integral domain, then
with equality when the sequence splits.
ii) I f  M, M" are of type FPn (n > 0) and M f is of type FPn- i,  then
I f  K G T is an integral domain, then
I f  M  and M" are of type FP0, then
Vq(M) > Vq(M") and 6 q(M) > Sq(M").
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in) Let M  and M ' be of type FPn and M" of type FPn+±. I fn > Q ,  then
u n ( M )  >
and, when KGF is an integral domain,
%{M)  > C (M ') -  <£+1(M")
I f  n — 0, then
r0 >  Vq{M') -  v[(M") and rQ > 5%{M') -  (Af")
where ro is the minimum number of generators of M  as a KG-module.
Under certain conditions on one of the modules M, M ' , M", the inequalities of 
the preceding Corollary and Proposition become equalities. We devote §§5.1 and 
5.4 to such conditions.
We give an illustrative example of Proposition 4.20.
E xam ple 4.1. Let Q = (x; R) be a finite one relator presentation, where R  = R q 
with p > 1, and let Hi ~  G(Q). Let H  be the subgroup of Hi generated by R q, so 
H  is finite cyclic of order p. For every integer q such that 0 < q < p and p and q 
are coprime, there is a monomorphism (jf& : H  Hi, R q H>- R q. For every such q, 
define to be the HNN extension
G(,) =  B ,  *haM .
This group can be presented by
<x,*; R R ^ R q t = R q0).
We apply the mapping cylinder construction to the short exact sequence (1.22) 
to construct a resolution of type F P ^  for G ^  from the Lyndon resolution for H  
and H i .
Let T  be the resolution
• • • ZG<9> ZGW 'S  ZGW Z 0,
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where — 1 +  R q H R q \  and let T \  be the resolution
l i ^ 1 ^  Z G ^  —^  ig°>
© xZ C ?^ i£ r ± 3 . ZG(?) Z t | f - >  0,
where 82(1) =  E x  I f  =  £ « £ *  I N -
Now, the map
i : Z 'N  Z fg “ ; 1 ® 1 H- (1 - 1) ® 1
lifts to the chain map i : T  —> where
/•o i 1 i—^ 1 — £,
0i2n
ivl. . 1 1  ^ <
1 - q H n — 2 k
, k >  1.
1 -  «fci ( l  +  i?o +  • • • +  ii?-1) n =  2fc +  1
This is a chain map, since, for k > 1,
t » ( l - i i o )  =  ( l - i i o ) ( l - 9 * * )
=  l - i J o - 9 * i  +  g*«ig 
=  (1 -  «*t(l +  Ro +  • • • +  ii?-1)) ( l  -  iio)
(using Rot =  IRq) and
A2fc+i(ffl) — fj?(l “  9*t(l +  Rq +  h -Rq 1))
= £r ~  <?fe£(l +  R q +  • * * +  R q^p ^)(1 +  -Ro + + RV1)
=  (1 -  qk+1t ) iR
(using the fact that p, q are coprime and that R q^ r — £r ) . Also
A o ( l - i 2 o )  =  ( l - i 2 o ) ( l - t )
=: (1 ~  £(l +  R q +  
— (1 — t( l  +  R q +
+  R l  x))(l — R q) (as above)
dRc
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by Corollary 1.9, and
n(&) = &(i -  *(i+ *b+■ ■ ■+iir 1)) E  ^
X
=  92 2^(1)-
We then obtain a free resolution V ^ 11 =  (Pi, e j , where
ZG<«> i =  0
B = i (©xZG®) ® ZGM t =  l  
ZGW © ZG<9> i >  2
and
Z>i(P(s)) ®Gx
Dn( V ^ )  =  <
( l - t ( l  +  iio +  --- +  ii?-1) ) ^  
1 — R q 0
0
(1 -  Ro)
n = 2 k
f«  0
1 -  gfct( l  +  iio +  • • • +  K?-1) - ( 1 - i i o )
(ft > 1). Calculating from these matrices gives
ZGW“6 a > |x|
( l - - R o . P ^ , ( l - ? t ) ^ ( s € x ) )  A =  |x| — X
A <  Ixl — 1
Ei,x(GM)
0
and, for n > 1,
K ,a(G(9)) =  <
Z G ^  A >  (-1)"(1  -  |x|)
( l  — Ra,p, 1 — qht) A =  ( - l ) n(l — |x|)
0 A < ( - l ) n(l -  |x|)
where n = 2 k or 2 k — 1.
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For example, if p =  5, then
£ f j ( G (2 )) =  4 ))
Z A >  Ixl — 1
0 A <  Ixl — 1
Z A >  1 — |x | 
0 A <  1 — |x |
but
whereas
Z A >  |x
0 A <  [x| — 1
Thus, the jSgrw-ideals can distinguish groups that the E[rw- and E^™-ideals cannot.
have distinct E^-i-ideals, but identical -ideals for i < 2 k — 1. However, in the 
next section we will see that these groups can also be distinguished by their integral 
homology. In §5.7 we will we able to show that, for every n > 0, there are groups 
which can be distinguished neither by their integral homology nor by their ^-ideals 
for i < n, but which have distinct ^ -ideals.
Proposition 4.20(ii) applied to the sequence (1.22) says that
for n > 0, where l r  : H  G® and l r 1 : H\ —»■ are the natural embeddings.
This is indeed the case, since, for n > 1,
Indeed, for any k > 1, we can choose p , q, q' such that the groups G ^  and GW
2  K - i(Z O  * En(Z t g f )
=  ( ^ E n- m )  * {i'H1En(H1))
A >  ( -1 )" (1  -  |x |)  
( # ^ i ( H ) )  * [tgl En(Hi))x =  |  ( i  _  f l0iP) a  =  ( - l ) - ( l  -  |x |)
0 A <  ( - l ) - ( l  -  |x |)
V
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and
f
ZGW"6 a >  |x[
(l — Jio,P^r(z € x)) A =  |x| -  1 •
0 A < |x| — 1
Note that this inclusion is strict. 0
If we take M" = 0 and M ' — M, then the following corollaries are a consequence 
of Proposition 4.20(ii), since i ^ jA(0) =  0 when A < 0 and 5^(0) =  0.
C orollary  4.22. I f  M  is of type FPn (n > 0), then, when ft +  A < 0,
- o.
C orollary  4.23. I f  M  is of type FPn (n > Oj and if K G T is an integral domain, 
then
^ ( M ) + C i ( M ) > 0 .
E xam ple 4.2. We test Corollaries 4.22 and 4.23 when G is a CA group and M  — g%- 
Let V  =  (x; r) be a finite CA presentation for G . From §4.1.1, for n > 3 and k , A g Z  
such that ft +  A < 0, a typical generator of E'^_1^ (G )E ^X(G) is
( J J  (1 +  H h R qr X) J f  (1 — i * o ) j  >
\-RGsi /  \R £ & 2 /
where Si, s2 C P with
|si| =  |P| -  |r| +  |x| — 1 — ft, |s21 =  |r| -  |x| +  1 -  A.
Since |si| +  |s2| =  |P | — ft — A > |P|, there is a relator S  E Si fl s2 and, since
(1 +  $o +  • • ■ +  S qs 1)(1 — So) =  0,
the above generator is 0, as required.
Now suppose that for some R  E r, the image of R q in GT is not trivial. Thus 
GT is not torsion-free, and so 7LGT is not an integral domain. Now, for even n  > 0,
0 ^ 1 - R o e E l x JG )
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so
$n(G) < X n =  |r| -  |x| +  1,
and, for odd n > 1,
€ ( G) = ~Xn+i =  - |r |  +  |x| -  1.
In this case, we then have
£ ( G ) + C i ( G ) < 0 .
for n > 2. On the other hand, when GT is torsion-free
£ (G )  =  ( - l ) B(|r| -  |x| +  1) 
for n > 2, and so Corollary 4.23 does indeed hold. Q
4.4 The new invariants and homology
If we choose the abelianising functor trw, then it turns out that, for a group G of 
type FPn, the collections of chains of ideals E f w(G) (0 <  i < n) carries the same 
information as the collection of integral homology groups Hi(G) (0 <  % <  n).
More generally, if K G T is a pid (for example, K G ^  when K  is a field and 
G1? is infinite cyclic), then, for a KG-module M  of type FPn, the chains E j(M )  
(0 < i <  n) and the Tor-groups Torf G(KGT, M) (0 <  i < n) give the same 
information, in the following sense.
Since K G T is a pid, we can choose elements E K G T such that E%X(M) =  (£*) 
for A E Z. Thus £a+i|£a- Also, since T o i ^ g (KGT, M) is a finitely generated K G T- 
module, it can be written uniquely in the form
M) =  (KGT)qn © ( © ^ tf G P /f a ) )  (4.5)
for some integers pn,qn > 0 and some non-zero, non-unit rjj E K G T such that 
rjjlrjj+i, as in (1.1).
T heorem  4.24. Let M  be a KG-module of type FPn and suppose that K G T is a 
pid. I f  E%tX{M) =  (£0 ( \  e  Z), Tor*G{KGT,M )  =  (KGTy» © ( ® ^ 1K G T /  (r,,)), 
as above, and, for 0 < i < n ,
gi = rkKaT(Torf°(KCfr ,M )),
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then
^n(M) =  qn — qn - 1 H-------h (—1 )”?0 j
v f(M )  =  C (M ) + p n
anrf, wp to multiplication by a unit of K G T,
cx = n
j=i
Equally,
Pn =  "n(M ) ~ SI ( M )> 
qn = Sl(M ) + S ^ 1 (M)
(taking <5Ti(M) — 0 when n — Oj arad, wp to multiplication by a unit of K G T,
Proof Let P  = (F^di) be a resolution of type FPn of M. The i-th homology 
group of the iLGr -free sequence K G T ®kg P  is then Torf G{KGT,M ).  We write 
p r  = K G t  ®kg P , F f  =  K G T <8)KG Ft and 0 f  =  K G T ®KG
Notice that any choice of free bases for Fn+i and Fn induces a choice of bases for 
and F f ,  with respect to which
Dn(F)T = Dn(? T).
By a comment following the proof of Theorem 4.7, any other choice of bases for 
Ff+ 1  and F f  gives a matrix with the same elementary ideals, and so we will make 
a choice of bases for these free modules rather than for Fn+1 and Fn.
We set B f  ~  im dj+1, Z f  = ker d f . Since these are submodules of the K G T-free 
module FT, they are both free. The short exact sequence
0 -+ Z f  ->■ F f  Bj_x ->■ 0
then splits, so F f  = Z f  ® BT_lt where Bf_± is a lift of Bf_± via d f  (take B f x =  0). 
We also have the sequence
0 B j  Z j  Hi(PT) 0.
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By considering the ranks of the modules in this sequence, we have
vkKGT (Z f)  =qi + bi, 
where bi = rkKg t  ( B f ) , and so Z f  =  B j  0  (KGT)qi. Consequently,
F f  “  B j  0  {KGr )qi 0  B f ^
and
=  Ykj(GT(Ff)  =  bi +  qi +  6i_i.
Choosing ordered bases for B f+1, B f ,  B f  and B f_ ± and for the free parts of 
Toy^ ^ K G 7 > M)  and Tor^ g(KG t , M) induces ordered bases for Ff+l and F f ,  with 
respect to which
r 0 0 0
Dn{TT) = (4.6)0 0 0 
Xn o 0
(with one less column of zero matrices when n — 0). Here X n is some bn x bn matrix 
over K G T. Because K G T is a pid, we can choose bases for B f  and B f  such that 
X n is a diagonal matrix, each of whose diagonal entries is non-zero and divides the 
next. Since this matrix is a presentation matrix for the torsion part of Hn(J:T), we 
must have
X n =  D ia g jJ l  1, rn, • - -, J?pj.
Now, J{Dn{X)T) =  J (D „ (^ r )) =  J (X n) and
Qi,
i=0 i=0
SO
K C ? X > P n  +  £
(n ? = fE~A^ )  s < A < P„ + s
A < E
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where S =  £ILo(—I)”- *?*- Thus, since the % are non-zero and not units,
<£(M) =
i -0
n
»1 {M ) =Pn + Y 2 ( - 1 T ~ iQh
i=0
as required. □
Remark. A natural further question to ask is whether there is a connexion between 
E j  (M ) and T o r fG (KGT, M) for generalT. Although these are both calculated from 
the same complex, KGF <S>kg F ,  they can be very different. For instance, if G is 
abelian and T =  ab, then K G ab is flat as a ATC?-module, so Torf ° ( K G ab, M ) =  0 for 
i > 0. However, E ^M )  need not be trivial (for example, take G to be finite cyclic 
and M  =  qK).
Since S =  7/Gtrw is a pid, the implications of the theorem for the group invariants 
is as follows.
C orollary  4.25. I fG , Gq are two groups of type FPn, then
E f iv{G) =  E f iv(G0) 
for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n if\ and only if,
Hi{G) Hi(G0)
for i — 0 ,1, . . .  ,n.
Moreover, since augEi(G) = E\riv(G) , if two groups have the same I^-ideals 
(i < 77.), then they have the same integral homology in dimensions < n. The 
converse of this statement does not hold, as we will show in §5.7.
In dimension 0, since
(Z A > 1 ’
0 A < 1
we have the well-known result that H 0 (G) =  % for every group G.
In dimension 1, if V  = (x; r) is a presentation for G , with x finite, then
a;6x
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This matrix is called the relation matrix of V, the elementary ideals of which can be 
used to find Gab (see, for example, [52]). Fox [41] used this to show that Gab = H±(G) 
and Atrw(V) can be obtained from each other. This thus gives an alternative proof 
of Corollary 4.25 for n = 1.
Exam ple 4.3. If G is the R. Thompson group, as in §4.1.2, then
(G) = <
for n > 0, so
Z A > 1 
0 A < 1
Hn(G)
as already shown in [24]. 0
E xam ple 4.4. If T, ip is an aspherical Coxeter system, then, by [50],
H 2 (Cr^ )  =  (Z y 1|e+|-|v|+rar
Thus, since C ^ , =  Hi(Cr^)  is finite, =  —1, by Theorem 4.24, so
^ ( G r ,* )  =  1 and
Z A > |e+| — |v| +  1 +  rtr
2^|e+Hv|+i+»r-A^  ! < A C |e+| — |v| +  1 +  7lr 0
0 A < 1
In [41], the author shows that the zeroth Alexander ideal of a finite presentation 
V  (i.e. i(V) = E i^i(G (V)))  is trivial if, and only if, G(V)ab is infinite. We now
give a different proof of this, in our own terms.
Proposition. 4.26. I f  G is a finitely generated group, then Gab is infinite if, and 
only if, 5i(G) > 0.
Proof. If 5i(G) >  0, then 5^W(G) > 0, and so, since rks(TTi((j)) =  6 q'w(G) +
S i tv(G) > 1, by Theorem 4.24, Gab = Hi(G) is infinite.
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If Gab is infinite, then, since Gab is finitely generated, there must be an element 
t  G Gab of infinite order. Suppose that 5i(G) < 0, so Ei~i(G)  /  0, and that
f  =  £  ns9
gEGab
is a non-zero element of E i- i(G ).  From Corollary 4.22, taking M  = n = 1, 
k = 0 and A =  —1, we have IG abEi^i(G ) = 0. In particular, (1 —1 )£ =  0, so £ =  
Thus, for j  GZ,
£ » „ < ?  =  £
gEGah gEGab
= nt~J99i 
g € G ab
and so n t- j g = n g for all g G Gab, j e Z .  But then n g — 0 for each g G Gab, since only 
finitely many of {ng : g G can be non-zero, and so £ =  0, a contradiction. □
Using the results of this section, we can now also give the promised proof of 
Proposition 2.4(iii).
Lem m a 4.27 ([41]). I f  G is a knot group, then
(±1 A > 0 ■0 A <  0
Proof. Since Gab =  G1? is infinite cyclic, Sl^G) = Si(G) > 0 by Proposition 4.26, so 
ei,\(G) =  0 for A < 0. To show that eijA (G)(1) =  ±1 for A >  0, we need only show 
that eij0(Gf)(l) =  ±1, since ei|A+1(G)|eijA(Gf).
Let Q =  (y; s) be a deleted Wirtinger presentation for G as in (2.1), so |s| =  
|y| — 1. We saw in §2.1 that E ito(G) is principal and can be generated by the 
determinant of any (|y| — 1) x (|y| -  1) submatrix of D(Q)ab. Thus
E lfi(G) = (e1>0 (G)).
By Theorem 4.24, since Gab =
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so
Z = E l j ( G )  = augElfi(G).
But
augEii0 (G) — (e^o(G)(1)), 
so eii0 (G)(1) generates Z and must thus be equal to 1 or — 1. □
Theorem 4.24 also tells us that
p ^ i G )  = d(Hn(G)) -  i k ^ H ^ G ) )  +  rkz (ff„-2(G)) -  ■ ■ ■ +  ( - l ) TOrkz (tf0(G)).
But this is just the lower bound (1.11) for xn(G). Thus, (1.11) arises immediately 
from the inequality (4.2). Moreover, since for each T
vn(G) could give a sharper bound for Xn(G). Applying this in dimension 2, we 
obtain a test for the efficiency of a group.
C orollary  4.28. I f  v2 (G) > ^ V(G), then G is not efficient
E xam ple 4.5. As in Example 4.1, let G ^  be an HNN extension of a one-relator 
group Hi with finite presentation (x; i?J), where p, q are coprime. Thus
sends the ideal (1 — Ro,p, 1 -  qt) to 0. Thus E 2 ji-\x\(G ^) ^  Z G ^ a&, and so
v2 {G ^)  - 2  — |x|.
However, if p and q — 1 are coprime (for instance, if p is prime, q ^  1), then
v : iv( G ) < ^ ( G ) < v n( G ) < Xn(G)
A > 2 — |x
E * ,a(G(?)) =  < (1 _  fio .p , 1 -  g t )  A =  1 -  |X| 
0 A < 1 — |x
V
Since q is coprime to p , its image in the ring Zp is a unit. The map Z G ^ ab -> 
Zp; x *-¥ l (x  G x) , t  q~x then induces a non-trivial ring homomorphism, which
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so
< ” (GW) =  1 -  |x| < 2^(GW).
The group G® cannot therefore be efficient. In fact, if
P  =  ( x , t ,R % ,R at  =  tI%),
then Xi^P) =  2 — |x|, so V  is a minimal presentation for G ^ .  See [7] for a fuller
exposition of the efficiency of HNN extensions. 0
Chapter 5 
The .E-ideals of some classes of 
groups
As well as looking at the E-ideals of some classes of groups, such as perfect groups, 
groups of type F P  and groups of type FR, we consider those groups which have 
similar E-ideals to these groups. As a consequence, we will be able to show that, 
for each n, the E„-ideals distinguish groups which the E;~ideals for i < n cannot.
5.1 E-trivial modules and groups
Let n > m  > 0. We will say that a ECEmodule M  of type FPn is E T[m, n]~trivial 
if:
a) v j (M) =  5 j  (M ) for m < i < n\ and
b) Sf  (M) -|- Sf+ 1  (M) = 0 for m  < % < n.
We allow n to be infinite, but not m. A group G of type FPn will be said to be 
E T[m,n]-trivial over K  if GK  is E T[m, n]-trivial. For example, groups of type F L  
over K  are E[l, oo]-trivial over K  for some 1. A CA  group is E ^  [ra, n]-trivial (over
Z) for all even n, but, if it has torsion, then it is not E T[m, n]-trivial with n — m >  0
for any T.
If M  is E[m, n]-trivial, then, since rG factors through Gab, we see that M  is 
E r [m, n]-trivial for any T. In particular, M  is E iriv[m, n]-trivial, and so, if K  = Z,
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TorfG(Z, M) =  0 for m < i < n and Tor^G(Z, M) is torsion-free. Thus, if G is an 
E[m, n]-trivial group, then Hi(G) =  0 for m < i < n. This homological condition 
characterises i?[0,ra]-trivial groups.
Lem m a 5.1. A group of type FPn (n > 0) is _E[0, n]-trivial if, and only if, Hi(G) = 0 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  7i. For such groups, Si(G) = (—1)* for 0 < i < n .
Proof. If Hi(G)  =  0 for i =  1, . . . ,  n, then Gab{ ^  H ^G ))  -  1, so Ei(G) =  E f iv{G). 
Thus, by Theorem 4.24, G is £/[0, n]-trivial. Conversely, if G is i£[0, n]-trivial, then 
ffi(G) =  0 for i =  1 , . . . ,  n, by a comment above. □
In particular, the i?[0, l]-groups are the finitely generated perfect groups, the 
E[0,2]-groups are the super-perfect groups of type FP 2 (see, for example, [13] or 
[37]) and the 1?[0, oo]-trivial groups are the acyclic groups [14] of type F P ^.
For every 0 < m  < n < 0 0 , there are, in fact, groups which are E[m, n]-trivial, 
but not E[m — 1, n]- or E[m, n +  l]-trivial. We give an example of one such family 
in Example 5.3, below.
We now show that, when one of the modules in a short exact sequence is E[m , n]- 
trivial, the inequalities and inclusions of Proposition 4.20 and Corollary 4.21 become 
equalities.
P ro p o sitio n  5.2. Let 0 —> M / -> M  —> M" 0 be a short exact sequence of 
KG-modules.
%) I f  M l is E T[m, n]-trivial, then, fo r m  < i < n, M  is of type FPi if, and only 
if, M" is and, in that case,
E U M )  =
Consequently, 5 f (M) — 6 f ( M r) +  S f (M"). I f  the sequence splits, this also 
holds for i = m.
ii) I f  M" is E T[m, n]-trivial (m > 0), then, for m  < i < n, M  is of type FPi 
if, and only if, M ’ is and, in that case,
ETX(M) =
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Consequently, Sf (M)  = +  5j(M"), I f  the sequence splits, this also
holds for i = n and for m  — 0.
in) I f  M  is E T[m, n]-trivial (m > 0), then, for m  < i < n, M' is of type FPi 
if, and only if, M" is of type FPi+i and, in that case,
E U M ')  =  £f+1,A_€(M)(M").
Consequently, 8 f { M)  = Sf  (M1) — 5f+ 1  (M") .
Proof Note that, if I  — {/a}ag2j J  = {</a}agz are two ascending chains of ideals in 
K G T and
K G T A > 6
then
j > 5
(i) From Proposition 4.20(i) (and the above comment), for m  < i < n,
E&(M )  2
with equality when the sequence splits. Also, from Proposition 4.20(ii), for m < i  <
n,
e Tx{M") 2  < A_C l (M')(M )-
So, for m < i < n,
and the result follows, since 8 f ( M l) +  = 0.
(ii) From Proposition 4.20(i), for m < i < n,
E7x(M) d  E l _ ^ MII)(M'),
with equality when the sequence splits. Also, from Proposition 4.20(iii), for m  < 
i < n  with m > 0,
Ei A M  ) — Ei , X •
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Thus, for 0 <  m < i < n,
E U M ) — ) 2  Ej,\-8T(M")~ST+1(M")(M)-
But, +  5f+1 (M")  =  0 here, so the result follows.
(iii) Prom Proposition 4.20(ii), for m  — 1 < i < n — 1 (m > 0),
^+i,a(M ") 2  E ^ _ sr+AM)(M'), 
and from Proposition 4.20(iii), for m < i  < n ,
B U M ')  D
So, for m  < i < n,
D Ei+1 X^_ST(M}(M ) D ^ i ^ x s T (■^O}
and the result follows, since Sf (M)  +  5f+1 (M)  =  0. □
C orollary  5.3. I f  M r, M n are E T[m,n]-trivial, then so is M ' © M" and, for m  < 
i < n, d?{M' 0  M") =  Sf(M' )  +  Sf  (M ").
More generally, the intersections of any two of the three results of the above 
Proposition give:
C oro llary  5.4 (cf. C oro llary  1.31). Let 0 —>■ M f —>■ M  —> M" —>■ 0 be a short 
exact sequence of KG-modules.
i) I f  M ' and M " are E T[m,n]-trivial (m >  0), then so is M.
ii) I f  M  is E T[m,n]-trivial (m > Oj and M' is E T[m — l,ra — 1 \-trivial, then 
M" is E T[m, n}-trivial
iii) I f  M  is E T[m, n]-trivial (m > 0 ) and M u is E T[m +  l ,n  +  1]-trivial, then 
M r is E T[m,n]-trivial.
If in the above short exact sequence M  is a free module of finite rank r, then it 
is i?r [0, oo]-trivial, with 6 q(M)  =  r. Proposition 5.2(iii) then says that, for n >  1,
E%X(M") =  En^ _ ^ T(M'),
a special case of Proposition 4.14, We can, in fact, extend this to the case when M  
is a finitely generated projective ZG-module.
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5.2 Projective modules
Let P  be a finitely generated ZG-module. There is then another finitely generated 
projective ZG-module Q such that F  =  P®Q is free. We let 7Ti : F  —> P, 7T2 : F  —>■ Q 
be the natural projections. This then gives us a free resolution of P  of type F P ^ ,
. . . ^ F ^ F ^ F ^ P - }  0.
T heorem  5.5. Finitely generated projective tLG-modules are E[Q, oo]-trivial.
To prove this in general, we first prove it for G abelian.
Lem m a 5.6. I f G i s  abelian and if P  is a finitely generated %G~module, then P  is 
E[0,oo]-trivial, with 5n(P) =  (—1 )npzG(P)-
Proof. Using the resolution F  above, if r = rkzg(P): and Di, D 2 are the matrices 
for 7Ti, 7t2 j respectively, then
_ J J t - a ( A )  n even
E nA P )  =  i
^J_a(P i) n odd
We show that Jp(p)(D1) =  %G — Jp(q)(L>2)> where p(P) = pzo(P) and p(Q) — 
Pzg(Q)• If D x =  then, by (1.17),
1 =  ■ £  d « ( [ & J l . . .  & J ) .
i=p{p) i<jl<...<ji<r
Now, for i > p(-P),
det ( [&i,h ■ ■ • ) G Jp(p) G°i)
and so 1 G Jp(p)(Di). Similarly, 1 G Jp{g){D2). Hence, since r  =  p(P) +  p(Q), for n 
even and A > p(-P),
E nA P ) = Jr-X{D2) =  %G 
and for n odd and A > —p(P),
EnAP)  =  J-x(Di) = ZG.
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By Corollary 4.22, when k +  A < 0,
Eti,k(P)E ti+1,a(-P) =  0.
Taking n  even and k =  p{P), we have
En+i,\{P) = 0
for A < — p(P).  Thus, for n  odd,
!ZG  A > -p(P)-
0 A < -p(P)
On the other hand, taking n  even and A =  —p(P)  in (5.1), we have
EnAP)  =  0
whenever re < p(P). Thus, for even n,
!ZG  A > p(P)0 A < p(P)
Proof of Theorem 5.5. Via the abelianising homomorphism r  =  Tq 
ZGab is a right Z(x-module and, since P  is projective,
TorfG(ZGab,P) = 0
for i > 0. Thus, by Proposition 4.11, for n  > 0,
En(ZGa,,® z ,o P )= T abEn(P) 
=  E„(P),
since r “6 is the identity map. Applying Lemma 5.6,
ZGab A > t - i r p t Z G ^  ®ZG P) 
Enp.(P) ' -
0 A < ( - 1 ) “/3(ZG“‘ ®z g F)
135
(5.1)
□
: Z G -> Z Gab,
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Applying Lemma 1.35 to the map r  : LG  —Y LGab gives
®z g P) =  t (p z g (P))-  
But, since pzaab(ZGab ®zq P )  € we have
PzGot(ZG“4 ® zGP ) ~  o-U9Pz g (P )
(thinking of Z as a subset of ZGab =  ZG^/lZG^.ZG0*]). Lemma 1.36 then gives 
the following corollary to Theorem 5.5.
C orollary  5.7. I f  P  is a finitely generated LG-module, then, for n > 0 ,
Sn(P) =  ( -1  )npa{P)-
If Bass’ conjecture holds, this would become Sn(P) =  (—l ) npzG{P)^
As for free modules, applying Proposition 5.2(iii) we have the next corollary.
C orollary  5.8. I f  0 —> M ' —> P  —> M"  -> 0 is a short exact sequence of LG- 
modules and if P  is finitely generated and projective, then, for n >  1, M" is of type 
FPn if, and only if, M ’ is of type FPn \ and
The dimension shifting result Proposition 4.14 can then be partially extended to 
projective resolutions as follows.
P ro p o sitio n  5.9. I f  M  is a LG-module of type F P n and i f V ~  {Pi, si) is a projec­
tive resolution of type F P m of M , m  < n  — 1, then
where Xm{V) =  E ^ ( - l ) ra“%0P<).
Proof. By Corollary 5.8,
=  ^ - i A “ ( - i ) n P G ( P o ) ( k e r e o )
~  (ker £l)
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Remark. The formula (1.17) actually holds for projective ATG-modules whenever 
K G  is a ring with no non-trivial idempotents (so, for £ £ KG, £2 =  £ if, and only 
if, £ =  0 or 1). The result of this section therefore also hold in this wider context. 
They do not, however, hold in general, as we will find in Proposition 5.13 in the 
next section.
5.3 Groups of type F P  and of type FL
The following is a consequence of Theorem 5.5.
T heorem  5.10. I f  G is a group of type FP , then G is E[cdG,oo\-trivial and, for 
n > cdG, Sn(G) =  ( - l ) nXFp(G).
Proof. Let T  be a resolution
0 —y jP —y F i^ i  —y * • * —y F \  —y Fq —y —y 0
of type F P  for G, where I =  cdG, each F* is free and P  is projective (such a 
resolution exists [22, §VIII.6]). By Proposition 4.14, for n  >  cdG,
En,\(G) =  
A > ( - l ) ’>-,(pG(P) -  X(-i(^))
0 A<(-l)»-i(ftJ( P ) -x i-i(P))’
so G is F[cd G, oo]-trivial. In addition, for n  > cdG,
5„(G) =  (-1 )"  K - lV fc fP )  +  £ ( - 1 ) % W ))
-  ( -1 )bXf p (G). □
Remarks. 1. If we tried to prove this theorem using Proposition 5.9, then we 
would only be able to show that G is F[cdG +  1, oo]-trivial.
2. Again, this result holds for any co-efficient ring K  for which K G  has no non­
trivial idempotents.
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We now show that the preceding theorem does not extend to all co-efficient rings. 
Obviously, we have:
Lem m a 5.11. I f  G is a group of type F L  over K , then G is E[lt oo]-trivial over K  
for some 1 .
However, if K G  has non-trivial idempotent elements and if G is of type F P  
over K  but not of type FL  over K , then it can have non-trivial .E-ideals over K  
in arbitrarily high dimension. For example, consider CA groups. The group ring 
QG of a CA group G has non-trivial idempotent elements, and so, in contrast with 
Theorem 5.10, we are able to show not only that:
L em m a 5.12. Finitely presented CA groups are of type F P  over Q.
and so is not of type F L  over Q.
Proof of Lemma 5.12. Let G be a group with a finite CA presentation V. Applying 
the exact functor Q — to the resolution (1.12), we obtain an exact sequence
but also:
P ro p o sitio n  5.13. I f V ~  (x; r) is a finite CA presentation and if Sq ^  1 for some 
S  € r, then G = G(V) has non-trivial E-ideals over Q in arbitrarily high dimension,
(5.2)
The module M(V)  decomposes [51] as
M ( V )  =  B R e r Z G / Z G . Q .  -  R q )
so, to show that G is of type F P  over Q, we show that
QP/QQ.(1 - R 0) ^ Q  ZG/ZG.(1 -  R 0)
is projective when pr > 1. For R e r, let
l;1 (R) = l  + Ra + - ' .  + R p0 I‘ - 1
and note that
PR- 1
(5.3)
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Note also that 1S an idempotent element of <QG.
The surjection
a  : QG QG/QG.(1 -  R 0); 77 +  QG.(1 -  i?0) (17 € QG)
is split by the QG-homomorphism
0  : QG/QG.(1 - R 0) - * Q G - , n +  QG.(1 -  R 0) h - — t f i ( R ) ,
PR
since,
0 =  1 -  Ro +  QG.(1 - R b) A  — (1 -  R o M R )  =  — (1 -  RSB) =  0,
PR PR
and, by (5.3),
aPin +  QG.(1 -  Ro)) =  — !j£i(R) +  QS.(1 -  R0)
PR
=  r) +  QG.(1 — R q).
The module Q M(V)  is thus projective, and so (5.2) is a resolution of type 
F P  over <Q> for G. □
Remark. This is proved in [29] for one-relator groups.
Proof of Proposition 5.13. If we apply Theorem 4.3 to the results of §4.1.1, we find 
that, for n > 2,
E n A ^ Q )  = <
QG“t A > Xre
(11*=. ®  ^j |s| =  Xn X,n+1  ^< Xn 1
d A < — Xn+1
where Xm £nt&) are as in §4.1.1. In particular, for every even n,
Thus, if So 1 for some S  € r, then G has non-trivial ^ -id e a ls  over Q in arbitrarily 
high dimension. By Lemma 5.11, G cannot be of type F L  over Q. □
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Example 5.1. In [55], Lee and Park show that certain Fuchsian groups, namely 
those groups G with a presentation
/ iT' rp ■ nrP™ (np /Y* \
* * ■ j x  3 " ' * ? rti 3 \ ^ 1  • • - *" 7 7 1 / /
with Pi >  2 (1 < i < m  +  1) and either m  > 2 or m  =  2 and — +  — +  — < 1, are ofx-* _  \ _  / pi P2 P3 — ’
type JPP over Q but not of type F L  over Q. But the above presentation is CA (as 
can be shown using the weight test of [20]), and so, for G non-perfect, Proposition 
5.13 gives an alternative proof of their result. 0
If V  =  (x;r) is a finite CA presentation, then, rather than considering Q- 
coefficients, if K  is a ring in which Pr is a unit for each R  G r, we can, as above, 
show that K  ®Z M (V) is projective, and so G = G(V) is of type F P  over K.
Serre asked whether there is a group which is of type F P  but not of type FL  
(over Z) [76]. Consider the ring Z [ |] , which is the smallest extension of the integers 
in which 2 is a unit. From the above discussion we see that the cyclic group of order 
2 is of type F P  over Z [|] but not of type FL  over Z [ | ] .
5.4 £;-linked modules and groups
With certain conditions on T and K,  the additive formulae for the function 5  ^ in 
Proposition 5.2 can be obtained under a weaker hypothesis. If K G T is an integral 
domain (the usual examples being when K  =  Z and T — trw or ^ ), then, for m, n 
with 0 < m  < n  < oo, we will say that a AG-module M  of type FPn is E T[mi re­
linked if 5f(M )  +  6 f+1 (M) = 0 for m < i < n. A group G is E T[m, n]-linked over 
K  if q K  is. For example, the R. Thompson group of §4.1.2 is i?[0, oo]-linked (over 
Z), a finitely presented CA  group is E^[2, oo]-linked over any ring of characteristic 
0, and we will see that finite groups are E triv[0, oo]-linked.
Throughout this section, if we state that a group is E T[m, ra]-linked over K  or 
that a AT?-module is E T[m, n]-linked, then we are also making a tacit assumption 
that K G t is an integral domain. In particular, K  is an integral domain and GT is 
torsion-free.
The promised additive formulae are as follows.
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P ro p o sitio n  5.14. Let 0 —* M l —> M  —¥ M" —>■ 0 be a short exact sequence of 
KG-modules and suppose that K G T is an integral domain.
i) I f  M ' is E T[m,n]-linked then, for m  < i <  n, M  is of type FPi if, and only 
if, M" is and, in that case,
S n M )  = 6T(M')+5?(M").
ii) I f  M ” is E T[m, n\-linked (m > 0 ) then, for m  < i < n, M  is of type FPi if, 
and only if, M r is and, in that case,
Hi) I f  M  is E T[m,n]4inked (m > 0) then, for m  < i  < n ,  M ' is of type FPi if, 
and only if, M" is of type FPi+ 1  and, in that case,
$ { M )  =  (M') -  S
Proof, (i) Here, the conditions of both Corollary 4.21 (i) and (ii) are satisfied, so
) +  Sf(M") < 6 f (M )  <
If m  < i < n, =  —5 ^ 1(M/), and these inequalities become equalities.
(ii) Here, the conditions of Corollary 4.21 (i) and (iii) are satisfied, so
5 f(M f) -  5f+1(M") <  5f(M ) < Sf(M ')  +  5f (M").
For m  < i  < n, and the result follows.
(iii) The conditions of Corollary 4.21 (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, so
^ +1( M ) > ^ f ( M /) + ^ 1(M").
and
When m < i  < n, S f(M ) = so
-  <5f+1(M") < Sf  (M) <  5 f(M l) -  5?+1 (M"), 
as required. □
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Remark. If the sequence splits, then 5f  (M ) — S f (M r) +  5j(M")  for all relevant i, 
by Corollary 4.19.
The intersections of any two of the three results of the above Proposition give:
Corollary 5.15 (cf. Corollaries 1.31, 5.4). Let 0 —> M f —> M  —t M"  — 0 be a
short exact sequence of KG-modules.
i) I f  M' and M" are E T[m, n]-linked (m > 0), then so is M.
ii) I f  M  is E T[m,n]-linked (m > 0) and M' is E T[m — l , n — 1 \-linked, then 
M" is E T[m,n]-linked.
iii) I f  M  is E T[m, n\-linked (m > 0) and M" is E T[m +  l ,n  +  1 ]-linked, then 
M ' is E T[m,n]-linked.
We now consider some further properties of E'-linked modules and groups and 
define an Euler characteristic for certain ^-linked groups.
Recall that if a module is E[m^ n]-trivial, then it is E r [m, n]-trivial for every T, 
in particular, it is E trw [m, n]-trivial. Also, if it is E T[m, n]-trivial for any T, then it 
is E triv[m, n]-trivial. For E-linked modules, this situation is reversed.
Lemma 5.16. I f  a KG-module M  is E triv[m,n]-linked, then it is E T[m,n]-linked 
for every possible T and Sf(M )  =  5jrlv(M) for m  < % < n.
Proof. If M  is E irw[m, n]-linked, then, for m  < i < n,
5 f iv{M) +  <5£j(Af) =  0.
If K G T is an integral domain, then, by Corollary 4.23,
S f  (M) + 5f+1 (M) > 0
for i > 0. Also, by (4.1)
6 f (M )  < 5 f iv{M) (5.4)
for all i. Thus, for m  < i < n,
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so M  is E T[m, n]-linked.
To show the second part of the lemma, we need only show that S^(M) =
Prom (5.4)
- c m  = C -iW  < 0 * 0  = - c t m ,
so
5 « ”(M) < C M ,
and thus
C M  = C?M- □
Lemma 5.17. I f  a KG-module M  is E T[m,n]-linked for some T, then it is also 
E lf[m, n]-Unked with S^(M )  =  Sf (M) for m  < i < n.
Proof. Since, by definition, Gfif is the largest torsion-free abelian quotient of G, if GT 
is torsion-free for any other T, then Tq \G  —>■ GT factors through GlT  Consequently, 
51/  (G) < Sf(G). The result then follows by a similar argument to that in the above 
lemma. □
Corollary 5.18. I f  G is E trw\m,rt\-linked over K , then G is E T[m,n]-linked over 
K  for every possible T and 5 f (G, K) =  Sjrw(G, K) for m < i  < n . I f  G is E T[m, n]- 
linked over K  for some T, then it is E^[m,n]-linked over K  and 8 ^{ G ,K )  — 
8 f  (G, K) for m  < i  < n .
The converse of the first statement is false. For example, the R. Thompson group 
is E^[0,oo]-linked, but not E triv[Q, oo]-linked.
As in Lemma 5.1, there is a homological characterisation of E^M inked group.
Proposition 5.19. A group G is E trzv[m:n]-linked if, and only if, it is of type FPn 
and Hi(G) is finite for m  < i < n.
Proof. By Theorem 4.24, if G is of type FPn, then
rk z (Hi(G)) = 8 ? iv{G) +
So, Hi(G) is finite for m  < i < n if, and only if,
+  S ^ ( 0 ) =  0
for m  < i < n, if, and only if, G is E trw[m, n]-linked. □
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We will say that a group is E^-linked over K  if it is E T[l, oo]-linked over K  for 
some I. Thus, groups which are E^-linked over K  are -linked over K  and, from 
the last proposition:
Corollary 5.20. A group of type F P ^  is E 1™-linked if, and only if, it is of type 
F R .
E xam ple 5.2. If G is a finite group, then Hi(G) is finite for i > 0. Thus, G is of 
type FR,  and so is E ^-lin k ed . 0
If G is of type FP 00, then, by Theorem 4.24, for n >  0,
n
< “ (G) =  ^ ( - l ) ' * - irkz (iJi (G )).
i=0
If, in addition, G is of type FR, that is, G is E ^-lin k ed , then for large enough i, 
rk%{Hi(G)) =  0 , so, for large n ,
C iv(G) =  ( - l ) n Y , ( - ^ M H i ( G ) )
i>0
=  (-1)" xfr(G).
Thus, if we define for a group G which is E^-linked,
S»(G) = (G) = (-1)"£(G),
for suitably large n, then 5lf  coincides with X f r  for groups of type F R . 
Proposition 5.21. I f  G is E l™v-linked, then
5lf(G) =  Xf r {G)‘
But, there are groups for which 5^  is defined, but for which X f r  is not. For 
example, if G is the R. Thompson group, then Hi(G) = % © Z for i > 0, so G is not 
of type FR.  However, G is E ll  [0 , oo]-linked, and (G) = 0.
From Theorem 5.10:
Corollary 5.22. I f  G is of type FP , then
Stf(G)  =  xfp(G).
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More generally, if G is E^-linked over K , then we define, for a suitably large n,
Stf(G,K) = ( - ir%(G,K) .
If K  is a pid (and so an integral domain) and if G is of type F P  over K , then, by 
Lemma 1.38 and Theorem 4.24,
Xf p ( G )  =  5 ^ ( - l ) * r k j r ( f l f C < 3 r ) )
i> 0
=  £ ( - 1 ) ^ ( 0 ,  K)  +  5 « ”(G, K))
i> 0
=  5t f (G, K).
In [30], Chiswell showed that if each of the vertex and edge groups of a graph of 
groups is of type FR, then so is the fundamental group G and gave a formula for 
X f r ( G )  in terms of the Euler characteristics of the vertex and edge groups. In the 
following section, we extend this to certain £T-linked groups and 5^ (G).
5.5 Graphs of groups
Let Gr be the fundamental group of a graph of groups, where T =  v  U e is a finite 
connected graph with orientation e + , edge groups He (e E e) and vertex groups Hv 
(v E v ) ,  as in §1.8.3.
To reduce superfluous terminology, we consider mostly Z-coefficients here, though 
everything we say will apply to coefficients in a general integral domain (using an 
appropriate version of (1.20)). Also, we set T+ =  v U e+ and
Vn(e) =  ]C  ^ ( V)
e£e+ u£v
€  (e ) =  =  >
e£e+ u€v
J('(e )  =  «V (ffe), S‘f(y)  =  £ < $ v ( i U
e£e+ v£v
when defined.
Consider the short exact sequence (1.20) associated with T. In general, given a 
resolution for each H7  ( 7  E F+), we can apply the exact functor — to give
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a resolution of Z and then use the mapping cylinder construction of §1.6.4 to 
construct a resolution for Gr , from which the ideals Ef)(Gr) can be calculated. We 
apply Proposition 4.20(ii) and Corollaries 4.13 and 4.21:
Lem m a 5.23. I f  each H e (e € e) is of type FPn_i and each Hv (v E v )  is of type 
FPn, then Gr is of type FPn,
E l x ( G r )  2 E fn ( * • ) ) II (*•))
j7ez(jer+) \eee+ vev
Sr+
for X E Z, and
v l ( Gv) <  ^ ( e )  + ^ ( v ) .
I f  GT is torsion-free, then
» ) < C i ( e )  +  ^ (v ) .
Under certain conditions, applying Proposition 5,2, these inequalities and inclu­
sions become equalities.
Proposition 5.24. Suppose that each Hv (v £ v )  is of type FPn and each He 
(e E e) is of type FPn„i, so G is of type FPn. Then,
i) if each H e (e E e) is E T[m — 1 ,n  — l]-trivial (m > 0),
E l(G r ) = (<?£?■(*.)) .
for m  < i < n;
ii) if each Hv (v E v) is E T[m, n]-trivial (m > 0),
m O r )  =  *i-f+W> ,
for m  < i < n .
Since the trivial group is E[0, oo]-trivial, with 5n(l) =  (—l) n, we have: 
Corollary 5.25. I f  Hi, H 2 are groups of type FPn, then, for n > 1,
E% (Hi * I-h) = K m  e Z (H 2).
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Remark. Fox [41] proved this for the Alexander ideals using the fact that, if (xi; ri), 
(x2; r 2) are presentations for Hi, H 2 respectively, then (xi, x2; ri, r 2) is a presen­
tation for Hi * H2. Similarly, we could prove this for the B-ideals from the fact 
that, if (x ijr ijd i) , (x2; r 2;d 2) are 3-presentations for Hi, H 2 respectively, then 
(xi, x 2; ri, r 2; d i, d2) is a 3-presentation for Hi * H2.
C orollary  5.26. I f  each Hv (v E v )  is E T\m,n\-trivial and each He (e E e )  is 
E T[m — l ,n  — 1]-trivial (m > 0), then Gr is E T[m, n]-trivial and, for m  < i < n,
Example 5.3. For any m, n, with 0 < m < n < oo, we find a group Gm which is 
E[m, 7i]-trivial, but neither E[m — 1, nj-trivial (when m  > 0), nor E[m, n  -t- l]-trivial 
(when n  < oo).
For finite n, let II  be a group of type FPn+i which is E[Q, n]-trivial, but is 
not E[0,n + l]-trivial. Such a group exists, courtesy of [59] (see also [14], [53] and
Example 5.6, below). Notice that, by Lemma 5.1, Hn+i(H) ^  0.
Let Gm =  H  x Zm. We show by induction on m  that Gm is E[m, n]-trivial. 
When m = 0, Go =  H  is E[0 , n]-trivial. Now suppose that, for m  > 1, Gm_i is 
E[m — 1, n]-trivial. Then, from the above corollary, since Gm is an HNN extension 
of Gm_ i ,  Gm is E[m, n}-trivial.
Now, Gm cannot be E[m  — 1,77]-trivial, since Hm(Gm) =  Z ^  0, and cannot be 
E[m,n-\- l]-trivial, since Hn+i(Gm) =  Hn+i(H) ^  0.
To find groups which are E[m, oo]-trivial but not E[m — 1 , oo]-trivial, take H  to 
be an acyclic group of type F P ^  and proceed as above. 0
If would be nice to be able to say that, if each Hy is E^-linked, then so is Gr
and to give a formula for S^(Gr) as above. However, since itf : Htf —y G? need not 
be injective, we could have
Sf(Gv) =  Sf(v ) -  8f(e).
In particular, if  each H7  is E T[l,oo\-trivial for some T and some I, then Gr is 
E^f-linked, and
6 t f (Gr ) = 5tf(v) -  Stf(e).
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and so # ( Z  t $ )  >
E xam ple 5.4. Let H  = G(Q), where
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Q — (a, 6; ap, ab =  6a)
for some prime p. Applying Theorem 4.3 to Example 4.1, we have
K fA H , z P) = <
Zp(6) A > 1
( 1 -6 )  A — 0 ?
0 A < 0
for n  > 0. The group H  is then -linked over Zp, with (H, Zp) =  0.
Now, the element 6 6 H  has infinite order, so the map
(f>: (6) ~ ^ H ; b ^ b 2
is a monomorphism. We then obtain an HNN extension G = H * ^ ^ ,  which can be 
presented by
(a, 6, t ; ap, ab — ba, 66 =  tb2).
Since (6) is E[l, oo]-trivial over Zp and {(b), Zp) =  0,
K f (G, Zr) =  ,
by Proposition 5.24(i). However, the embedding t : H  —>■ G induces the trivial map
f t  : (6) -» (i); 6 1,
and so f
Zp(t) A >  1 
0 A < 0
Thus, G is not E^-linked over Zp, even though both H  and (6) are. 0
We must therefore restrict ourselves somewhat, for example, to the case when 
each is injective.
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Theorem 5.27. I f  each H7  ( j  E V) is E^-linked and if = 1 for each e E e+, 
then Gr is E^-linked and
8 t f (GT) = 8t f ( v ) - 5 tf{e).
Proof The Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence (1.23) starts as
jOi ,ab
 ► H2(Gr) -»• ®e+Hi(^e) -» fl^G r) -»•
©e+ Z —y ©v^  —y Zj —y 0.
Since each — 1, the free part of @vHi(Hv) must embed in the free part of 
Hi(Gr ). Thus each dj  is injective, and so (Z f ^ )  =  (Hv). Also, since IPJ = 1,
dj : I I lJ  —y Gp7 is injective, so 5LI  (Z t ^ )  =  (He) for each e E e+.
Each Z is thus -linked when each H7  is, and so Gr is E%-linked too, with 
8 *f (Gr) as given m the statement of the theorem, by Proposition 5.14._________ I_i
Since the trivial group is Ejf-linked, with 5^  (1) =  1, we have:
Corollary 5.28. I f  Hi, Hi are both E^-linked, then so is Hi * II2 and
5 t f ( H t  * H 2 )  =  5 t f { H i )  +  5 t f { H 2 )  -  1.
Recall that a group is E ^ v-linked if, and only if, it is of type FP 00 and of type 
FR. The following result is then just Lemma 7 of [30] for groups of type FP0Q.
Proposition 5.29. I f  each H7  ( j  E V ) is E t™v-linked, then so is Gr and
^ ( G r) =  ^ ( v ) - ^ ( e ) .
Proof. Since bt™  : Z —> Z is injective, Z is E^™-linlced when H.r is. □
Finally, there is one more situation in which we can determine Slf  for a graph of 
groups. A mapping torus is an HNN extension G =  H*H,<f>, where (j) : H  —> H  is a 
monomorphism.
Proposition 5.30. I f  G =  H*h,$ is a mapping torus and if  G is E^-linked, then 
<5*f(G) =  0. In particular, if H  is E^f -linked, then so is the mapping torus H  x (t), 
and so 5t:f{H x (i)) =  0.
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Proof. The sequence (1.20) becomes
0 Z Z Z -> 0. (5.5)
If G is E^-linked, then, by Proposition 5.14(ii), for large n ,
£(G) =  £ ( Z t g ) - £ ( Z t S )
=  0 .
If 0 =  Id#, then the embedding l : H  -¥ H  x  {t) induces an embedding d* : 
> {If x (i))^  =  x (t). Thus, by an argument above, Z is -linked
when JJ is. □
E xam ple 5.5. If H  is the subgroup of the R. Thompson group generated by Xi,
i > 1, and if </> is the monomorphism i-7 Xi+ 1 {i > 1), then G is the resulting
mapping torus, so 6 t^(G) — 0, as we know. 0
C orollary  5.31. I f  G is a finitely generated abelian group, then G is E 1?-linked and
0 (G) =
1 if G is finite 
0 if G is infinite
Proof. We proceed by induction on the rank of G. We know that if G is finite, 
then it is E*nu[l, oo]-linked and, since 6fr™(G) =  —1, 5t f (G) =  1. Suppose now 
that G =  H  x (t), where H  is an abelian group which is Ejf-linked. Then, by the 
preceding result, G is Ejf-linked and 5^ (G) = 0 . □
5.6 Extensions of E-trivial groups
Let H  be a subgroup of a group G. If we apply the exact functor ZG ®zh ~  to the 
short exact sequence
0 —y I H  —y ZH  —y Z —y 0,
we obtain a short exact sequence of ZG-modules. Since ZH  ZG and Z t § — 
Z [G/H], where Z [G/H] is the ZG-module which is Z-free on the cosets {gH  : g £ 
G}, with G acting by permuting the cosets [22, §111.5], this becomes
0 ->■ IH tg ZG z[G/H) ->• 0.
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The image of the embedding map in this sequence is a subset of IG , so we also have 
a short exact sequence
0 -+  I H  t g — I G I[G/ H]  - y  0,
where I[G/H] is the submodule of Z[G/H\ generated as an abelian group by {1H  — 
gH : g € G}. We then have the commuting diagram
0 ------ ► I H  t g -------► IG   ► I[G/H\ > 0
1 1 1 -  
0  y ZG - ^ - y  ZG  -------- >■ 0  ► 0
with exact rows, where the first two vertical maps are the embeddings 1 <g> (1 — h) \~y
1 — h and 1 — g i-» 1 — g whose cokernels are, respectively, Z and qL. Applying 
the Snake Lemma 1.32, we then obtain the short exact sequence
0 -+ I[G/H] -y  Z t g% 0. (5.6)
Now, if the subgroup H  is E T[m, n]-trivial for some n > m  > 0, then so is the 
module ZG ® Sff ffZ. In this case, applying Proposition 5.2(iii) to (5.6), we have
EU G )  =  E l hXH_1)t. msUH)(I[G/H}), 
for m  < i < n. If H  is normal in G and if Go =  G /H , then this becomes
ET,x(G) =
where qIG q is the augmentation ideal of Go with G acting via the natural surjection 
a  : G —y Gq. Despite the similarities between this equation and Corollary 4.15(i), 
which states that
ETx(G0) =  E l ^ ^ i l G o ) ,
we must not suppose that the Ef--ideals of G and of G0 are in any way similar 
(except, of course, when H  =  1). For instance, a finite presentation V  — (x ;r) for 
a finite group G0 gives an extension
1 —y r  —y (x) —^ Go —y 1.
Since <C r  is free of finite rank, it is E[l, oo]-trivial, but Go can have non-trivial 
ideals while (x) is always E [l, oo]-trivial.
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However, when m  = 0, that is, when H  is E[0, n]-trivial, Ei(G) and 2%(G o) are 
“the same”.
T heorem  5.32. Let H  be a normal subgroup of a group G and let Go =  G /H . I f  
H  is f^O, n]-trivial (n > 0), then G is of type FPn i f  and only i f  Go is and
En(G) ^<0) K ( G 0).
Remark. If n  =  1, then this is just a special case of Theorem 2.6.
Proof First we note that, since H  is perfect, H  =  H' C G' and
Gab =  G/G' & (G/ H) / { G' / H) =  G0/GJ, =  Gtf.
If a : G Go; g gH  is the natural surjection, then
a ^ , G ^ ^ G ‘S’;gG, ^ a ( g ) G l0
is an isomorphism.
We show that a abEn(G) — En(Go).
If Go is of type FPn, then G is of type FPn by Corollary 1.34.
To complete the proof, we show that Torf g(ZGq,gZ) =  0 fo rz  =  l , 2 , . . . , n  and 
appeal to Proposition 4.11. Since H  is normal in G, ZG0 ^  Z ZG  as right 
ZG-modules, so
Torf g(ZG0, <jZ) =  Tor?G(Z ZG, eZ)
=  Torf ff(ZH, hZ)
=
But, by Lemma 5.1, Hi(H) =  0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Thus, by Proposition 4.11, ZG0®sg 
Z =  GoZ is of type FPn when G is and E„(Go) =  aabEn(G), the required result. □
5.7 The utility of the new invariants
We finish this chapter by demonstrating that, for each n , the En-ideals of a group 
are a useful invariant in the sense that, for every n > 1, there are groups which the 
E^-ideals can distinguish, but which have the same Ej-ideals for i < n and which, 
moreover, cannot be distinguished by their integral homology.
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Theorem 5.33. For every n > 1 there exists an infinite family {Gj : I > 1} 
of pairwise non-isomorphic groups of type FPn such that, for each 1,1', 27* (G/) =  
H,{GV) and Et(G,) S<°) Et(GP), i = 0 , 1 ,  but En(G,) En(G,.)
To prove this, we require the following lemmata.
Let G be a group containing an element t of infinite order whose image in Gab 
is also of infinite order and which, moreover, generates a direct summand of Gab. 
Thus Gab = H  x (t), for some abelian group H. For an integer I > 1, we set
Gi =  G *t=3i (s) ,
where we are amalgamating the infinite cyclic subgroups (t ) of G and (sl) of (s). 
Lemma 5.34. For G, G\ as above
H*(Gi) = 22* (G).
In particular, Gfb ^  Gab.
Proof. Note first that, for H  as above,
G f  “  Gab x ( s ) /<  (t, s~l) >
= H  x (s)
tabG ,
so 271(Gi) “ 2f1(G). 
Since (
Z % — 0,1
0 * > 1
m m = m * ) )  =  <
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (1.23) becomes
• • • —y 0 —y Hi(G) —y Hi(Gi) —y 0 —y • • •
 ► 0 H 2 (G) -y H 2 {Gi) ~y Z -> 27i(G) © Z -y  27i(G,) -y Z Z2 Z -+ 0.
Thus Hi(Gi) = Hi(G) for i > 2. Finally, since the map
Z “ <*)-* 27i(G) © Z ^ Ga5 x <s); 2 ^  (2, a"*)
in this sequence is injective, we have H 2 (Gi) =  H 2 (G). □
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Note that the isomorphism of Gab and Gfb sends t  to s , whereas the map if* :
Gab —y Gfb, induced by the inclusion i\ : G —y Gi, sends t  to sl.
Lem m a 5.35. For G, Gi as above, i fG  is of type FPn, then so is Gi and, for n > 1,
En(Gi) = ( i f E n(G )).
Proof By Proposition 5.24(i), since (t) is E[l, oo]-trivial, with 8 n((t)) =  0 for n > 1, 
Gi is of type FPn when G is, and
En{Gi) =  {i?En{G)) * ( i?En{(s)j)
for n > 1, i3 : (s) -y Gi being the inclusion map. Now,
, , \ Z G f  A >  0
A « * » )  =  {
I 0 A <  0
for n >  1, so, for n > 1,
E„(G,) = ( i f E n(G) ) , 
by a comment in the proof of Proposition 5.2. □
Proof of Theorem 5.33. Let H  be an E[0, n — l]-trivial group, which is of type FPn, 
but is not E[0, n]-trivial. Thus, Hi(H) =  0 for i =  1 , . . . ,  n — 1, but
Hn( H ) = Z ^ p=lX Z /ic j)
is non-trivial, where cx, . . . , Cp are non-zero, non-unit integers such that Cj\cj+X. Such 
a group exists (see [59] and also Example 5.6, below) and we can, in fact, choose 
Hn(H) to be any finitely generated abelian group.
Let G — H  x (t) and, as above, let
Gi = G (s).
By Lemma 5.34, for I ^  V, 27*(Gj) =  27* (G^), so these groups are not distinguished 
by their integral homology. We now turn to their E-ideals.
By Lemma 5.35,
Ei{G{) =  (ifE i(G))
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for i > 1. But, since H , an _E[0, n  — l]-trivial group, is a normal subgroup of G,
Ei(G) ^ (0) Ei((t)), 
for i < n, by Theorem 5.32. Thus, for i =  2 , . . . ,  n  — 1,
EiAGi)
Z(s) A > 0
0 A < 0
for each 1. This is also the case for i =  1, since, if Q = (y; s) is a presentation for 
H , with y  finite, then
( s , t ,y ; t  = sl,[y,t](y e y ) , s )
is a presentation for Gj. But this presentation is of the form (2.2), and so, by 
Theorem 2.6, if
Vo = (s, £; t  =  sl)
(which is Tietze equivalent to (s; —)),
Ek^G i) = A X(Vo) =
Z(s) A > 0 
0 A <  0
In dimension 0, for each I,
E q,\{Gi) =  <
Z(s) A > 1 
(1 -  a) A =  0 
0 A < 0
whence, for i — 0 , . . . ,  n  — 1, Ei(Gi) Ei(Gi>) for every £, V.
We now find En{Gi) by first calculating En(G) and then applying Lemma 5.35. 
As in Example 1.7, if V  — (Pi, £*) is a resolution of type FPn for H, with ikzn(Pi) =  
Ti, using Wall’s method we obtain a resolution T  for G of type FPn with
Dn(F) =
~D n-l(V)  (1 ~ t)I ,  
0 Dn(V)
Tn
and Xn(^P) =  rn (since G = H  x  (t), we can take (3 : H  —y G to be the inclusion and
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By Theorem 4.24, and since Di(T)ab = Di(V) triv
Jk{Du- !(V )ab) =
0 K, > Xn-1 +  ( - l ) n
h(t) K < Xn-1 +  (_  1)”
and
o K > X n - q -  ( - l )n
(nr?n+p+g+(“1)ncj) xn-p-q-(~i)n<«
JK{Dn{V)ab) =  ^ 3 ) ,
< X n ~ q ~  ( - l ) n 
%i{t) K <  X n ~ p - q -  ( -1 )71
where x% =  Xi{T) .  We can therefore assume that we have chosen bases such that
Dn„i{V)
and
D n( p y b =
ab _
0 0 0
Ixn-p-q~(-l)n 0 0
0 Diag^(ci,...,Cp) 0 
are in the form (4.6). Thus, applying Corollary 1.25 and noting that
« -  (Xn- 1  +  (“ I)71) - ( X n ~ P ~ ~ q -  (-1)") =  K -  r n +  p  +  q,
we have
where
U D n(F)ab) =  J ^ rn+p+q(D'),
D' =
(1 -  t)Ip 
0 (1 -  t) Iq
Diagp(c i,. . . ,  Cp) 0
Now,
JK (■D') =
0 k  >  p  +  q
((1 -  t ) K~*Ci . . .  Cj(0 < j  <  p ) )  p < K < p  +  q
((1 — t ) K~ j Ci . . . Cj(0 <  j  <  k)) 0 <  k  <  p
%(t) K < 0
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and so
m A > p  +  q
((1 — t)p+Q A Jc i . . .  Cj (0 < j  < p +  q — A)) q <  A < p +  q 
((1 — t)p+q~x~ici . . .C j(Q < j < p)) 0 < A < q
0 A < 0
The chain of ideals En(Gi) can then be obtained from En(G) by applying the map 
t  !->■ sl.
For example,
F ( r \ - / ( Cl’ 1 ~ s!) J , > 0
I (1 -  s l) p  =  0
which is always non-trivial, since C\ is not a unit. If V ^  I, neither of the maps 
s h->- s±1 sends EntP+q^ i(Gi) to EniP+q-i(Gi>), and so the groups {Gi : I > 1} are
E xam ple 5.6. For n  > 0, a group H ^  of type F L  which is 2£[0, n]-trivial, but not 
E[0, n  +  l]-trivial, can be constructed as follows.
Let ff(°) be a group of type F L  with non-trivial abelianisation. For example, a 
free group, a knot group or a finitely-generated torsion-free one-relator group. Now, 
every group of type F L  embeds in an acyclic group of type F L  [14], so let Go be 
an acyclic group of type F L  into which H embeds. We can then construct the 
amalgamated free product
We therefore have a group which is E[0, l]-trivial, but which is not E[0,2]-trivial, 
since H 2 ( H ^ )  =  ^  0. Moreover, is of type FL,  since both and
pairwise non-isomorphic. □
# (1) =  Go  **(0) Go,
the so-called suspension of H^°\ Since G ^  has trivial homology in positive dimen­
sions, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (1.23) gives the homology of as
Go are.
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Now suppose, inductively, that we have constructed a group of type F L ,
which is ^[0, n — 1]-trivial, but not E[0, n]-trivial. Then there exists an acyclic group
Crn- i  of type F L  into which H^n~^ embeds, and so we can construct the suspension
G„_x
of which is of type F L  and whose homology is
1° i = 1
{
i>  1
The group is thus £[0, n]-trivial, but, since
Hn+1 ( H ^ )  =  ±  0,
it is not E[0, n  +  l]-trivial. 0
Chapter 6 
The ^-ideals of monoids
The definition of the E-ideals can easily be extended to monoids and their modules. 
We must, however, consider right modules as well as left modules.
6.1 Definition and properties
Let S  be a monoid and let M  be a KS'-module, left or right, of type FPn. For an 
abelianising functor T on monoids, if J 7 is a resolution of M  of type FPn (by left or 
right free ILS-modules, as appropriate), we define, for A E Z, the A-th E%-ideal of 
M  to be
=  JXn{r)-x{Dn^ ) T).
The chain E^(M )  of ideals is then an ascending chain of ideals in the
commutative ring K S T.
T heorem  6.1. The chain of ideals E%(M) is well-defined.
The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 4.7. Note, however, 
that it requires there to be an identity element 1 G K S T, so we cannot extend this 
result to semigroups.
If S  is of type F P $  over K,  then we define E $ T(S, K)  to be the chain E% (sK), 
and if S  is of type F P ^  over K,  we set E $ T(S,K) = E ^{K S). As ever, when 
K  =  % we simply write E $ T(S) or En^T{S), and when T = ab we omit it.
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T heorem  6.2. I f  S, S 0 are monoids of type FP® (respectively, FPn over K  
and if S  = So, then E®T(S ,K ) E®T(So,K) (respectively, En^T(S,K )  
E%) t (So,K)).
The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1(ii).
E xam ple 6.1. Let S  be the finite cyclic monoid given by the presentation
[x; xp = rr9]
for some integers p > q > 0. Then, by the method of §1.6.6 (or directly), S  has a 
free resolution T  — (Fi, df) with fkzs(Fi) =  1 (i > 0) and
D n { F )
n  even
n  odd
Thus
Z S  A > 1 
(1 — #) A =  0 j 
0 A < 0
for even n and
=  <
Z S  A >  0
(a;^(l +  x 4 b a^-9-1)) A =  —1 >
0 A < - 1
for odd n. There is also a free right resolution with Dn( F ^ )  = Dn(F), so
The fact that the E®- and E^-ideals of this monoid are the same is not typical, as 
we will see in Examples 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, below. 0
The following result shows that, if so inclined, we can avoid working with right 
modules and right resolutions by applying the functor opp.
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P ro p o sitio n  6.3. Let T be an abelianising functor on monoids which satisfies the 
additional conditions that:
a) (S opp)T = S T (— (ST)opp, since S T is abelian); and
b) Tg opp opp = r j .
I f  M  is a right KS-module of type FPn, then
E % ( M )  =  E n ( M o p p) .
The abelianising functors ab and trw satisfy the above conditions.
Proof By Lemma 1.28, M opp is a left K  S opp-modnle of type FPn and, if F  is a free 
ATS'-resolution of M  of type FPn, then F opp is a free K S opp-resolution of M opp, with
Dn(F°™) = (Dv,(F)°™)t .
Since Tg„ppopp =  r f ,
Dn{F**)T =
and the required result follows. □
C oro llary  6.4. I f  S  is of type FPn  ^ over K  and T satisfies conditions (a), (b) 
above, then S opp is of type FP® over K  and
E P T(S, K) = E®T(Sopp, K ).
Since S opp =  S  when S  is abelian, we have the following special case of the last 
result.
C orollary  6.5. I f  S  is an abelian monoid, then it is of type FPn  ^ over K  if, and 
only if, it is of type FP® over K  and
E ^ ( S , K ) = E ^ t (S ,K).
The finite cyclic monoid of Example 6.1 is an instance of this.
If a monoid is actually a group G , then we know that it is of type FP®  over K  
if, and only if, it is of type FPn  ^ over K. We refer to this double property simply
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as type FPn. Clearly, comparing the definition of this chapter with that in §4.1, we 
have
E V T(G ,K )  =  EZ(G,K).
The group rings KG  and K G T both admit an anti-automorphism inv induced by 
g H>- g~l , which is an automorphism in the case of the commutative ring K G T.
P ro p o sitio n  6.6. I f  G is a group of type FPn over K ,  then
E ^ T{ G , K ) = i n v E Z { G , K ) .
We actually prove a more general result.
Lem m a 6.7. I f  M  is a KG-module of type FPn, then
E%(Minv) =  invEl{M).
Proof. By Lemma 1.28, M ,nv is of type FPn and, given a resolution T  of M  of type
FPn, T inv is a resolution of M mv with
Dn(T inv) = (Dn(p-)in',) t .
Since
invTg (g) = Tg(g) - 1 =  r j ( g _1) =  r£inv(g),
we find
Dn{p™ )T = ( ( n n( ^ f ) i™ )t ,
and the result follows. □
Proposition 6.6 is a corollary of this, since gK iuv =  K q- Consequently, we need 
only study left group modules, as, indeed, we did in Chapters 4 and 5. For monoids 
in general, however, the invariants E $ T(S) and En^T(S) can be very different, as 
we will see in the next section and in the following examples.
E xam ple 6.2. The monoid S  given by the presentation
N h  3 > l j j • * • > S'iXj — y ) ]
is of type FP®, but is not even of type F P ^  [32]. Thus E®T(S) is defined for 
every n > 0, whereas En^T(S) is not defined for any n >  0. 0
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Even when both E $ T(S ,K )  and En^T(S,K)  are defined, they can be very dif­
ferent.
E xam ple 6.3. Let S  =  S(V), where
V  =  [a, b, c; ba = ab, ca — ac2, cb — be2].
This presentation is terminating, since the right-hand side of each relation is in 
alphabetical order. It is also confluent, since
c(ba) cab, (cb)a —» be2a
and
(ca)b —> ac(cb) —y a(cb)c2 —> abc4, 
bc(ca) —> b(ca)c2 —>• (ba)c4 —^ abc4.
The presentation V  is thus complete. The set
{ o W : i , j , f c e Z +}
is the set of irreducible words representing the elements of S. Since V  is both finite 
and complete, S  is of types FPo8 and FPqq. Applying the method of §1.6.6, we 
find a free left resolution and right resolution F ^  for S. In both cases the free 
modules of the resolution have basis () in dimension 0, (a), (b), (c) in dimension 1, 
(b, a), (c, a), (c,b) in dimension 2, (c,b,a) in dimension 3 and are trivial in higher 
dimensions. In the left-hand case, we have
A ( ^ (i))
D 2 (F®)
a — 1 
6 - 1
c — 1
b — 1 1 — a 0
c — 1 0 1 — a — ac
0 c — 1 1 — b — be
c — 1 1 — b — be ac-P a — 1
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Note that S ab consists of the elements
{ a W  : i, j  G Z+ k e  {0,1}} U {ck : k e  Z+}.
After some simplification, we have
Z S ab A > 1 
I S ab A =  0 , 
0 A < 0
Z S ab A >  1
~  i (a — b, (1 — a)(1 — 2a), 1 — c) A =  0 »
0 A < 0
Z S ab A > 1
(a — b, 1 — 2 a, 1 — c) A =  0 •
0 A <  0
(We can simplify the ideal J2 (Dx(y::^ ) ab) to (a — b, (1 — a)(l — 2a), 1 — c) since
1 — c =  (1 — a)(l — c) +  a(l — c)2
and
a — b = (1 — a)(l — 6 — be) — (1 — b)(l — a — ac) +  (a — 6)(1 — c).
We also have
a -  6 =  a (l -  6 -  6c) -  6(1 -  a -  ac) G Ji(D2( ^ l))ab).)
On the right-hand side we have
Dt ,(^W) =  [ l - a  1 - 6  1 -
1 - 6  1 -  c2 0
a — 1 0 1 — c2
0 a — 1 — c 6 — 1 — c
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D 2 ( f V )  =
4 rMs) = i
1 - c 4 
b — 1 — c2 
1 — a +  c2
and so ^ ( S )  =  e £°(S),
r
Z S ab A > 1
(a — 6, (1 — a) (1 — a +  c), 1 — c2) A =  0 >
0 A < 0
Z S ab A >  1
(ft — 6,1 — a +  c2, a(l — c)) A =  0 •
0 A < 0
(The ideal J2 ( D i ( T ^ ) ab) is generated by a — 6, (1 — a)(l — a +  c), 1 — c2, since
1 -  c2 =  (1 — c2)2 +  c((l — c2)(l — b +  c) — (1 — 6)(1 — c2))
and
a ~ b =  (a -  6)(1 -  c2) -  (1 — <z)(l — 6 +  c) +  (1 — b)(l -  <z +  c).
Also, since
a — b =  — (1 — a +  c2) — (b — 1 — c2)
and
a(l — c) ~  a (l — c2) =  (1 — c4) — (1 — c2)(l — a +  c2),
we have =  (ft -  M  “  ft +  c2, a (l -  c)).)
If (5) =  (/S'), then the rings
Z[a]/ ((1 -  o)(l -  2a)) Si Z S * /£ ®  (S)
and
Z[o]/ (o(l -  o)(2 -  a)) Si Z S * * /^ (S )
must be isomorphic. But these rings are distinct, so E (p ( S )  ££ £ ^ (5 ) .  Similarly,
the rings
Z [a ] / ( l - 2 a )£ * Z S “Y £ $ (S )
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and
Z[c]/ (c3 -  c2 +  c -  1) “  Z S ab/ E ^ { S )  
are non-isomorphic, so E% \s) E ^ i S ) .
E xam ple 6.4. Let S  be the monoid defined by the finite complete presentation
0
[a;, 9\ Ox =  9,69 =  0],
as in Example 1.8. We use the resolutions and found there to calculate the 
-E-ideals of S. For n > 0,
- 1 0 
0 9 — 1
9 0 
0 9
n  even
n odd
and
Thus, for odd n we have
D 0 (F®) =
x — 1 
9 — 1
E ^ S )  = I
for even n > 0
Z S ab A > 1 
(0) A =  - 1 , 0 ,  
0 A < - 1
ZS°* A > 1 
( 1 - 0 )  A =  -1 ,0  
0 A < - 1
and
< a (S )  =  \
Z S ab A >  1
( 1 - 0 )  A =  0
0 A < 0
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(noting that 1 — x  =  (1 — rc)(l — 9)).
For the right-hand case we have, for n > 0,
Dn{ F ^ )  =  <
0 0
1 — x 1 — 9 
1 0 
x  — 1 9
n  even
n  odd
and
whence
D o ( ^ r)) = 1 — ar 1 - 9
f
A > 0
T—11li■<
0 A < —1
£ & {S )  =  <
for odd n  and /
Z S ab A >  1 
( 1 - 9 )  A =  0 
0 A < 0
for even n.
This monoid is of a type which we will study further in §6.3, where it will transpire 
that its -K-ideals could have been found without the resolutions used above. 0
Many, but not all, of the results of Chapters 4 and 5 hold for monoids and 
their modules. For instance, Theorem 4.24 generalises to give a connexion between 
{E ?(M ) } ? = 0  and {Tor?s (K S T, M ) } ? = 0  when K S T is a pid and M  is a left K S-  
module of type FPn. We also have a right-hand version, which connects { E f  (M) }”=0 
for a right KS-module M  of type FPn to {Torf s (M, K S T)}f=0.
Theorem 4.3 extends to monoids, so, if we know E $ T(S) and E ^ T(S), then we 
know E $ T(S} K)  and En^T(S, K )  for any coefficient ring K.
Proposition 4.11 also holds for monoids, as does a right-hand version, but Corol­
lary 4.13 does not. On the other hand, as we discuss in the next section, we have an
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additional corollary to Proposition 4.11, which allows us to determine the FLideals 
of a group satisfying certain conditions from those of a certain submonoid.
6.2 Obtaining the i?-ideals of a group from those 
of a submonoid
Proposition 6.8. I f  G is a group which contains a submonoid S  of type F P ^  over 
K  such that every element g E G has the form
g = s“V
fo r  som e s, s' E S, then G is of type FPn over K  and, if  i : S  —¥ G is the inclusion,
E ^ G ,K )  =  (tT2?«r (5, K))  
fo r any abelianising functor T on monoids.
Proof. For such a group it is shown in [27, §X.3] that
T o i f s (KG, sK)  =  0
for z > 0 and
K G  (8>ks — gK.
The result then follows from an application of the monoid version of Proposition 
4.11. □
E xam ple 6.5. If G is an abelian group which can be generated by a set x and if S  
is the submonoid of G generated by x, then the invariant ideals of S  give those of 
G. 0
E xam ple 6.6. Let G be the R. Thompson group, which has the presentation
(x0, x u x2, . . .;  X i X j  =  X j + 1 X i ( i  < j)).
The submonoid S  of G generated by Xi (i > 0) has presentation
[x0l x 1 , x2, . . . ;  x ^ j  = Xj+iXi(i < j)]
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and is of type FP^S [32]. Since, in G,
XiX- 1 =  <
- i
X j + 1 X i  % <  j
1  i = j  >
x . i > j
( l°»e Vx{S)) =  En,x(G)
every element of G is of the form s V  for some s, s' E S, and so, for n > 0,
%Gab A >  1
(1 — xq, 1 — Xi) A =  0 • 0
0 A < 0
Exam ple 6.7. Let G be the group given by the presentation
(a, 6 , c; ba — ab, ca = ac2, cb = be2}.
The submonoid of G generated by a, b, c is isomorphic to the monoid S  of Example
6.3. Since
ab~ 1 =  ac- 1  =  c- 1 ac, bc~x — c^bc,
we can apply the preceding proposition. The group Gab is free abelian on a, b, with 
c =  1 , and so
£ i ,a(G)
%Gab A > 1
(a — b, (1 — a) (1 — 2a)) A O >
0
A > 1
(a — 6 , 1  — 2a) A =  0  
0  A < 0
A < 0
0
6.3 Monoids with a zero
A left zero of a monoid S  is an element 9 E S  such that 6 s = 9 for every s E S. We 
can similarly define right zeroes. If a monoid has both a left and a right zero, then
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these are the same element, which we will call a two-sided zero. We will look only 
at monoids with a left zero, though all the results will hold for the right-hand and 
two-sided cases.
A monoid with a left zero is of type F P ^ \  We now show that its -ideals are 
very simple.
P ro p o sitio n  6.9. A monoid S  with a left zero 9 is of type FPoo and
%Sah A > 1 z s ah A > 0
II (1 - 0 ) A =  0 (n even) , < W A — — i  (n odd)
0 A < 0 0 A < - 1
Proof. Since
(1 — 0) (1 — s) =  1 — s — 0 +  0s
=  1 - s ,
as a right Z£-module IS  is generated by 1  — 0 . Also, for £ € ftS ,
(1 -  0)£ =  0
if, and only if,
and
£ =  0£ 6  0.ZS, 
0£ =  O
if, and only if,
£ = £ -0f=( l - 0 ) £G( l - 0 ) . Z5 .
Thus, we have the following free resolution
■ • • z s  i s  z s  z s  ^  z s.
□The required ideals are then readily obtained.
Remark. The image of 0 in S ab is trivial if, and only if, S ab is trivial, for, if 0  =  1 , 
then
s =  f e = 0  =  l
for every s E S.
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E xam ple 6 .8 . The monoid S  of Examples 1.8 and 6.4 has a left zero, and so the 
-ideals of S  could have been more swiftly determined from the above. 0
Given any monoid S, we can adjoin a left zero element as follows: for some 
9 $ S, let qS  be the free product S  * [0] factored by the congruence generated by 
the additional relations 99 = 9 and 9s = 9 (s E S). If V  — [x;r] is a presentation 
for S, then
oV = [x, 9; r, 99 =  9 ,9x =  9(x E x)]
is a presentation for QS. Similarly, we can adjoin a right zero, to give a monoid Sq, 
or a two-sided zero, to give a monoid 0 -S'o-
Lem m a 6 .1 0 . d .5 a set, oS  is the disjoint union SUS9 and the map S  —> S9\ s *->■ s9 
is a bijection.
Proof. The first part follows from the definition.
Suppose that, for some s , s' £ S, s9, s’9 £ S  * [0] are equivalent relative to the 
above additional relations. Then, since none of these affect elements of S  which do 
not occur to the right of a 9, s = s' in S. □
Proposition 6.9 shows that is always of type FPoo and gives its -ideals. 
The following result shows that the abelianisation of oS  is never trivial, so these 
ideals are non-trivial in all dimensions.
L em m a 6.11. (o^ ) 06 =  =  S ab U {0}.
Proof. There is a surjective monoid homomorphism
t  : oS  —>■ o(S,a&)o; s s, s 9  i—^ 9(s £ $).
We show that oOS^Jo is the largest abelian quotient of qS.  Suppose that S' is 
an abelian monoid and that a : qS —> S' is a monoid homomorphism. The map 
cels : S  —> S l factors through S ab, so there is a monoid homomorphism (3 : S ab S' 
such that 0(s) =  ce(s). By setting 0(9) = a(9), this extends to a map from o(Sab)o =
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S ab U {0} to S'. This is a monoid homomorphism, since
P(sO) = 0(9) = a(9) = a(9s)
= a(9)a(s) =  a(s)a(9)
= (3(s)0(9):
and, similarly, 0(99) =  0(9)0(9). □
We now show how the E^-ideals of 0S  can be obtained from those of S.
T heorem  6 .1 2 . I f  S  is a monoid of type F P $  (n > 0) over K , then oS  is of type
FP® over K  and
( ‘T< r +(-i)» (S ,K ))  + (9) A >  ( - 1  )«
. ( ^ ” +(-1)45,K ))  ( 1 - 0 )  A <  (-1 )"  ’
where o : S  ^  qS  is the inclusion map.
S , K ) = {
To minimise terminology, we will prove this only for K  — Z  and T = ab. We will 
require the following lemmata.
Lem m a 6.13. As a left ZS-module,
Z 0S  = Z S ® Z S 9 ,
and so is free.
Proof. Clearly, Z S  +  ZS9  =  ZqS  and Z S  fl ZS9 = {0}. Moreover, Z S  and ZS9  are 
closed under left multiplication by elements of ZS. By Lemma 6.10, ZS9 = ZS, so 
ZqS is free of rank 2. □
Consequently, every r) E ZqS can be written as rj = 7]i +  c/2 0  for some unique 
771,772 E ZS. The map
a : ZqS —» ZS ; 77 ~  771 +  7720 1-+ 771
is a ring homomorphism, since, if 77 =  771+ 7720, rf = 77^+ 7739 E Z qS , where 77^  77^  £ ZS, 
then
w i  =  vW i +  (771772 +  772^ 7x^(77') )0.
Thus, every ZE'-module M  becomes a Z 05-module qM  via a.
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Lemma 6.14. v4s a left Z^S-module, Z S  is projective and
ZqS ^ Z S ®  ZqS.6 .
Proof. The map
0 : Z S - +  Z0£ ; f  t-> £(1 -  0) (£ £ ZS) 
is a left Z 0 SMiomomorphism, since, for £ € ZS, r) = ifo -f 7 /2 0  £ Z qS,
0(r}4) =  /?(77! )^ =  77iC(l -  0)
and
??./?(£) =  7^(1 -  0) =  77if( 1 -  0).
Now, afi =  Id^s, so this map splits a. Since ker a  =  Zo5.0, Z qS  S  Z S  ® Z qS.9. □
The projection maps of Z qS  onto Z S  and Zo5.0 followed by the embedding maps 
give rise to the idempotent endomorphisms
7T *. Z qS  —V Z qS ’, 1 H-y 1 — 0
and
tt' : Z 0S  -+ Z qS; 1 h+ 0
respectively.
Lemma 6.15. As a left ZqS-module,
I qS ^ qI S ® Z qS . ( \ - 9 ) .
Proof. The Z0S,-module I qS  is Z-free on the set
{1 — s, 1 — s9 : s £ 5}.
Let the map
iP : h S  -» 0/ 5
be defined by -0(1 — s) =  1 — s, tp(l — s9) = 1 — s, for s £ S. Then ip is a left 
Z05-homomorphism, since, for s, s' £ S ,
s'.(l -  s) =  (1 -  s's) -  (1 -  s') A  (1 -  s's) -  (1 -  s')
= s'(l -  s)
= s'.V>(l -  s),
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s'.(l — s9) = ( 1  — s's9) — ( 1  — s') A  ( 1  — s's) — ( 1  — s')
— s'( 1 — s)
= s'.'ip( 1 — s9), 
s'8 .( 1  -  s) =  0  A  0
=  s'9.ift( 1 — s), 
s'0 .(l -  s8 ) = 0  A  0
=  s'9.ip( 1 — s9).
The inclusion map
(p \ qI S  — I qS; 1 — s i—y 1  — s
is also a ZoE'-homomorphism, since, for rj = 771 -+- 772^ £ Z qS, £ £ IS , 9£ =  aug(£)9 — 
0 , and so
??■£ =  ?7i£ &  =  (771 +  m 6 )€ =
Moreover, ip(j> =  Id/,?, and so qIS  is a direct summand of I 0 S. Since ker-0 is 
generated by 1  — 9,
I 0 S ^ 0 IS @ Z qS '{1 ~ 9 ), 
as claimed. □
Proof of Theorem 6.12. By Lemma 6.15 and the monoid versions of Lemma 4.10 
and Corollary 4.15(i), for n > 0,
E « l(0S) =  En^ - i A I o S )
— F n-i,\-(-i)n{oIS © Z 0 S.(1 — 9)),
so, by Proposition 4.16,
E®US)  =  EnA o I S )  EnA Z o S . { l  -  8)) (6.1)
The module Z qS.(1 — 9) has the resolution
• ■ ■ ^ A  Z qS  ^ = A  Z qS  ^ A  Z qS  ^ = A  Z qS .{  1 -  0) -4 0,
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and so
K A Z o S )  = <
Z 0 S ab
w
0
A > 1  
A =  0 (n even), < 
A < 0
Z 0 S ab A > 0 
( 1 - 0 )  A =  —1 (n odd), 
0 A < - 1
We now turn to the ideals En(0 IS ). Since Z S  is projective as a left ZoS-module, 
if we have a Z5-free resolution V  — (Pi, si) of I S  of type FPn, then this is also a 
ZoS'-projective resolution of oIS . Using the procedure in the proof of Lemma 1.26, 
we can convert this into a ZoS'-free resolution T  — (Fi, di) of 0I S  of type FPn, 
where, if rj — rk%s{Pj)i
i
rkz„ s(Fi) = 'E ,r j
and
Dn(F) =
3=0
Dn(VY( 1 -  9) 0 0
0 1 r n 0 0
0 ( 1  -  0 ) 1 ^ 0
0 0 <Wrn- a
Here the matrices ( 1  — 9)Iri and 9In are the matrices of ri copies of the endomor- 
phisms 7r and ir' respectively. The matrix Dn(V)L(l — 9) — Dn(P)L(( 1 — 9)ITn) 
is the matrix of rn+i copies of a  composed with en+i composed with rn copies of 
(3 : 1 1-> 1 -  0.
Note that each row of this matrix is a multiple either of 9 or of 1 — 9. Since 
9(1 — 9) =  0, any submatrix of Dn(T )ab which includes both a row which is a 
multiple of 9 and a row which is a multiple of 1 — 9 will have zero determinant. Thus
j (D n( ? y b) =  j
(Dn(VY)ab (1 -  6 ) o
o (i - e)ir>
where
r = rn +  rn _ 2 +  • ■ ■ , 
r’ =  rn^x +  r „ _ 3 H-----
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Now,
UO Ir) =  <
0  k > r
(6 ) 0  <  k < r
So Sab k < 0
and, since Xn('P) — r — r’,
(Dn(p y )ab ( 1  -  0 ) 0
o (i - e)ir.
0 k  >  r' +  min{r„,7*n+1}
JK- T> ((A »(P)fc)a6) (1 — 6>) r1 < K < r ' +  m in{r„,rn+1}
( 1  — 0 ) 0  <  k  <  r 1
Z 0 S ab k  < 0
(iabEv . K(IS)) ( 1 - 0 )  k > 0
Z 0 S :ab k <Q
Thus,
M D n( r y b) =  {
(LabEntr_K(IS)) ( 1 - 0 )  k > r
( i ^ E n ^ I S ) )  (1 - 0 )+  (6 ) 0  <  k < r
ZoSab K <  0
Since Xn(F) = r and
{ ^ E ^ I S ) )  ( 1 - 0 )  + (0) =  (iabEn,x(IS)) + (0) 
= {babE ^ hX_ ^ ( S ) )  + (O),
this gives
En,x(oIS) = Jr-x(Dn(F)“b)
( ‘■‘4 , H 4 ) . ( S ) ) + ( « )  a > 0
( babE « l M » (S )) (  1 - 0 )  A < 0
For n odd, from (6.1),
E ^ X(0 S) =  En. 1<x+1 (oIS )0  + En^ x(0 IS ),
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so, for A > 0,
( 5 ) )  +  w )  e+ _ i ( S ) )  +  (e)
= (*“‘^ i ( s ) )  +  (0 ) ,
for A =  —1,
4 l!-i(oS) =  ( ( ^ E ^ i S ) )  +  (8)) 8 +  2(S)) (1 -  0)
=  ( ^ ^ ( S ) )  +  (0 )
and, for A < —1,
E % S )  =  (^jEg^S)) ( 1  -  0 ) 0  +  ( 1  -  0 )
=  (*- ^ i ( S ) )  (i -  «),
whence
l i _ 1 -
l ( ‘**^®k- i ( ' S ) ) ( l - 0 )  A < - 1
For even n, from (6.1),
E«\(0S) =  En^ ( BIS)  ( 1  -  0 )  + - B „ - 1, A - i ( o - f 5 ) >
so, for A > 1,
^ ( o S )  =  ( ( ^ £ ^ + 1 ( 5 ) )  +  (0)) (1 -  0) +  (>-aiE ^{S ))  +  (0) 
=  (* * * & «  OS))+  0 ).
for A =  0 ,
E % S )  =  ( ( ^ £ ^ ( 5 ) )  +  ( 0 ) )  (1  -  0 )  +  ( ^ < U 5 ) )  ( 1  -  0 )  
=  ( ^ ^ ( S ) )  ( 1  -  0 )
and, for A < 0,
=  ( ^ +i(S )) (1 -  m  - 8 )  + ( iahE« \(S ) )  (1 -  0)
=  G X U i ( S ) )  (1 - 0 ),
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whence
✓
( ^ A + i O S ^ + W  A > 1
S) □ 
A < 1
E xam ple 6.9. The monoid defined by the presentation
[re, 6 ; 9x = 8,99 = 6 ]
as in Examples 1.8 and 6.4 can be obtained from the free monoid [re] by adjoining a 
left zero. Now,
m | Z[rr] A > 0
b ®a(N ) =  <
[0  A <  0
and from this the E®-ideals of the monoid can be obtained without the need for 
the resolution of Example 1 .8 . 0
6.4 Monoids of type F P  and of type FL
The monoid version of Lemma 5.11 is:
Lem m a 6.16. Let S  be a monoid. I f  S  has non-trivial E® -ideals over K  (respec­
tively, E^-ideals over K ) in arbitrarily high dimension, then it cannot be of type 
FL® over K  (respectively, of type F L ^  over K ).
If a monoid S  has a left zero 6  and if 6  ^  1 € S ab, then, by Proposition 6.9, 
S  has non-trivial -ideals in all dimensions, and so S  cannot be of type FL^r\  
However, S  is of type iLPh) [4 5 ], Indeed, is projective as a right ZS'-module, for 
we have
7LS =  O.ZS
and
Thus,
0  —y Z 5  —y Z 5  —y 0  
is a right projective resolution for S.
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Alternatively, note that the Hattori-Stallings rank of Z s is the image of 9 in 
%Sj\LS, TtS\. When this is not an integer, as is the case when 6  ^  1 , S  cannot be 
of type F lfc ).
E xam ple 6 .1 0 . Consider again the monoid S  of Examples 1.8 and 6.4, which has 
presentation
[», 9; 9x =  9,99 ~  9\.
Prom the above comments, since 9 ^  1 in S ab, S  cannot be of type FL^r\  although 
it is of type FP(r\  In addition, it is shown in [45] that S  is of type FP®  but, again, 
since S  has non-trivial E ®-ideals in all dimensions, it cannot be of type F L ®. 0
Now, given any monoid 5, we saw that we could adjoin a left zero element, giving 
a monoid which is of type FP(r\  but not of type FL^r\  Similarly, if we adjoin a 
two-sided zero to S, we obtain a monoid 0So =  S  U {0} which is of types FP®  and 
FP(r\  But, since oSoab — S ab U {$} is non-trivial, qSq is neither of type FL®  nor of 
type FL(r\
Serre asked whether there is a group which is of type F P  but not of type F L
[76]. Prom the above discussion we see that, for any group G , simply by adjoining 
a single element we would obtain a monoid, o(?o, which is of type FP®  but not of 
type FL®  and of type F P ^  but not of type F L ^ .
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Index of symbols
General
Z the integers
Q the rationals
Zp the integers mod p
C  a ring
(ci, eg,. ..)  the (two-sided) ideal of C generated by the elements
ci,c2, . . .  5
C. (ci, c2, . . . )  the left ideal of C  generated by the elements ci, c2, . . .  5
(ci) c2, . . , )  ,C the right ideal of C generated by the elements ci, c2}. . .  5
[C, C] the abelian subgroup of C  generated by the elements
cd — c'c (c, d  G C) 55
K  a commutative ring
M , M ', F, P, etc modules
U, V , W  words 7
u _ 1  a set in one-one correspondence with a set u, 7
Idx the identity map on the set X
s* 7
Matrices and chains of ideals
X  — [caulueu a matrix over (7, with (u, u)-th entry cuv G C  28«6 v
F , Z  alternative matrices
det(X) the determinant of the matrix X
188
Index o f symbols 189
Diagn(di, . . . ,  dn) a diagonal matrix 28
In the n x n identity matrix 29
I, J  chains of ideals, ascending or descending 29
/ C J  29
(cel), a l  29
I  ^ (0) J  30
I  J  the convolution of I  and I', suspended by A 30
the convolution of the chains Iu (u € u) 30
J ( X ) the chain of elementary ideals of a matrix X  over a
commutative ring 31
Groups
G, Gq, H, etc groups
d(G) the minimum number of generators of G 7
[G : H] the index of a subgroup H  in a group G 6
M  an induced module, when H  < G  6
G’ = [G, G] the derived subgroup of G 6
Gab the abelianisation of G 6 , 36
(x) the free group on the set x  7
V  — (x; r) a group presentation, with generating set x and
relators or relations r  7
Q = (y; s), 1Z alternative presentations
< r >  the normal closure of r  in (x) 7
G( V)  the group defined by V  7
7 v  the natural surjection of (x) onto G ( V)  7
W  the image of a word W  in G( V) ,  often written W  8
Xi (V)  8
X2(V) 8
M ( V )  the relation module of V  9
n2 (V)  the second homotopy module of V  1 2
Index o f symbols 190
T  =  <x; r; d)
S  =  (y; s; e) 
G(T)
XiCT)
» ( T )
a;, y, t, a, 6 , etc 
i?, 5, etc 
U = V  
R q
PR
r'
K G
aug
IG
gK
X n ( G )
inv
expJVF)
d_
dx
dx
D{9)
AdR
D(T)
Pictures
F, Q, B, E, etc 
Op 
A  
Ra
a 3-presentation, with generating set x, relators r  and 
generating pictures d 
an alternative 3-presentation 
the group defined by T
generating symbols 
relators 
a relation
the root of a relator R  E r 
the period of a relator R  G r
the group algebra of G with coefficients in K
the augmentation map
the augmentation ideal of G
the trivial iifG-module
the n-th  directed partial Euler characteristic of G
the exponent sum of £ in a word W  
the Fox derivative
the Jacobian matrix of a presentation V  
the picture derivative
pictures
the basepoint of a picture F 
a disc of a picture 
the label of the disc A
13
14 
14 
14
14
14
15 
6  
6 
6
42 
44
43 
22 
20 
65 
64
23, 25 
81
10
10
10
10
Index of symbols 191
£a the orientation of A 10
d¥ the boundary of F 10
Wp the boundary label of F 10
W (/?) the label of a path in a picture 23
[F] the equivalence class of a spherical picture F 1 2
a dipole 15
Qs 18
^  the picture derivative 23, 25
Abelianising functors
T an abelianising functor 36
GT the image of G underT 36
Tq the abelianising epimorphism from G to GT 36
W  the image of a word W  in GT, often written W  37
triv the trivialisation functor 36
ab the abelianisation functor 36
^  the torsion-free abelianisation functor 3 7
Resolutions and homology
F  =  (Fi, di) a resolution of a module M  with modules F( (<> 0)
and boundary maps di : Fi —»■ (i > 0 ) and
d0 :F0 —y M  38
V  =  (Pi, Si), Q  alternative resolutions
1(F) the length of a resolution T  40
Xn (F) the n-th directed partial Euler characteristic of a free
resolution F  40
Dn (F) the matrix of the n  +  1-st boundary map of F  40
F t  the partial resolution arising from a 3-presentation T  44
Torf (M, M 1) Tor-groups 43
Index of symbols 192
H*(G) the homology of a group G 43
cd G the cohomological dimension of G 44
Ranks and Euler characteristics
rkc' the rank for free (7-modules or any module when C
is a pid 5
Pg  the rank for projective Z (7-modules and Z (7-modules
of type F P  54, 56
Pc the Hattori-Stallings rank for projective (7-modules
and (7-modules of type F P  55, 56
5  55
X n  the directed partial Euler characteristic for free
resolutions of type FPn and for groups of type FPn 40, 44
X f l  Serre’s Euler characteristic for groups of type FL  57
X v F L  Serre’s Euler characteristic for groups of type vF L  58
X f p , X f p ( k )  Stalling’s Euler characteristic for groups of type F P
(over K ) 58
X f p , X f p { k ) ChiswelTs Euler characteristic for groups of type F P
(over K ) 58
X f r  Brown’s Euler characteristic for groups of type F R  58
0  an Euler characteristic for _Ej{-linked groups 144
Graphs and associated groups
r  =  v U e  a graph, with vertex set v and edge set e 59
u, v , ui, etc vertices 5 9
e, ei, etc edges 5 9
e+ an orientation 5 9
r , 7/> a Coxeter system 60
C r^ a Coxeter group 61
Index of symbols 193
Vr,ip a presentation for Cr,^ 61
Gt  a graph of groups 62
Hv a vertex group of Gr 62
He an edge group of Gr 62
H7  a vertex or an edge group of Gp 62
Ly the natural embedding map of H7  in Gp 62
Group and module invariants
AT(V) the A-ideals of a presentation V  65
a\(V) the a-polynomials of V  6 8
B T{T) the 5-ideals of a 3-presentation T  81
B T(V) the 5-ideals of a presentation V  83
b\(T) the 6-polynomials of T  83
5jf(G), E^(G , K ) the 5^-ideals of a group G (over K ) 97
en,\(G), 6 n,\{G, K) the era-polynomials of G (over K ) 98
z'n(G), Vn(G,K)  1 0 0 ,1 0 1
% { G ) , % ( G , K )  100,101
5t f (G) 144
E^{M)  the E^-ideals of a KG-modvle M  104
v%(M) 109
%(M)  109
Monoids
3  a monoid
[x] the free monoid on the set x 7
V  = [x; r] a monoid presentation, with generating set x and
relations r  9
x, 0 , a, 6 , etc generating symbols
(R+, R~) a relation, often written R + = R~ 9
Index of symbols 194
S(V)  the monoid defined by V  9
j p  the natural surjection from [x] to S(V)  9
W  the image of a word W  in S (V ), often written W  9
S opp the opposite monoid of S  9
opp the map from S  to S opp 9
S ab the abelianisation of S  38
S tr%v the trivialisation of S  38
K S  the monoid algebra of S  with coefficients in K  6
s K  the trivial left K 5-module 42
K s  the trivial right K S ~module 42
oS, So, 0So monoids with a zero adjoined 171
E^(M)  the i£j-ideals of a KS~modu\e M  159
E $ t (S) the .B ^-ideals of a monoid S  159
E ^ t (S) the iii^ r -ideals of a monoid S  159
